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PREFACE 
This dissertation is not int ended as an exhaustiv e 
generative description of the struc ture of Akha , 
'generating all and only the grammatical senten es ' , but 
is a description of the grammatical fac ts of the 
language so far ascertained. I do not disallow the 
probability that the rules given here will generate 
ungrammatical sentences; this grammar is not a rigidly 
expli c it sort of transformational grammar. Rather, I 
have sought to cou h my explanations in the framework 
of transformational theory, making it as coherent and 
descriptively adequate as possible within the limitations 
of time and data, while attempting to emphasize 
readability and usefulness to those who are interested 
primarily in the struc ture of Akha rather than 
linguisti c theory . To quote oam Chomsky (1965 : 116), 
'It will be obvious to the reader that this 
characterization is not intended as definitive in any 
sense'. 
I have restricted my analysis solely to my own data, 
rather than using what is growing to be a rather 
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substantial amount of Christian literature in the Akha 
language. There are available both Bible translations 
and Christian periodicals. One would naturally be 
cautious of translations, though I understand that Paul 
Lewis wrote them via discussions and advisory meetings 
with a committee of Akha; thus, any deviations from 
native speech are probably minimal. The periodi c als , I 
believe , were quite largely written by the Akha 
themselves. Nevertheless, I have stuck to my texts alone 
since only for them am I certain of their provenience 
and completely cognizant of time, setting, social 
circumstances, personalities, etc. 
My data is based on three stories and several 
conversations, the o nversations constituting seventy-
five per cent of my material. The conversations range 
over a good variety of topics such as funeral ceremonies, 
economics, sex, my linguistic research, cultural in- jokes 
(about the Thai people nd their own pe ople) , and some 
everyday events. The stories con ern a Christian 
testimony , tiger hunting laws and a legendary Akha 
figure, Asaqsaq. I have not studied the stylistic 
differences between the stories and the conversations 
to any great extent . 
The theoreti al framework for this thesis is 
transformational grammar, formulated by Noam Ch omsky 
and others. In particular, I have used Ch omsky's 
Aspects of' the Theory o f Syntax as my primary guide in 
constructing the synta tic component, and Ch omsky and 
Halle's The Sound Pa~tern of English as a similar guide 
for ~he p h o nological component. But deviations f rom the 
systems proposed therein hav e been employed. This 
grammar presumes a rather thorough knowledge of 
transformational grammar theory and of the o nventi o ns 
of writing rules in transformational grammar. 
Explanati o ns and discussions of these points are kept 
to a minimum and are reserved primarily for my 
innovations. 
In Aspe ts Chomsky has noted that only obligatory 
transformations are of interest linguistically. The 
optional o nes are only stylistic and belong to a study 
of performance. In this sense, a descriptive grammar 
such as this one, who se primary aim is to reveal as 
much of the structure of a language as possible - in 
contrast to those whose primary aim is to study 
linguistic universals - is a study of performance . For 
not only d o es it describe the obligatory constructions 
of the language, but also the common stylistic 
variati o ns, and u n commo n ones as we ll. In this 
grammar, I des c ribe a large number of opti o nal 
transformations . 
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I hav e felt it a d antage ous to abando n the system 
o f r omanizati o n already in use among the missionaries. 
That system was a tually adapted from t he Lahu alphabe t 
originated b y a miss ion ary among the Lahu in Ch i na . The 
adaptat i o n was made for the v ery practical reas o n that 
most Akha men can speak Lahu, and many had already 
learned to read the Lahu Bible when work i n Akha firs t 
bega n. As mentioned a b ove, there is quite a literature 
available in this romanization, and to that extent there 
is an argument f or s ticking to the system. 
But two eas o ns can be offered for having worked 
out a new s y stem. First of all, little of the extant 
literature is avai lable or known to s holar s, so its 
existenc e actually is n o t influential. But most 
important of all i s that t he traditional r omanizatio n 
ignores many s y stemi fa ts o f Akha phonolog y and has , 
I bel i e v e, a used confusi n even for native Akha 
speakers o n s ome o .asions. The system was based o n 
the assu mpti o n that Akha was monosyllabi c, so every 
s y llable is written separately . As a matter of fact , 
most nouns , many p artic les, some verbs, and some o f 
several other categories of morphemes are polysy llabic . 
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But if t he orthography were changed o nly t o t he 
extent o f writing the syllables together, t here would 
sti l be inherent pro b l ems , because sev era l sequ ences 
of vowels could be i nterpreted as either a digraph or a 
phoneme sequ ence. I n the old orthography, this ambiguity 
was partly avoided be ause the tone marks, written 
individual l y a f t er eac h syllable, unequivocally marked 
syllable b oundaries fo r t wo o f the tones. This s tyle 
seems a bit e ccentri for two reasons. First, there is 
already a strong pre c edent amo ng Western literary 
languages f or using dia r iti c s with . letters rather than 
independently . Second, it is the usual linguistic 
practi e to mark tones by using diacritics in 
c onjunction with letters . Additionally , mid- tone 
vowels (whi c h are unmarked) would frequentl y have been 
ambiguous anyway , with a following contiguous vowel. 
To a oi d this it has been ne c essary to co n coc t new 
digrap hs which would form unambiguous ombi n ations. 
Fortunately, Akha pho n o logy is suc h that it has been 
possible t o create quite a simple alphabet , 
In the old r oma nizati o n the use of four t o ne ma ks 
and an u nmarked t o ne igno red the fact there were only 
three tone contours. The system of tone marks did have 
the advantage that, sinc e it incorporated the glottal 
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vowel quality within the system, it obvi ated having t o 
mark glottalization independently. I hav e adopted three 
symbols to mark these features - ' for l ow tone, ' for 
high t o ne, and ? for glottalization. These symb o ls have 
the disadvantage of n o t being on normal typerwiter 
keyboards, but neither were the original four marks -
V A 
V ,-
My complete orthography is as follows, with 
romanization underlined, followed by my phonetic 
symbol , followed by the IPA symbol. 
a 
aw 
b 
C 
d 
dz 
e 
er 
ew 
a 
Q 
J 
b 
by 
C 
d 
dz 
e 
g 
a 
o 
J 
b 
bj 
-1 
t f 
d 
dz 
e 
g 
y 
h 
i 
iw 
_j_ 
k 
1 
m 
n 
0 
h 
i 
i.i 
j 
k 
1 
m 
my 
n 
D 
ny 
0 
h 
i 
y 
k 
1 
m 
mj 
n 
nj 
0 
ow 
s 
sh 
t 
ts 
u 
uw 
X 
z 
8 
p 
PY 
s 
V 
s 
t 
ts 
u 
X 
y 
z 
8 
p 
pj 
s 
J 
t 
ts 
u 
ill 
X 
j 
z 
! I I 
! I 
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When I wish to indicate that a particular 
consonant is unaspirated, I use after i t , e . g. , 
t'. Some borrowings into the language have kept nasal 
endings or off- glides. To avoid ambiguity, I put an r 
before the endings - arm= am,~ = an, arng = aD, 
arw = aw , ~ = a/ . 
In givi ng e amples f o r the rules, the practice h as 
been t o g ive first the Akha (all Akha language material 
in the thesis is underlined), then underneath the Akha 
the meanings of major constituents, and finally a free 
translatio n. So me structural data is usually given in 
the Akha sentenc es, either by labelled brackets or by 
labels beneath the constituents. The intention has been 
to el i mi nate as much labelling and glossing as possible 
to facil ita te reading, while still leaving enough 
information to understand how the examples are 
exemplifying the rules. English glosses in the running 
text are plac ed in single quotes , e.g., haw 'cooked rice', 
while functional des riptions are not set off , e . g., mia 
conveys emoti o n. 
I want to express my deepest thanks to the 
Austral i an Nati o nal University for the generous research 
scho larship that made p o ssible this thesis. I also 
thank Prof. Stephen A. Wurm for his constant support ; 
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my various colleagues for their stimulation and 
encouragement; Tom Dutton and Don Laycock who read 
part of this thesis and made helpful suggestions ; Ted 
Hope who finally rescued me from my long-playi ng role 
as the 'Lone Ranger' in Southeast Asian linguisti cs by 
his arrival on the s c ene, and who offered many helpful 
ideas. 
I must also express my appreciation to the Thai 
government, the Thai National Research Counc il and the 
Tribal Research Centre of Thailand for allowing me to 
undertake research in Thailand. And I could never 
forget nor thank enough Api, Tsemya, Aca, Asaw ? and the 
many other Akha who were both friends and informants. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BACKGROUND 
Akha is one of the better known of the lesser 
known Sino-Tibetan languages. As the case has been put 
in the Sino-Tibetan fascicles of Anthropological 
Linguistics, Sino-Tibetan is a cover term for a large 
number of languages showing strong grammatical 
affinities and lexical cognates (AL : 11). As we descend 
the hierarchy of language classification we can become 
more certain of the relationships between languages. 
We can feel confident, finally, in placing Akha in a 
group or family of languages (which we might designate 
as Lolo or Burman) with such other members as Burmese, 
Lahu, Atsi , Maru and Phunoi. For these languages at 
least, there has been some somewhat more substantial 
and more scientific study done than for several other 
languages that might deserve membership in the same 
grouping. 
The speakers of Akha cover a vast geogra phical 
territory, stretching from Yunnan Province in China, 
through northern Laos, the Shan States of eastern 
I I 
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Burma, down into northern Thailand. It is doubtful 
whether any Akha have yet moved farther south than 
Chiang Rai Province in Thailand, though they have 
certainly settled below the Mae Kok, which has 
previously been considered their southern limit (Young: 
l; Kickert: 1). But I also agree with Young that it is 
highly unlikely that Akha have settled as far south as 
Doi Suthep or Phrae as thought by Seidenfaden (1963: 
120), because the Akha have come into Thailand only 
since the turn of the century, and have only been 
progressing south by slow leap-frog jumps. 
There is no reliable census figure available for 
the Akha, just as is true of practically all the 
minority ethnic groups dispersed through Southeast Asia. 
Young (1966: 1) first thought there might be as many as 
25,000 in Thailand but has since accepted the more 
accurate count of the Bennington-Cornell survey (1964) 
of approximately 9,000. Lewis (1968b: 8) thinks there 
may be between J00,000 and half a million Akha in all. 
Very little has been published about the Akha. 
Even though the bibliography in Appendix B has around 
sixty entries, the amount of information is extremely 
sparse and the quality is generally bad . Many of the 
references are mere notices of the existence of the 
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Akha. A good number of them just excerpt material from 
some of the other sources. Some of the reports 
apparently accept hearsay stories, and a lot of the 
'facts' are questionable. Little of the reporting has 
been done by trained ethnographers or linguists. The 
most useful accounts are those by Bernatzik, Telford, 
and Roux and Tran (1954). Until .the last two years, the 
only linguistic material generally available had been 
collected by colonial administrators and adventurers, 
and only Roux's can be considered reasonably reliable. 
Paul Lewis was the first person with linguistic 
training to begin any studies at length in the Akha 
language. Unfortunately, his goals are translation, 
and he has had little time for any extensive linguistic 
analysis or for publishing the material he has 
gathered. Now he has rectified this by publishing an 
Akha-English Dictionary and a sketch of Akha phonology. 
Peter Wyss has also done some linguistic analysis of 
Akha, but again, his duties with literacy work among 
the Akha have prevBnted any studies in depth. A 
description of Akha phonology by him is forthcoming. 
There has been, until the present, very little 
information about this widely spoken language available 
for comparative and historical work. The situation is 
made even more desperate by the fact that the world of 
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academia is slowly losing access to these minority ethnic 
and linguistic groups. Thailand is the only remaining 
country where the Akha can be contacted, and the area of 
Thailand where the Akha are is already at the time of 
writing coming under pressure from dissident political 
elements. There is no way of predicting how much longer 
researchers will be able to reach the Akha. 
The material for this thesis was gathered during 
two field trips to Chiang Rai Province, in noFthern 
Thailand. On the first, very short trip, I lived in the 
Akha village of Lawlo, known to the Thai and the world 
at large by the Thai name Saencai. On the second trip I 
lived in Amphur Myang, Chiang Rai, and worked partly by 
trips to the field and partly by bringing informants to 
work in Chiang Rai. I have collected both conversation 
and stories, though most of my analysis is based on the 
conversational texts. 
quite varied . 
The topics of discussion are 
There are many topical areas in which I have hardly 
ventured, and which remain as richly interesting topics 
of research. Folklore (legends, proverbs); the language 
and vocabulary of religion, the chants and prayers, 
instructions for the children; technological vocabul ary 
of agriculture, hunting, weather, weaving, cooking all 
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want fr attenti o n. Paul Lewis and Friedho lm S h o ltz 
have both worked in these areas, but to my knowledge 
none of the results of their resear his a ailable in 
published form. The language of songs would probably be 
rewarding, t o o , for I believe much o f the v o cabulary of 
songs may be archai 
Finally, a definitive study of dialects cries for 
attention. This parti ular problem will undoubtedly 
remain as long as linguistics are cut off from the Akha 
in Burma, and espe ially those in southern China. But 
some strides forward could be made just by detailed 
analysis of the situation in Thailand, and of the 
provenience of the present Akha population in that 
country. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE PHRASE STRUCTURER LES 
In a transformational grammar (TG), there are three 
components - the syntactic component, the phonological 
component, and the semantic component. The phonological 
and semantic components are considered to be merely 
interpretative, i.e., they do not make contributions to 
the meaningful structure of the language. They 
interpret the product of the syntactic component. The 
semantic component interprets the product as its meaning 
based on the semantic and syntactic characteristics of 
each lexical item, and on the grammatical relationships 
expressed in a sentence. The phonological component 
interprets a sentence as sound segments, based on the 
phonetic classificatory markings of each morpheme, and 
the phonological rules of the language. 
In this grammar of Akha , we will not be concerned 
with the semantic component at all, Attention will be 
focused solely on the syntactic and phonological 
components . In proper theoretical order in a TG, the 
syntactic component precedes the phonological component . 
The syntactic component can then be divided into two 
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parts, the base component and the transformational 
component. It is the base component which actually 
specifies the meaningful structure of the language; the 
transformations (T rules) only make non-meaningful 
The base changes in the order and shape of constituents. 
component itself has two parts, the categorial 
subcomponent and the lexicon. The categorial 
subcomponent is the set of rules (phrase structure [PS] 
rules) that derives the meaningful sentence structures. 
The lexicon is merely a listing of the morphemes of the 
language (Chomsky, 1965: 141). Attention will be 
focussed first on the PS rules. 
The PS rules are an ordered set of rules which can 
characterize all the uniquely meaningful structures in 
the language. It is left to the T rules to describe 
various differing structures which have the same function 
as those given in the phrase structure rules. Even more 
strictly speaking, only the PS rules can specify 
meaningful grammatical relations and morphemes. The 
descriptions provided by the PS rules, i.e . , the 
descriptions of the grammatical relationships of the 
language, are called the deep structure of the language. 
The T rules then apply to order the constituents, 
yielding a surface structure which provides no 
information in interpreting the meaning of the sentence. 
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In beginning a des cription of the grammar o f a 
language , the existence of sentences as the fundamental 
building-block o f discourse is assumed. Discourse is 
constructed from one or more sentences; and sentences 
can be analyzed into smaller components - lexical and 
grammatical morphemes . 
symbolized as : 
This presumed entity is 
#S# 
Sis Sentence; # is a juncture marki ng the bounds of the 
sentence . This juncture is a grammatica l element, not 
phonologica l (Chomsky , Hal le and Lukoff, 1956: 67). 
Though it doe s frequently coincide with phonological 
juncture, this is n ot necessarily so. 
(PSl) s --+ # S# (Conj+ #S# ) * 
Norn (Neg) 
Conj is Conjunction ; No rn is Nominative; Ne g is egative; 
PP is Predicate Phrase; Q is Que stio n ; Imp is Imperative. 
* indicates that the parenthesized element can be 
repeated an infinite number of times. 
This first rule provides two options for rewriting. 
The first option of this rule is a rule for coordination, 
as proposed by Sc hane (1966). By means of the rule , each 
succeeding Sis c o nj oined to the preceding o ne(s) by a 
. t ' 1 conJunc ion. It should be noted that Schane's study 
does not c ove r all c onstructions invo l ving conjoined 
elements, but is restricted sole l y to those ' where a 
single sentence containing two (or more) conjoined 
constituents allows for a paraphrase of two (or more) 
separate sentences which ar e identical in every 
respect except for the conj oinable members'. (Schane, 
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1966 : J). For example, the study excludes sentence s of' 
the type ' J ohn and Bill played tennis together' which 
cannot be p araphrased as a conjunction of' the two 
constituents : 
la) * John played tennis together. 
lb) *Bill played tennis together. 
1 
Schane suggested that there is a universal principle 
by which conjoined sente n ces are reducible to a single 
sentence. He states, ' Two (or more) sentences can be 
conjoined into a single sentence i f' their total tree 
structure is identical except for the structure dominated 
by one grammati cal node; t his node must be a major 
~rammatical category which is not a ls o a lexical category 
LChomsky, 19 65 : 74 ] 1 (Schane , 19 66 : 39); t he non-
identical struc tures 'must exhibit at least one difference 
... within the s ame lexical category'. (p.39). A 
transformation the n deletes the identical part of one 
sentence leaving the identical part of' the other plus 
the conjoined constituents. For any language, there 
would probably be addit ional optional (and obligatory) 
transformations performing further deletions of' various 
grammatical morphemes to create stylistic and required 
changes in coordinated construc tions. 
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The rules for conjunction in this paper are not 
intended as a rigo rous study of this phenomenon in Akha. 
They only attempt to s how that there are such conjoining 
operations, and that the c o njoined constructions can be 
related by various rules and transformations to other 
constructions. For the purposes of this grammar, it can 
be assumed that such constructions as la) and lb) depend 
on subcategorial featu res of the formative 'together'; 
that after we have selected the conjoining option and 
have reduced the conjoined sentences to a single sentence 
with conjoined elements, we can select 'together' because 
it is specified plus for the syntactic feature of 'plural 
or compound subjects'. 
Some examples of coordinate constructions follow 
(the asterisks indicate hypothetical source sentences 
not actually occurring in my data). For an explanation 
of the functions of the different conjunctions see L9 
in the lexicon. 
2) 
Conjoined Norn : 
SD: * PP[Nom[ tow amya ~] VP[~ m:ia]] 
that Amya 
I miss that Amya. 
miss 
Nom[nga ~] 
I 
J) 
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*PP[Norn[hujer jamaw ma?~] VP[~ rn1a]] 
that guy Jarnaw miss 
Norn[ nga ~ ] 
I 
I miss that guy Jarnaw. 
SC : PP[tow arnya ~ Conj[hawow] hujer jarnaw ma?~ 
~ ml.a] Norn[ nga ~] 
I miss that Arnya and that guy Jamaw. 
Conjoined S : 
SD: * om[ dza ~ shl.] VP[ ta? kaw? mi.a] 
eat and die is the same 
To eat and die is the same. 
*Norn[ ma dza shl.] VP[ ta? kaw? m1a] 
not eat and die is the same 
To not eat and die is the same. 
SC : Nom[dza ~ shl. Conj[hawow] ma dza sh1] 
VP[ta? kaw? mia] 
Eating and dying, or not eating and dying, 
it's all the same. 
If at first glance dza ~ shi ta? kaw? m1a and the 
negative counterpart seem improbable as base sentences, 
consider the fact that the English translation is a 
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perfectly good sentence. There is really no problem in 
accepting the Akha, either. 
4) 
Concatenated (conjoined) V: 
SD: 
SC: 
*Nom[yawgha na?u? ] PP[Nom[na?caw?i yawna7 ter?er] 
everybody black (things) only 
V[ dmq maw ?] Pgen[ ow nga]] 
wear-want 
Everybody wants to wear only black. 
*Nom[yawghana?u?] PP[V[_~-~g.J Pgen[~ nga]] 
everybody 
Everybody walks. 
Nom[yawghana?u?] 
everybody 
walks 
PP[Nom[na ?caw? i yawna? ter?er] 
black (things) only 
Pgen[~ nga]] v[ dmq maw? J v[~J 
wear-want walk 
Everybody wants to wear only black to go. 
This . sort of construction is an interesting 
characteristic of Tibeto-Burman languages, viz., the 
concatenation of two or more verbs, each functioning as, 
and retaining the meaning of, a full-fledged verb. In 
English, these expressions normally must be translated 
by coordinate constructions, expressions with 
infinitives, or expressions with parti c iples. It is 
necess ary to distinguis h be tween strings of V, a nd 
plus auxiliaries a nd secondary verbs (see PS7; L4 and 
L5 in the lexico n ). 
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Another sort of coordinate constructi on, co n taining 
a reciprocal n otion, is illustrated in the following 
sentence. 
5) Nom[merja Conj [hawow] how~] Adv[adzer] 
Mae Ch a n 
VP [ma E dzow ] 
a nd here more 
exchanging, doesn't exceed 
Mae Chan and here don't exchange (pay) more than 
each other. 
Here , the coordinate c ons tru ction introduces the 
reciprocal notion 1 each other'. T he exac t translation 
remains somewhat ambiguous, but the Akha sent ence 
apparently expresses this comparative reciprocal idea. 
Still another kind of c oord i n a te construction 
involves sums. I f we have the followi ng two sentences : 
6a) The cow cost ~1000. 
6b) The calf cost ~500. 
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and want to give the tota l cost of the two, we can not 
state the two sums separately, as in 7a). We have to 
7a) * The cow and calf cost ~1000 and ~500. 
7b) The cow and calf cost ~1500. 
give a total as in 7b). In Akha we postulate the two 
source sentences: 
b) SD: * Nom[nyo ~] PP[Nom[ti pa] 
cow (~)1000 
VP[do? ~ nga J.£] J 
cost (come out to be) 
The cow cost ~1000. 
*Norn[ nyo tl] PP[ Norn[ nga ~] VP[ do? le nga ~]] 
calf (~)500 cost 
The calf cost ~500. 
SC: Nom[nyo ma Conj[hawow] nyo tl] PP[Nom[ti pa 
nga ~] VP[ do? le nga ~]] 
The cow and calf cost ~1500. 
In 4) the concatenation of V was discussed as a 
type of conjoining. Possibly there is another aspect 
to the problem of V concatenation, viz., rank of 
ordering of the V constituents in the string. Certainly 
. 
this problem must be considered in dealing with auxiliaries, 
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secondary verbs and the various categories of particles. 
One possibility would be to further categorize such 
items by means of PS rules, so that instead of having 
one category , e.g. , Pgen, one would have a string of 
categories, e.g., Pgen - (Pg1 ) (Pg2 ) ... (Pgn). Somehow 
this solution of establishing multiple categories seems 
unsatisfac t ory because within each category, all the 
members occur in the same environments with respect to 
other lexical categories. It is only when more than one 
of a category is present that it is necessary to specify 
further, viz., their preferential ordering among 
themselves. This can be coped with in terms of 
selectional features by specifying eac h member with a 
specifi rank in the hierarchy of ordering. Further 
discussion of this problem can be found under L6 and 
TlJ. 
In the second option of PSl there are given the 
categories for generating the traditional basic 
sentence types. A declarative sentence would be 
Norn+ PP. By selection of either of the two mutually 
exclusive constituents Q and Imp, interrogative and 
impera ive sentences, respectively, are generated . By 
optionally introducing Neg into the derivations, a 
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further dichotomy of each of the other three types of 
sentences is obtained. 
Declarative sentences: 
9) Norn[abyer] PP[~ le mer] 
Abyer go back 
Abyer has gone. 
10) Norn[ a.yaw ?] PP[le haw mer] 
he go ever 
He does go. 
Interrogative sentences: 
11) Norn[abyer] PP[~ 1e ~J Q[1a] 
Abyer go back ? 
Has Abyer gone? 
12) Norn[ a.yaw?] PP[le haw mer] Q[ 1a] 
he go ever ? 
Does he ever go? 
Imperative sentences: 
lJ) Adv[rna uw ni] Adv[yawrnuwpaer] VP[rner ner] Irnp[aw] 
in order not 
to laugh 
well teach 
Teach him well so we won't laugh at him. 
14) PP[nger] Imp[aw] 
speak 
Speakt 
Negative sentences : 
15) Nom[abyer] Neg[ma] 
Abyer not 
PP[~ 1~ a sl] 
go back yet 
Abyer hasn' t gone yet. 
16) Nom[naw] Neg[ ma] PP[~ nyanya] Q[ lo ] 
you not know ? 
Don't you know? 
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17) Adv[nga lo ?er ] Nom[ guwgho?] Neg, Imp[ta] V[~] 
my fashion fine don't pay 
Don't pay a fine like I did. 
(PS2) PP - (Tm) (Loe) VP 
Tm is Time; Loe is Locati on; and VP is Verb Phrase. Tm 
usually occurs sentence-initi a lly. The obligatory 
transformation Tll shifts it from sentence-medial to 
initial position. Loe occurs sentence-medially , and 
is normally marked b y a series of locational markers 
(seePS14; LlJ). 
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Sentences with Tm : 
18) Tm[~] Nom[xew gha] VP[aj e r ~ ~] 
t hen he wh at do 
Then what did he do? 
19) Tm[~~] Lo c[xew ba mersui ~ ] VP[ paw kow ? mer ter] 
n ow there Mae Saruai move-arrive 
Now he h a s moved over t here to Mae Saruai. 
Sentences with Lo e : 
20) Nom[amya] Loc[jeha ~] Neg[ma] VP[ i haw~ ] 
Amya Ch iang Rai not go ever 
Amya h a s never been to Chiang Rai. 
2 1) Loc[ l okaw gama ~ ] Loc[lawkaq 
car road spirit gate above 
Nom[api] VP[jaw ~ ~ ] 
Api be-stay 
Api was waiting in the road above the spirit gate. 
(PSJ) ( Pgen) 
Adv is Adverb ; Vb i s Verbal ; Comp is Complement; Pgen is 
General Particle ; jV is a c l as s of verbs similar in 
function to English 'be' (+ complement) . This rule 
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makes a distinction between verbs with semantic content 
(those which will derive from Vb) and the two members of 
the jV class which have no semantic content and perform 
only a grammatical linking function between their 
complements and their subject Norn. 
The two members of the jV class are ja? and jaw 
which have homophonous forms that derive from Vb. I am 
not quite sure about ja? belonging in this class; jaw 
may be the sole member. There is only one instance of 
ja? in a context that might be interpreted as a jV 
function. 
22) Vb[Loc[dawdaq paw] Nom[t:t jer] VP[new ~]] 
butt 
jV[ ja?] 
direction 
Caus[m:ier] 
there is; have because 
one kind think 
Because she's sexually excited (because she thinks 
about the lower part) ... 
The structural analysis of this sentence is not clear, 
Tentatively it has been assumed that the segment labelled 
Vb is an idiom and functions as a Vb. If this is not 
justified, or if ja? is not actually a jV, then PSJ will 
have to be altered accordingly . 
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Additi o nal exa mples of jV will be given under the 
expansion of Comp. 
Adv --+ Passive 
Ben 
Inst 
Ace 
Man 
Pur 
Dur 
Caus 
Cond 
Passive is an opti o n that requires the obligatory 
application of the passive transformation; Ben is 
Benefactive ; Inst is I nstrumental; Ace is Accompaniment; 
Man is Manner ; Pur is Purpose; Dur is Duration; Caus is 
Cause; ond is Co nditional. 
The options provided by this rule are due further 
extensive investigation. It is doubtful whether they 
are properly all to be introduced b y the same symbol, or 
whether they are all t o be introduced at t he same level 
in the grammar. There c ertainly seems to be some 
differences be tween the semantic nature a nd transformational 
c haracteristics o f t hese options. But at the present there 
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is insufficient data to complete an analysis of all the 
constituents of this rule, so the rule is adopted as it 
is, primarily to account for their occurrence in the 
language. 
This approach to the description of adverbials is 
similar to McKay's Alternative 2 (1968:47) which he 
. t 1 reJec s . This approach has difficulties, but then so 
does his Alternative 1 which is based on subcategorizing 
prepositions in terms of noun features, in lieu of 
creating additional categories such as Pur, Caus, etc . 
His Alternative 1 has the serious defect of violating 
the constraint on local transformations that relevant 
contexts are restricted to those of the immediately 
dominating node . 
For further discussion and expansion of these 
constituents, see TJ (passive); PS22 (Ben); PS19 (Inst); 
PS21 (Ace); PS5 (Man); PS2J (Pur); PS25 (Dur); PS24 
(Caus); PS26 (Cond). 
(PS5) 
- {ManPl 
ManwJ 
Man 
1 
McKay's discussion deals only with time and l ocation 
adverbs. 
ManP is Manner Phrase; ManW is Manner Word. An 
enumeration of the ManW can be found under Ll2. ManP 
is expanded at PS15. The following sentences are 
offered by way of comparison between the two 
constituents derived above. 
2J) Nom[abaw laqga] PP[ManW[mamai ] VP[dza mer lo]] 
grandfather Laqga truly eats 
Grandfather Laqga actually eats it. 
24) PP[ManP[ c:i .. cu ni] VP[ jaw]] Norn[ naw ma?] 
quietly be you 
Be quiet (be there quietly)! 
(PS6) Comp 
Vstat is Stative Verb. 
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This rule specifies the types of complements that 
occur with jV. It is interesting that the verbal 
constituents that occur as complements are not just 
stative verbs (verb adjectives), but include other 
intransitives and the transitive verbs as well. 
~.·- ~ 
25) S[Tm[anyo? ser? ~ .E. 2J PP[na to] 
when the buffalo was killed call the spirits 
PP[Dur[ti cew la?xew ] Comp [ b[toto] ] jV[jaw] 
in a long time 
Pgen[nga ~ ~ ] 
call be 
When the buffalo was killed they called the 
spirits ; they called for a long time. 
26) Adv[Neg[ma] Vstat[sa] V[jaw] Ptm[nger] 
not happy be when 
Pgen[xawi ]] 
even 
Even when you're not happy ... 
(PS7) Vb - (Aux) VR (SecV) (Pverb) 
2J 
Aux is Auxiliary; VR is Verbic; SecV is Secondary Verb; 
Pverb is Verb Particle. 
Aux is a class of verbal elements that precedes and 
modifies the verb nucleus. Except for two members, these 
elements do not have homophonous forms which are V. This 
is in contradistinction to SecV which do have homophonous 
forms which are V. SecV, then , are bound forms which 
occur post- verbally , modify the verb nucleus (v) and 
have homophonous forms which are V. Pverb also modify 
the verb nucleus , but they do not have homophonous forms 
which are V. 
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This way of distinguishing between SecV and Pverb 
reflects a difference in nature which is important. 
Just from the definitio n as giv en it might appear that 
the distinction between the two is ontrived, but in 
fact the differen e between Pverb and SecV is generally 
more discernible than that between Se cV and V. This is 
easily understandable from the fact that SecV are said 
to have homophonous V 'cousins'. In fac t , in the related 
situation in Lahu , Matisoff (1967) c lassifies SecV (his 
term, versatile verbs) as a subclass of verbs. 
The problem is that within the formal restrictions 
of TG, it is not possible to show how a morpheme (which 
necessarily belongs to only one lexical category) can 
have two grammatical functions when its meaning, though 
retaining an apparent semantic relationship in both 
cases, changes somewhat. In specific terms, a SecV (or 
Vin a subordinate , modifying function) generally does 
not mean precisely the same as a homophonous verb nucleus. 
If a separate lex ical category is set up to account for 
this modifying fun tion then the ability to relate the 
members of the SecV lass to their homophonous 'cousins' 
in the V class is lost. A conjoining or embedding rule 
cannot account for the change in meaning, and feature 
specification cannot be used to account for the modifying 
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function because such a feature would have to refer to 
contextual elements outs ide the purview of a local 
transformation. 1 
For lack o f a completely satisfactory solution, a 
distinct category of Sec will be adopted as a means of 
at least accounting for this function. Since Aux, SecV 
and Pverb are extensively exemplified in the lexicon 
(L5, L4 and L7 respe ctively), no further comments will 
be made here. 
(PSS) VR 
{
No rn + ~} ) V (Red) 
S + ler 
Red is Reduplication ; is I erb; ~ is a marker which 
sometimes marks the direct object (first Norn to the left 
of Vin VR) and sometimes the indirect object (second 
Norn to the left of Vin VR), but not both (see T8 for 
and~ deletion transformation); ler is a clause marker 
which marks an embedded Sas the object of some verb, 
e, g., er I Say 1 , 
Objects of the verb nucleus : 
1 
Since the time of writing it has been learned that a 
notation has been introdu ed f or referring to the 
immediately dominating node. This will eliminate many 
of the problems discussed here. Unfortunately, a source 
reference is not available for the origin of this 
notation. 
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27) Nom[ada] PP[Nom[yapi ] V[daw]] 
father opium smoke 
Father smokes opium. 
28) PP[Nom[xew maw ] Nom[adi ma? ka ~ ] V[ ~ E.£2 ner ] 
that animal 
Pgen[~ ~]] 1 
to our village also sold 
He also sold t h at a nimal to our village. 
Object clause : 
29) PP[Nom[S[Nom[nmqsi a ti kilo ] No m[ti ba? ngatse ]] 
o ne kilo of sesame 
ler ] V[er] Pgen[~ ~ le ] ] Tm[u ? sew] 
say just now 
Just now , she said o ne kilo of sesame is ~1.50. 
One of the grammatical features common perhaps to 
all Sino-Tibetan l anguages is reduplication of morphemes, 
especially of verbs , to express different semantic 
features, for instance i ntensification and progressive 
action. Since reduplication d oes carry a semantic load 
and is more than just a phonological phenomenon, it is 
1 The order of obje ts is reversed in this sentence from 
the most frequent sequence. 
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ne c essary that this feature be introduced somehow into 
the base component where all the meaningful features of 
1 
the language must be accounted f or. F o r this purpose, 
Red is introduced a s a constituen~ of VR, and is 
optionally chosen f or each o f its occurrences . 
Syntactic reduplicati n, as thus introduced in the PS 
rules, is n ot ever obligatory . 
There is the questi o n, that if this same phonological 
phenomenon can express more than one semantic feature, 
how are these features to be distinguished in the grammar? 
Can all the me anings be de rived from the single category 
Red, or do we need more than one Red, perhaps one for 
each meaning? No solutions are proposed in this thesis; 
consequently, the constituent Red as written in the PS 
rules of this grammar is used primarily as a 
representation of the fact o f reduplicat ion, and of the 
approximate level at which it would have to be introduced 
into the grammar in any case. 
In Akha , reduplication has at least the meaningful 
features of intensification , repetition and progression. 
1 
The basic outline f o r a counting for reduplication in 
this grammar is taken from Schachter and Fromkin, with 
modification for the peculiarities of Akha. 
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Intensificatio n ~ 
JO) Nom[ayaw ? tl gha t er ?e r] PP[ Adv[ ny mq gawgawgaw e r] 
he o ne person only extremely melanc holy 
VP[jaw ~ ]] 
is 
He is all alone ex tremely melanc holy. 
Jl) Nom[t s a wha mya.m~] PP[~ _E! nga ?e ] 
ma ny, ma ny p e ople probably come, hunh? 
Many, ma ny people will probably come , hunh? 
Progression: 
J2) Adv[ aj:i nya? ~ nger ~] VP[ jaw dzaqdzaq ~ ~] 
when we came co llecting assessment 
When we came , they were collecting the assessment. 
JJ) Nom[cerpyu] Loc[ be rjer?] Adv[dermyaqmyaq ~ ] 
rice side sticking on 
VP[tsaw ? mer ter] 
stab 
Sticking the rice o n its side , they stabbed it. 
Repet i tiom 
J4) Loc[tow ~ ] Adv[nahana ha ~] VP[ bo? gher ~ nga .£,] 
there listening (over a nd write down 
over again) 
There, listening to it, he'll write it down. 
There are two o ther kinds of redupli ation that 
need to be mentio ned . One is a kind ~hat seems to be 
inherent in a lexi c al en~FY, e.g., n owlaqlaq 'day of 
abstinence' , myamyai 'usually'. Though there is 
probably a historical s ource invo lvi ng meaningful 
reduplicati o n for s u h items, suc h wo ds have now 
become fixed and the redup icati o n is unmeani ngful. 
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The other kind of reduplication is phrasal. For example, 
tl hmq tl hmq I a pie c e Cl t a time I j me r E.£2 mer ~ 
'teach and teach( ? )'. Here again, sinc e the 
reduplication is obviously meaningful, it must be 
handled in the baser les. Quite p ssibly it can be 
handled under the schema for coordination , but its 
relation to other types o f c oordination has not yet 
been studied , nor what s or t of rules would be required 
to derive it . 
This discussi o n o f reduplicatio n has dealt with 
verb reduplication o nly , but it should be noted that 
nouns are also subject to reduplication. The specific 
function of such redup ication i s as yet undetermined 
because so few oc u ren es ha e been recorded, e . g., 
ali 1 son' > alili. 
JO 
(PS9) Norn ..... 
{
xa + sl 
Nml J 
Nml is Nominal ; xa is a verb n ominalizer. 
The first option - xa + S - is a bit troublesome. 
The xa is an anomalous particle which defies treatment 
as part of any other pattern. It would be nice to be 
able to class it with Aux, and in some respects it 
patterns the same way. It precedes the V; it modifies 
the V; it succeeds subject om and Tm. Clauses in 
which it occurs function in such normal modes as object 
clauses and noun modifier clauses . But xa appears to 
be mutually exclusive with manner adverbials and all Aux . 
And whereas the Aux typically convey aspectual and modal 
ideas, xa seems to h ave a me aning best translated in 
English as 'that which, those'. Finally, (apparently) 
by virtue of the presence of xa in a clause, the clause 
can functi o n as a Norn in an equative type sentence. 
The amendment 'apparently' is added because there are 
cases of clauses acting as om without benefit of xa, 
but these cases are never in equative sentences. 
35) Nom[Pass[adi nya? ~] xa P[mer ~]] 
by us that which is teach 
VP[saqbo ? bo ? ner law ter] 
write down 
That which is taught by us he writes down. 
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36) Nom[Nom[nabaw] , VP[tso? ow] xa Nom[.Ji:!]] 
ears those who have persons 
PP[yawmuw naha de] 
well listen 
Those who have ears listen well. 
The following sentence is especially interesting 
because of its similarity to another. 
37) Nom[S[~ ma ? xa .fug_ ] N[ myaw ]] Ne g[ ta] 
as: 
that which you do 
VP[~ law yaw] 
make offering again! 
thing don't 
That offering which you make don't do anymore! 
This same general construction, minus xa, occurs 
38) Nom[S[naw ma? _fug ~] N[myaw]] Norn[ tow a.pew] 
you d o thing that ancestor 
Neg[ ta] VP[~ law yaw] 
don't make offering again! 
That which you do, don't make offerings to 
ancestors anymore. 
In 38) we have just a ' relative clause' modifying 
myaw 'thing' , without the nominalization of fu9. 'do'. 
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The complete nua n c e s of the two con structions are not 
known, but it a p p ears they a re distinguishable in this 
sense : in 37) t he c lause would be strictly interpreted 
as 'the that-which-you-do thing' ; in 38) it would be 
'the you-do thing' . 
I have interpreted the following sentence as an 
equative construction. 
39) Nom[nga x a c a q ~ ] Nom[ gama t l kaq] 
that which I walk one ro a d 
That which I walk is one road (I live by only one 
creed). 
The second option - Nml - expands in PSlO as a more 
universal type of nominal construction, a construction 
having a noun as head. 
( PSlO) Nml _, ( S ) NP ( P gen) 
NP is Noun Phrase. 
The S gives us the basis for embedding clauses to 
modify N, and, subsequently , by application of 
transformations , a construction translat able in English 
as adjective+ noun. The embedded S provides, in 
contrast to English, constructions with noun modifying 
clauses, some of which would translate as relative 
clauses and some of which would translate as noun 
complements ; Akha does not ha e s u ha dichotomy in 
derivation. 
40) 
41) 
Nom[S[cerlaw daq ~ ] N[ xmqrna]] VP[c i aw] 
rice offering is there cup lift 
He l ifted the cup ith the ri c e offering ... 
Nom[S [ nmqsi ~ i E_ ] [ tsawha]] Vstat[yawmya 
going to sell sesame pe ople 
xawi ] 
so many 
So many people who are going t o sell sesame ... 
(PSll ) NP _. N (Det) (Pnoun) 
N is Noun; Det is Determiner ; Pno un is Noun Particle. 
Nouns can be modified by a following determiner, 
such as a quanti f ying expression or a demonstrative 
JJ 
( see PS12, lJ) . If there are parti .les, they succeed 
the determiners as indicated in the rule. However, it 
is in fact suspect from my data whether an NP having a 
Det can also have particles. In t he first place, the 
data has very few instances o f Det occurring with an N, 
so instances of all three c onstituents occurring 
together is even rarer. Det alone filling the function 
of a Norn is common though. irtually the only occurrences 
I have of particles oc urring with a Det is in those 
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instances when Det is functioni ng as om without an N 
nucleus. Example 42) below is one of the Very few 
exceptions, and even here the function seems to be more 
qualifying than quantifying , i.e., to be translated 'he 
alone' rather than 'he one man', which might indicate 
that the Det in this instance has a different source 
than a quantifying Det. 
42) Loc[xew ~] NP[ N[ a.yaw?] Det[ti gha] Pnoun[ter?er]] 
there he one person only 
VP[jaw ~] 
live 
He is living there alone. 
43) Nom[N[ayuw ?anyi dow] Pnoun[2_]] Tm[~] 
brothers and sisters addressive now 
Norn[ nga] PP[ aka Y.§; gow ? ow ma de] 
I dress as (be) an Akha 
Brothers and sisters, now I'm an Akha. 
(PS12) Det - Dlmt + Clf 
The classifiers of Akha will be subcategorized in 
the lexicon (L2) in terms of complex symbols. The 
traditional method of subcategorizing classifiers in 
Sino-Tibetan languages is to list them, giving an 
approximate idea as to what sort, or general grouping, 
of objects they c l a ss ify, a nd hen t o des cribe their 
various syntac tic functions . 
will be used in this grammar. 
Mu h t he same approach 
lf are s trict ly 
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subcategorized - all their syntacti c co n t exts are 
given - by PS12. Al though Dlm t is f urther expanded by 
rule 13, the constituents o f that expansion are not 
essential to the subcategorization of Clf, since any 
classifier can take either of the constituents of Dlmt. 
Examples of Dlmt + Clf : 
how~ 
how tu 
'here' 
'here' 
tse ba ? 'ten baht ' 
, 
maw 'two animals' 
( h ow ' this' + ~ 
( how 'this' + tu 
'place' 
'place' 
< tse 'ten' + ba? 'baht' 
'two' 
, 
+ maw 'animal' 
tow gha 'that person' < tow ' that' + gha 'person' 
(PS13) Dlmt 
Dem is Demonstrative ; Num is Number. 
There are only two l exi cal categori es that can 
precede Clf to form a Dlmt, either a Dem such as how 
'this', xew 'that yonder' , or a Num such as tl 'one', 
tse 'ten', ti~ 'one hundred' , nyl pa 'two thousand' 
Dem is a closed class of very limited membership (see 
Lll) . Num is also a closed class with only a small 
number of members ( see LlO), but its membe s f orm 
compounds with ea h o ther in an infinite number o f 
combinations. 
J6 
PS1J is actually a departure from the practice of 
describing only the constr c tions in the data. There 
is no Dem+ Num e xpression in the data; the rule 
amounts to a hypothesis that there is such in Akha and 
that it would have this form. The hypothesis is based 
on similar forms in closely related languages such as 
L . 1 1su. 
The use of ti 'one' with a classifier is common 
as an indicator of definite reference, i e., 'the man' 
as opposed to a general reference when a Det is absent, 
i.e., 'a man; some men; man'. 
44) 
1 
Definite referen e . 
VP[ghaw sa mi a] 
pity 
Nom[N[~J 
c hildren 
I pity those children. 
Det[ti dow ] Pgen[~]] 
one group 
Ted Hope, personal o nversation. 
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General reference : 
45) Cond[Nom[~J VP[jaw ~]] VP[ajo ? er new tser ? ~] 
children t here are how to de cide 
How do you de cide , when there are children? 
(PS14) Loe _, ml + Ploc 
Clf 
Ploc is Locative Particle. 
Examples of some locative expressions are given 
below: 
46) Nom[utsewutsew ~ ] Loc[Dem[~] Clf[~]] 
even coughing that place 
VP[~~] 
there is 
There is even coughing there . 
47) Loc[N[~ mltsa] Clf[paw]] VP[~~~] 
Burma direction take-go 
He's taking it toward Burma. 
48) Loc[Nml[mitsa] Ploc [xewta?] ] VP[jaw ~] 
earth 
He is on Earth. 
on is 
(PS15 ) ManP - V + ni 
, 
er 
Aside from the manner words which are listed in 
the lexicon under Ll2 , other manner type adverbials 
are derived fr om verbs plus certain particles. 
49) ManP[V[sa?daw] ni ] Neg[ma] VP[~ pyow ? ! aw] 
shy not know-become 
J8 
She has become unknowing of shyness (she has lost 
her shyness). 
50) Nom[yapayai ti gha] PP[ManP[V[lo ? lo ? ] er] 
Yapayai one person watch 
VP[jaw E ~] 
is there-stay 
Yapayai was waiting there watching . 
51 ManP[Vstat[yawkaw] er] VP[cer ? aw] Nom[byer !] 
fast flee Abyer 
Get out o f here fast Abyer! 
(PS16) Tm 
- {TmP} 
TmW 
TmP is Time Phrase; TmW is Time Word. 
TmW are subcategorized under L8 . 
(PS17) TmP - S + Ptm 
Ptm is Time Particle. 
Ptm are subcategorized under Ll6. Given below 
are examples of some time expressions . 
52) TmW[inaq] PP[du paq l_ ~] 
today going to bury 
Today they are going to bury her. 
SJ) TmW[~] Nom[xew gha] PP[ajer ~ .§;] 
then he do what 
Then what did he do ? 
54) TmP[ S[ er ~ l_] Ptm[ na]] Norn[ a.caw] 
go tell when other 
PP[sada ~ bl? le ? nga] 
must come give money 
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When you go tell them, the others mus t come give 
you money. 
(PS18) Vstat + V 
The subclass of verbs which are strictly 
subcategorized as [+yaw~-] are stative verbs, i.e., 
verbs usually translated in English by adjectives. The 
grammatical morpheme yaw is obligatory when Vstat are 
modifiers in the post-noun position. yaw also occurs 
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with this subclass o f verbs when Vstat func ti o n as a 
verb nucleus. This particular constructio n is the 
result of a deletio n transformation (T21) which deletes 
jV ( see PS J , 6 ) . 
55) Nom[api bye ? smq guwlaq ] PP[Vstat[yawhuw ] Pgen[nga]] 
Grandmother Bye ? smq's merit gre at 
Grandmother Bye ? smq's merit is great. 
56) No m[ N[tsawha] Vstat[yawmya] Pgen[ xawi]] 
person many even 
anything can't do 
Even with so many people y ou can't do anything.' 
(PS19) Inst _, NP 
{
aqner} 
ner 
InstP 
aqne r and ner are the instrumental particles used with 
NP; InstP is Instrumental Phrase. 
The distribution of a qner with NP is limited to 
expressions with money and vehicles. 
( PS20) I ns tP _, S + , awner 
The following are examples of various instrumental 
constructions derivable from PS19 and PS20. 
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57) Inst[NP[lo ] aqner] VP[1 ~] 
car by 
I'm going b y car. 
go 
58) Nom[how ~] PP[ I nst[NP[nyitse ba? ] aqner] VP[~~] 
59) 
this ~20 for sell 
This sells for ~20. 
InstP[Nom[~ ma ? ] PP[V[fr!9.]] 
, 
awner PP[Inst[N[akuw 
dog you use by 
aya? si] ~ ]] ] Nom[tsawha ~ ~ iba] Neg[ma] 
pig blood with 
VP[c:l. saw nya] 
wash clean 
sins of man not 
You can't, by using blood of dogs and pigs, wash 
away the sins of man. 
(PS21) Ace - NP + ner 
The followi ng sentences illustrate the accompaniment 
adverbial: 
60) PP[Acc[NP[naw] ~]] Nom[asugha] PP[VP[1 ~]] 
you with 
Who ' s going with you? 
who go 
61) Nom[byauw] Acc[NP[nga] ~] VP[ci aw cer ? do?~] 
honey me with lift and flee out 
I took the honey with me and fled. 
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(PS22) Ben ~ NP + ghadu 
Though Akha has this benefactive cons t ruction 
similar to the benefactive 'for' in English, it is not 
as common as its English counterpart , the benefactive 
in Akha being expressed b y other constructions such as 
with the Aux bi 'to let, cause' . 
62) Tm[nyfuq ] PP[Loc[aka tl m1xaq ~ ] Ben[NP [ aka tl ow] 
63) 
now to the land of the Akha 
ghadu ] VP[her do ? la? ow~] 
for bring out-come 
Now he has brought to the land of the Akha 
something for the Akha. 
Ben[NP[aduw] , ' J ghadu 
us for redeems 
He redeems (our sins) for us. 
Akha people 
(PS2J) Pur ~ S + ni 
Pur is illustrated by t he f o llowing sentences: 
64) Nom[nga] PP[Pur[S[xew gha ~ myaw ma bi _fus] ni] 
I him not let work so 
VP[ ghawna bi na maw ? nya] 
want to let rest 
I want to let him rest so he doesn't have to work. 
4J 
65) Pur[S[ma uw] ni ] Man[yawmuwpaer] VP[mer ner aw] 
not laugh so well teach him! 
Teach him well so we won't laugh! 
(PS24) S J !Dier } 
lbadaner 
Caus _, 
The two Akha morphemes are both translated as 
'because'. badaner has an allomorph badabaer. 
66) PP[Caus[s[tow a.pi i bewsmq gher rubqsi ~ ~] 
that Grandmother Bewsmq sell sesame 
badab~ir] VP[ sh:i ~ ~] 
because die 
Bewsmq died because she sold sesame. 
67) Caus[ S[ tow aka ma ngow] m:ier] VP[ ma naha si nya ~] 
that person isn't Akha because doesn't understand 
Because he isn't Akha, he doesn't understand . 
(PS25) Dur 
The first option of this rule is actually written 
to account for only one expression. Additional 
investigation of these duration expressions will reveal 
a more general rule to account for this unique 
construction . 
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68 ) Du [ Det[ tl c ew ] 
long time in be cal ing the spirits 
They were calling the spiri ts for a long time. 
69) Dur[NP[ uc l? nyi. mi ] Co n j[ mai] NP [ ushaw ti shaw] 
two nights plus one morning 
c a 1 
They c alled f or two night s and a day. 
(PS26) o nd _, S + , na 
The parti le na is h moph on ous with o ne of the Ptm 
na 'when'. he o nd parti le na is usually translatable 
as 'if'. 
70) Nom[yawghana?H1? ] Cond[S [ ma mer ] na ] 
71) 
everyo ne not tea h if 
VP[ma sl nya nga ] 
d on't know 
Everyone, if they ha en't been taught, don't know. 
o nd [ S[~ law gher ] na ] Tm[aka asasa nger naq 
make tho e ff'erings if last day moment 
P[ sa ~] 
o ne day suffer 
If you make those offerrings , y ou will suffer in 
the last day . 
CHAPTER THREE 
THE LEXICON 
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In the base component of a grammar, there must be 
a lexicon which contains all the lexical morphemes of 
the language (it wi ll lso contain most of the 
grammatical morphemes). Entries in the lexicon are 
composed of various matrices. One matrix would be 
phonological in which an entry would be identified by 
a series of phonological features serving in a 
classificatory fashion. Such lexical representations 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5, dealing 
with the phonological component. Chomsky (1965) has 
made concrete proposals for two other types of matrices 
in lexical entries, one to mark the syntactic features 
and one the semantic features of each entry. In more 
recent developments the distinction between the semantic 
and syntactic components (especially the PS rules) has 
been growing less, and this dichotomy may eventually be 
eliminated. 
The theoretical ramifications of the problem of 
distinguishing both syntactic and semantic feature 
matrices will not be discussed in this grammar. A 
single s y s t em of fe atures will be adopted to provide 
subclassifi ation within various categor ies of 
morphemes i n Akha. A system o f syntactic a nd semanti 
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features marked plus o r mi nus is quite good theoreti c ally, 
but as Chomsky h as pointed out (1965 : esp . Chap t er 4 ) 
there are still serious prob lems in the details. No t 
the least of the problems lies in oping with 
deriva t i onal morph olo gy. This point wil l be o ns idered 
further , after a brief d i s ussion of derivation in Akha. 
Akha , in common with most othe r Sino-Tibetan 
languages, has no inflectional system. Word order, 
parti c les (cliti c s ) and derivation a l pro c esses fill the 
role play ed elsewhere b y inflection. Apparently Akha, 
also in common with many other Sino-Tibetan languages, 
had at one time very active a nd very interesting 
derivational processes , many o f which h ave become 
purely historical eflexes. 
There is no extensive evidence available to sh ow 
whi c h morphological pro ces ses are still alive in the 
language , but it is certai n that some a re. A look at 
the lexi on shows le arly several different processes 
that have been active at one time at least , if not 
still in use today. o mp ounding among both verbs 
and nou ns , affixation, reduplication and tone 
morphology are all evident. Of these, compounding is 
almost assuredly still alive; affixation may be for 
some c lasses of affixes. Reduplication probably is 
still creative, too . If any of the processes is 
completely non-creative today, it is probably tone 
morphology - derivation by tone change. 
In this grammar, no attempt has been made to 
formalize the rules for derivation, nor to provide 
transformations for such processes as compounding, as 
Lees (1960) has done for English. The sketch of 
morphology given here outlines all the more evident 
pro cesses, without regard to their state of activeness 
today, and uses both class identification of the various 
morphological constituents, and identification of the 
syntactic relationships expressed in lexical items to 
show how the lexical categ ories of Akha obtain fillers. 
In tone morpholo gy , one c lass of words (e.g., 
nouns) becomes another class (e.g. , verbs) by making 
regular tone changes. In some hypothetical language, 
nouns on high tone might be verbalized by hanging the 
tone to low; nouns on a rising tone by changing to 
falling tone, etc. Matisoff (pp.60- 4) has pointed out 
reasonably large sets of these regular tone changes 
for Lahu, but in Akha large sets of regular c hanges do 
n ot o cur, though there are nu merous oup le t s and 
triplets that show p h o n o- semanti relationship s . 
In Akha we ha e ~he f ollo ing erb-noun couple~s 
whi h gi e eviden e of what was probably one a 
creative morpho l ogi al p ro ess : 
, 
'to face ' ~ ' side ' ~ 
shi 'to die ' shl ' blo od ' 
, 
1 to e ' ' direction ' p aw mo paw 
dza 'to e at' dza ' f oo d ' 
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Most o f the r es t of t he sets o f words are merely 
suggestive o f processes that must ha e been 
historically active. Within t he category of v erbs we 
have to ne c hange between o ds t h at seem to have s ome 
relation semanti ally. 
bl I to throw' b i 'to d ivide' 
da ' to put, pla e ' d a ' to lean a gai ns t' 
nger ' be empty' 
, 
'to f orget ' nger 
sa 'be dis~ essed ' 
, 
'be well' sa 
~ 'to stab at' taq ' to cock a bow ' 
daq 'there is liqui d' daq 'there i s a h o le ' 
daq ' be uno upied ' " 
der ' t o push ' der 'to beat' 
ter 'be urgent' ter 'to hase ' 
Gl ottal ized- n o ngl o ttali zed vowel dist i n ctions 
frequentl y reflect the same s ort o f semanti c relatedness 
as does tone change. I n this c ase , quite frequentl y 
the distinction seems to lie between transitivity and 
intransi t ivity, though b o th verb types have both types 
of vowels. 
taw 
tsa 
er 
c er 
baw 
ser 
si 
ta 
xa 
, 
ca 
bi 
'to wait' 
' be hot' 
'be torn ' 
'to snatch ' 
' have s omething' 
'to pour' 
'to sharpen' 
'to keep' 
'be bitter' 
'to saw' 
'to utter' 
'to throw' 
taw ? 
c a ? 
tser? 
cer ? 
baw? 
ser? 
si ? 
xa? 
ts a? 
bi ? 
'to follow ! 
'to b oil' 
' be torn ' 
'to flee' 
'to touch' 
'to p our out' 
'to rub' 
'be same' 
'be difficult' 
'to shave' 
'to tell' 
'to give' 
Some miscellaneous examples of interesting 
omparisons are shown in the f o llowing words. 
2,Ya? 'build a b oundary 
marker' 
1a 'to come' 
tser 'to plow' 
'be striped' 
1a elf . for vehicles 
c er 'to tear' 
cer ? ' to :flee ' tser ? 'to ross' 
'to redeem' xo ? 'to return' 
The process o:f a:f:fixati o n may well still be 
active in Akha t o t he present time , in pa ticular the 
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pro c ess o :f pre:fixation. Here again, the kinds o:f c lasses 
o:f morphemes and wo rds derived b y a:f:fixati o n are 
extens ive. The mo s t common pre:fix is /a/, c ertainly not 
1 
an atonal element , but n o t restricted to a parti cular 
tone :for der i vation o :f any parti cular class o:f morphemes. 
adzer 
a uw ? 
'pri c e ' 
'extremely' 
'little bit ' 
< 
< 
< 
'be good value ' 
dzer 'be extra' 
cuw ? 'be :few ' 
From the three verbs on the right, there is 
derived :first a noun, then two adverbs, on the le:ft. 
Note that the tone classes o:f /a/ overlap the morpheme 
ategories. The additi o n a l :fo llowing three adverbs also 
re:fle t pre:fixation: 
am:rag,i ' whenev er' < 
asa.9.ni 'greatly ' < 
' , gradually' < a:i:a:i:aer 
1 
C:f. a.ho I vagina 1 , a.ho I ant' 
'tree'. 
~ time element 
? 
~ 'be small' 
abaw 'grand:father'; abaw 
There are many erbs containing the prefix /a/, 
only some of who se stems a e certainly still free 
(or able to occur with out / a/). Some of these verbs 
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are onomatopoetic words (apparently) . It may be that, 
at least histori al y 9 / a / was used as a verbalizer , or 
perhaps j ust f o r e uph o ny; the f 'o ll owing suggest 
themselves as p o ssible as es in point : 
abo?bo ? - I to embroider' < b o? s~1me 
asasa 'be last' < sa same 
adzuw ?dzuw? I t o itch' < dzuw? same 
alowlow I to c opulate' < cf. bowlow 1 penis 1 
acow ow 'to sneeze' < onomatopoetic 
a ow 'to belch' < II 
aha.how 'to yawn' < ? 
In the category of n ouns, the prefix /a/ a g ain has 
widespread o curren e , though, again, it is not clear 
to what degree it is a tive t oday . As with the verbs 
and adverbs, many o f the stems with which /a/ combines 
are of unknown provenien e. 
, 
a? 'rop e ' a < ca ? ' rope' 
a. c aw 'other person' < caw ' companion 1 
adzaw ' fool' < dzaw 'to fool' 
abow ? 'seed of a vine' < ? 
abyaq 
adaq 
' dumb woman' 
' wing ' 
( 
( 
? 
? 
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In o ne ins tan e , the semanti c and grammatical role 
playe d b y the prefix /a/ remains quite clear - in the 
formation of the interrogative words (see T4, P16). 
aga 'where' ( ' 'p lace' ~
a,jer 'what' ( jer 'kind' 
amya ? 'how muc h ' ( mya 'be many' 
' 'when' ( time element amyag ~ 
asugha 'who ' ( gha 'person' 
ajo? 'how' ( ? 
Another prefix , with strict limitations on its use 
and distribution, is yaw, which combines with stative 
morphemes to form ,,;ords which function as verb nuclei, 
as noun modifiers and as constituents in adverbial 
expressions (see PS6, 15, 18; T14 , 18). 
yawbya ? 'be striped' yawgu ? 'be owardly ' 
' 'be hot' . ' 'be loose ' yaw uw yawJe 
' 'be old ' yawluw 'be light red' yawew 
In this form they an function as verb heads or 
modifiers . With the adverbializer ' t h ey form noun ~. 
adverbial expressions ( the stative morphemes which can 
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thus combine with er are probably a small , restri ~ed 
c lass . 
, yawxa ? er 'with dif'f'icul ty' < yawxa ? 'be dif'f'i cul t' 
I I 
' well' < 
, 
'be yawmuw er yawmuw goo d ' 
yawkaw 
, 
'quickly' er < yawkaw 'be f'as t ' 
, , 
' greatly' < 
, 
' be ( ? ) ya~aw er ya!!Yaw muc h ' 
It should be noted that yaw is the only derivation al 
morpheme i ntroduced b y the rules of' the syntactic 
component (except f'or the / a/ that marks interrogative 
morphemes) . All the othe mo rphemes written in the PS 
rules are syntactic marke r s. yaw is handled in this 
manner be c ause it provides a means of' subc ategorizing 
one one kind of' and be ause its role in the grammar 
was e a sily ascertainable and a rule could be written. 
Ac tually , /a/ in its arious funct i o ns and 
oc urrenc es, and yaw , a e probably the only two true 
af'f'ixes in Akha. They are the only derivational 
onstituents that h ave virtually no semanti c load , but 
purely and simply a grammatical functi o n , a nd whi c h are 
used exclusively in word f orming functions. T he other 
constituents that are onsidered here in the same line 
of' discussi o n are constituents which have lost much of' 
their meaning t o the p o int of' only vague relatedness 
between their various o ccurrences, but which a mo st 
certai nly at their beginning were v ery meaningful 
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elements strictly eng ged in compounding. Some of t hese 
other 9 less commo n y occurring 'prefixes' are : 
ba 
baba ' c heek' b a sha? sha? ' bearded' 
na 
nabaw , naxaw 'ear ' 'forehead ' 
namer 'nose' 
mer 
mershi 'belly' merla 'tongue' 
merll'.1 'lip' mernuw ? ' eye ' 
merka? ' c hin strap ' merci? 'moustache' 
merhu 'before' 
1a? 
la? law ' arm' la ?new 'finger' 
---
a1a? 'hand' 1a?be 'ring' 
la?ci ? 'to t ouch' 1a? d i 'pants 1 
1a? je 'm si cal instrument with finger-like 
r eeds ' 
Among the ' suffixing' constituents encountered 
are : 
ka 
aka 'spac e' lawka 'wall' 
ka 'be fa ' m1ka 'boundary' 
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nuw ? 
anuw ? 'seed' mernuw ? 'eye' 
kuwnuw? 'hee l ' nuwler 'pimple' 
nuwrna 'heart' 
ha 
ahama ? 'his group' yawha 1 one's own' 
tsawha 'person ' 
A third derivational process that was mentioned was 
compounding. This almost surely is still creative even 
now. As in probably every language it is impossible to 
1 draw an all-sufficient line between compound words and 
sequences of free morphemes forming phrases. There are, 
as always, between the two groups of morpheme sequences 
that one is sure are either compounds or phrases, those 
borderline cases that are marginal to both categories. 
1 
A compound word is any sequence of two or more 
morphemes, at least one of which is free, functioning as 
a unitary free morpheme. The term 'unitary' is meant to 
imply such things as that the meaning of the compound 
might not be readily derivable from the meaning of the 
constituents; that the compound might be phonologically 
marked by such things as stress reduction, change in 
juncture, modification of phonological segments, etc.; 
and that the grammatical function of the compound is not 
necessarily apparent from its structure. By specifying 
that a compound has two or more morphemes, such dead 
constituents as ba , ~· mer mentioned earlier are 
excluded. 
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For example, tl which alone means 'child', means 
something like 'people, group' when preceded by a 
modifying nominal. 
mlyer tl 'Christians' < mlyer 'God' +~ 
aka~ 'Akha' < aka 'Akha' + tl 
--
tsawha ~ 'people' < tsawha 'person' + tl 
yerba ~ 'sinners' < yerba 'taboo' ( ? ) + tl 
The following are taken to be noun compounds: 
' 'milled rice' < 'rice' ' cerpyu cer + .PY!! 
'white' 
der?nag 'birthday' < der ? 'be born' + naq 
'day' 
daqta? 'mountain < daq 'be there' + ta ? 
dwelling' 'on' 
' 'path' < ' 'place' ma gama ~ + 
'large' 
. ' ' is' < . ' 'be there' ' Jawga 'where one Jaw + ~
'place' 
:eerxag 'shirt' < ' 'cloth' (?) + xaq per 
'chest' 
duxa9. 'hole' < du 'dig' + xaq 
'area' ( ? ) 
nuwma 'heart' < nuw 'small, round 
object' + ma 'large' 
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The difference between a phrase with the 
constituents N + Vstat , and a c ompound of N + Vstat is 
marked very clearly by the affix yaw. A Vstat as a 
noun modifier in a phrase must be prefixed by yaw. I n 
a compound , yaw d o es not occur. The phrasal counterpart 
of the compound expression often differs in meaning , too . 
Compare : 
, 
'milled rice' 
, , 
'white ric e ' cerpyu 
-
cer yawpyu 
sacer 'pi ckle meat' saj1- , 'sour me a t ' 
-
yawcer 
si.lewcew 'orange' silew 
, 
'sweet 
-
yawcew 
pomelo' 
i a wdaqbya 'Akha woman's 
-
lawda9. yawbya 'flat 
necklace' necklace' 
tena9. 'low tone' - tesa yawnaq 'soft sound' 
The verbs have several interesting classes of 
compound constructions. One type is derived from a 
noun plus a stative v erb. This class c ould probably be 
subdivided into transitive and i ntransitiv e verbs but 
he r e it shall be de a lt with as a whole. One of the mos t 
productive combina tions in this class is nuwma + Vstat 
which describes various mental states or personality 
characteristics. 
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, 
'angry' < 
, 
nu wma pe
1
r nuwma 'heart' + ~r 
'bitter' 
nuwma yamuw 'good < nuwma 'heart' + 
natured' yawmuw 'good' 
nuwma ma muw 'unhappy' < nuwma ' heart' ma ' + muw 
'not g ood' 
sacercer 'p i kle < sa 'meat' 
, 
+ cer 
mea t' 'sour ' 
sabyer ?byer ? 'ma ke < sa 'meat' + byer ? 
spiced, minc ed meat' 'spiced' ( ? ) 
In a nother type we have V + Vstat. The status of' 
these as compounds depends very muc h o n their 
functioning as units ; otherwise they can be analyzed 
simply as V + SecV. 
jaw muw 
'pulverize' 
'think 
< taq 'strike' + nmq 'fine' 
< new 'think' +~'hard' 
inte ligently' 
'be well' < ~ 'live' + muw 'good' 
A third type of' construction expresses a verb with 
its object. The reason that these are best considered 
as compounds is that their meanings are not the usual 
ones deducible from their syntactic re ationships t o 
each other , but specialized meanings derived from the 
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particular combination o f morphemes ; the object nominal 
a tually seems to have a sort of modifying function. 
That is, c er dl, ~ dl do not mean 'to strike the rice', 
'to strike the drum' in the sense of one strolling past 
who turns and strikes the objects. But they have the 
spe ialized meanings of striking with a purpose -
'thresh rice', 'beat a drum'. 
, dl 'thresh rice' < 
, 
'rice' di 'hit' cer cer + 
~ dl 'beat a drum' < ~ 'drum' + di 'hit' 
myaw 
, 
'work' < myaw I thing' 
, 
'do' !!!9. + mq 
ner ? to ' call the spirits' < ner ? 'spirit + to 
'call' 
Another type of compound expresses the instrument 
of the verbally e pressed action. 
sanfng ~ 'to weave ' < sanfnq 'loom' +~'weave' 
aka El 1 t t I ( ~ 1-l. ' o separa e ct.Aa 'space' + .J21 (?) 
The last derivational process named was 
reduplication. Verbs are derived when monosyllabic 
noun reduplication (see PS8, PlO) creates 'semantically 
endocentric' expressions of action involving the noun. 
1 
I throw this in here for want of a better way to 
express the relationship between aka and El• 
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mabewbew 'drill a h o le ' ( ma.b e ' h ole ' 
' ' ' 'to rain' ( ' ' 'rain' uyeryer uyer 
ca?tmqtmq 'to ti e a knot' ( ca? tmq 'knot ' 
dawc e c e 'to defe cate' ( d aw 'rectum' (bound) 
+ c e 'fec es ' 
As stated above there is n o fully adequate means i n 
TG theory of coping with derivational pro c esses. 
derivation is still c reative, it is possible to 
Where 
introduce the rules into the s y ntacti c c omponent of the 
grammar. But problems begin to ar i se when the marginal 
areas, where it is hard to decide whether a particular 
morpheme sequence is a phrase or a compound, are 
cons i dered . Should a onstruc tion be derived by 
grammati cal rules, or should it be entered as a whole 
in the lexicon? As Ch omsky has noted (1965 : 186), both 
semantic and phonolog i al reasons s ometimes di ctate 
internal structure , a nd o nsequent i n lusion in the 
syntacti c comp o nent, for what otherwise would be taken 
as a unitary c ons tituent. 
The preceding d i s cussi n of derivati o n suggests 
certain defining limits that have been accepted in 
Akha morphology . Some o f the solution;; are more 
spe c ific than general , but the ideas and problems so 
far expressed provide the essential elements of 
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derivat ·on in Akha. An imp ortant orthographi prob lem 
remains, viz., whether within compounds, in parti cular , 
verba compounds , where graphi c space was left in the 
examples , there should be morpheme junctures marked ( b y 
a spac e) , or whether t he junctures should be exclu ded . 
The basi c pra ti c e followed in this grammar has been t o 
retain space in compounds where the constituents clearly 
are free morphemes in other env i onments , bu t t o omi t 
space where one or more of the c onstituents is bound , or 
where ambiguity with phrases might easily result. 
Exceptions to this principle are probably not 
deleterious to the grammar. 
Having outlined the pro cesses of derivation in 
Akha, the next step is t o analyze the systems of 
subclassification for the various lexical categories in 
Akha . For the open lasses, o n ly the broad outlines o f 
a system of subcategorization will be discussed. For 
the c losed classes, eac h member will be co nsidered in 
s ome detail. The dis u ssion will no t always be in 
strictly formalized features, but the characteristics 
discussed should be quite easily convertible to formal 
expression . 
The first major category to be considered is that 
of nouns. This class is particularly important since 
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s ome other c lasses must be specified in ~erms o f t he 
features o f n ouns , viz., verbs and c lassifies . 
As mentioned abo e, e e ry entry in the lexi con, 
in addition to ha ing a phono logi c al matrix, ill ha e 
matrices specifying various s y ntactic a nd semantic 
fea tures . It is b y spe c i fi catio n o f the syntac ti 
features that it i s possible t o subcategorize, o r 
establ i sh the various s u b c lasses of, t he lexical 
categories. Three types o f syntac tic fea tures are 
proposed for this purpose - inherent features, strict 
subqategorial features and selectional features. 
Inherent features are inherent to a particular lexi al 
ategory , 
[animate], 
such as f o r nouns there would be the features 
[ ommon ] , et . Stri t subcategorial features 
spe ify all the immediate contexts of a category, s uch 
as f o r Clf , there is [+N - Dem ], f +N - Num ], et . 
-- -
A sele tional fea ture refers t o the inherent s y nta tic 
features of other l exical c ategories, su has f or verbs 
t here i s [ + [+N , +an i mate ] J, etc . 
The PS rules, t hen , would generate strings o f 
grammatical morphemes and c ategorial symbol s , s uc h as 
N, V, Clf, etc . These strings are preterminal stings. 
Since ent ies in the lexico n a e spe ified a cording to 
the various sorts of features we have just been 
dis ussing, there must be rues i n t he lexicon t o 
further analy ze the lexical c ategories of the 
preter minal s trings as c omplex symbols of inherent, 
stri ct subcategorial a nd selectional features, that 
will mat c h thos e of entries in the lexicon. Finally, 
a convention called the lexica rule wi ll permit any 
entry in t he le icon to substitute for any omplex 
symbol in the preterminal string with whi hi t is 
nondistinct (Chomsky, 1965 : 81). 
6J 
In writing rules f or syn tacti c features, the n ouns 
are specified first . Ch omsky (19 65 : l lJ - 5) has 
demonstrated that f or English it greatly enhances 
generali t y of descripti o n for some categories if nouns 
are taken as the domina nt category and other categories 
are specified in terms o f noun features. 
( L (lexi c al rule) 1 ) N - CS 
By convention , CS implies all the contextual frames 
of N i mpl i ed in the PS rules, with the limitation that 
a frame is only tho se constituents immediately dominated 
by the same node that immediately d ominates N. For 
there would be contexts suc h as[~_], [~_Det], 
[ Det + Pnoun], [s~_J, etc. CS also specifies the 
feature [+NJ. 
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(L l,1 ) [+NJ - [±corrunon] 
Chomsky cites[+~_] as a diagnostic frame for 
proper nouns in English, but in Akha all nouns have this 
environment . Consequently , in Akha we use the inherent 
feature [corrunon] t o distinguish between the group that 
includes proper nouns a nd pronouns ( [-corrunon ] ), and a ll 
oth~r nouns ([+corrunon]). 
(Ll. 2) [-corrunon] - [±pro] 
This is probably the best distinguishing characteristic 
for [-corrunon] nouns. Pronouns are specified [+pro] a nd 
proper nouns [-pro]. Their distribution otherwise is 
virtua lly the same. 
(LL J) [+pro] - [±1st person] 
(Ll. 4) [-1st person] 
-
[±Jrd person] 
(LL 5) [+1st person] 
-
[±sg] 
(L L 6) [+Jrd person] 
-
[ ±sg] 
(L L 7) [+pro] - [+human] 
The pronouns in Akha are thus specified as follows: 
, [+pro , +1st p.' +sg] nga 
, [+pro, -1st p.' -Jrd p.' ±sg] naw 
a:raw ? [ +pro, +Jrd p.' +sg] 
ad:i, aduw, admq [+pro, +1st p.' -sg] 
aha [+pro, +Jrd p.' -sg] 
(LL 8) 
(LL 9) 
[-common] - [-coun~J 
[+~Det ] - [+count] 
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Ll.8 states that neither pronouns nor proper nouns can 
be counted, and Ll.9 excludes them from a frame with a 
Det. Actually, this rule ignores the fact ~hat animate 
prope_r nouns have dual usage , as terms of address and as 
terms of reference. As terms of reference they are 
countable. 
(LL 10) [-pro] - [±animate] 
Proper names can refer to non-animate things, like 
cities, or to animate. It is possible that a further 
distinction between proper names for human and animate, 
non-human things would be desirable, but there are no 
instances of proper names for the latter in the data. 
Proper nouns [-pr, -animate] 
merja 
merserler 
kin, t ' q e 
' Mae Chan ' (town) 
'Mae Salaep' (town) 
'Bangkok ' 
Proper nouns [-pro, +animate] 
b ye ? smq a n ame 
adow ? a name 
mi.cu a name 
All the rest of the n oun s in Akha , all those 
specified[+ omrno n ] , are co ntable. Mass nouns such 
as sunshine, milk and meat can be counted using 
classifiers that would tra nslate in English in such 
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ways as 'one ray', 'one cup ' , 'one drop' , 'one piece', 
etc. Abstract n ouns can at least be counted by jer 
'kind'. Further discussion of the count characteristics 
of nouns will follow in the section on classifiers 
(L2). This feature of c ountability can be expressed 
as : 
(Ll. 11 ) [+common] - [+count] 
ome additional specifications are : 
[+count] - [±animate ] 
[+animate] - [±human] 
(Ll. 12) 
( Ll. lJ) 
( Ll. 14) [-animate] - [±edible , ±smokable, ±location, 
±hole, ±tellable, ±liquid , etc. ] 
Obviously, the specification could go on in this fashi on 
almost indefinitely. Some of the features noted above 
will be discussed further in the section on verbs (LJ). 
Nouns [+count, +animate, 
'person' 
+human] 
acer tsawha 
ayuw? ' older sibling' xadzeya 
1 BrDa' 
'man' 
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sa aqderya 'hu nter ' taq d zew 'thi ef' 
ouns [+cun t, +an i ma -ce , -huma n ] 
alaw 'snake' 'anima l' 
'frog' ' uwyaw 'monit r 
lizard' 
Nouns [-animat e 
'fenc e' sac:u 'fat' 
+edib l e ] 
ngadu 'banana blossom' te ?ma ? ' guava' 
+smokable] 
' opium' ' cannabis' 
+ location] 
.1' wba 'river' ghalaq ' valley ' 
+h o le] 
mabew 'ho le ' ma er 'hole' 
+ tellable ] 
d w ' speech ' pu1a? 'subject' 
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+ liquid] 
nama 'kerosene' byauw 'honey' 
(L2) Clf - CS 
The grammatical category Clf is strict ly 
subcategorized by this rul e for features suc h as: 
[+N Dem ] 
[ +N - Num ] 
[+N - Dem~_Pnoun ] 
This grammatical class which is frequently 
designated c lassifiers can be divided into two classes 
(three classes would perhaps be more accurate) depending 
on their semantic rel ationship with the nouns they 
determine. The fe ature [true classifier] will be used 
to divide classifiers i nto true classifiers ([+true cl.]) 
and measures ([-true cl.]). 
True classifiers m~ke reference to some 
characteristic of the n oun they determine, and to use 
the wrong classifier (with a consequent incorrect 
referent) would be as incongruous as an English speaker 
saying 'a herd of birds ' . For example, Akha has the 
following sort of true classifiers: 
s:l. [+ mal l , r u nd i sh bje t ~ 
xalo H . s:l. ' o n sto ne ' 
dzm9. [ +pai o f st "ck obj ect s ] 
juda ti dzmq ' one pair o f c hops-ci cks' 
, [+c andle ] ~ 
saqle tl 
, 
' o ne c andle ' ~ 
kaw [ ·+- field ] 
, 
ti kaw ' o ne up l and ric e field' ~ 
XO [+ lump-like obj e cts ] 
c e ti XO ' o ne pile of dung' 
True lassifiers an b e further subdivided by t he 
feature [reduplicated c lassifier]. [ - ed. c 1. ] are 
those c lassifiers such as given in the examples just 
bove. [+red. cl. ] are simply the last syllable of the 
determined n oun, e.g . : 
s anfuq ti runq 'one loom ' 
'one lung' 
tsaw t:l. tsaw ' o ne waterfall' 
, , i , g a tsmq .i_ tsmq 'one intersection' 
Admittedly these reduplicated classifiers do not 
refer to characteristics o f the nouns they determine in 
the same way as the unreduplicated true classifiers. 
Hence , the suggestion three classes might be better than 
?O 
two. But in ano ther sense they d o, in that they refe r 
to 'one of i tse lf' ' of the o b j e ct, somethi ng that c anno t 
be d o ne with words like sabyer ? 'spiced minc e' , whi c h d o 
not take true classifiers . 
Compare : 
l aw ti law ' o ne raft ' (one of itself) 
' maw ' o ne mule ' (one of itself) 
sa? ti ? ? air' 
To go back then to nontrue classifiers ([-true cl. ] ) , 
these are frequently cal led measures , or measure words. 
They make no reference to any characteristi c of the 
determined object; they determine only in relation to 
their own inherent features. I t should be noted that 
even objects that take true classifiers can often take 
me asures with complete ease: 
icu? ti tsuw ? 1 one cup of water' 
xalo t:l. kilo ' one kilogram of stones 1 
(but : xalo ti si ' one stone' ( one of itself) 
---
sab:rer ? ti xmq 'one bowl of spiced mince' 
j:iba ti tsa? ' o ne bottle of ri ce whiskey' 
Ve ry often these me sures are a syllable of a 
disyllabic noun designa ting the physical object which 
is the measure , e.g .: tsa? 'bo ttle' < matsa? ; xmq 
I bOWl I < Xlllqma ; tSUW ? I CUp I < X8.WtSUW , Otherwise, they 
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are autonomous, such as ~ 
bi 'five gallon can'. muw 
' --
kilo 'kilogram' ; cer a weigh~ , 
'thirteen kilograms'; k'aw 
'liter'. 
There must, of' course, be some rule that specifies 
how the corresponding nouns and classifiers are chosen. 
A feature system has a lready been introduced f'or the 
classifiers ; this same feature system will enable us to 
specify one category in terms o f' the other. But just as 
verbs are selectionally subcategorized in terms of' nouns, 
so will classifiers be thus subcategorized. Nouns form 
the nuclei of' NP, while classifiers are merely a part of' 
a modifying, or determining, constituent. 
The feature [true classifier] now becomes a 
feature of [+common] nouns. 
(Ll. 15) [+common] - [±true cl.] 
Classifiers will be specified either as [+Clf', 
+[+true cl.] Dlmt __ J or [+Clf', +[-true cl.] Dlmt ]. 
Nouns would be further specified by : 
(Ll. 16) [+true cl.] - [±red. cl.] 
True classifiers ([+[+true cl.] Dlmt ]) would 
then have the additional selectional features of' either 
[+~fared. cl.] Dlmt ] or [+[-red. cl.] Dlmt J . For 
lassifiers having t he former fe ature 1 there would be 
a phono logical rule (P 12) whic h supplies the correct 
r eduplicated syll able in each case. 
Nouns that h ave the feature [-red. cl.] will be 
further specified f o r features such as : 
[+ small , roundish obje ct] 
[+candle ] 
[+house ] 
[+seed-like object ] 
[+s heet ] 
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So that classifiers specified as [+[-red . cl .] Dlmt J 
would then have to be specified as, e.g. : 
[+[+small, roundish object] Dlmt ] 
whi h would supply the classifiers~. ~. yaw ? , nuw ? , 
ta?, respectively for the noun features listed abov e. 
The n ouns th tare specified [-true cl.] must be 
further specified f or suc h fea tures as [volume ], 
[weight], [dimension] 1 [duration] to indicate the s ort 
of me asure s that can determine them. Typical 
1 ssifiers that could determine nouns marked plus f or 
these features are : 
[ +vo lume] 
bi 
k'aw 
'five gallon can' 
' liter ' 
[+weight ] 
' cer 'weight of two 5 satang co ins' 
ber 'weight of o ne 1 baht note' 
[+dimension] 
lmq 
[+duration] 
k'a 
' span of b oth arms outstretched' 
' o ne instance 1 
'hour ' 
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Note that nouns will commonly be marked plus for 
more than one of these features , meaning they can be 
determined by more than one type of measure, e.g., both 
weight and volume. Also, as noted above, nouns that 
take true classifiers may also be marked plus for some 
of these features . 
A significant problem that remains is how to provide 
for ~he selection of the several classifiers for 'pair' , 
Some s ort of number element may ha e to be added to the 
rules o f ' the base component; or perhaps some feature 
specification for the n oun can handle it. 
(LJ) V _, CS 
Verbs are thus strictly subcategorized for each of 
their contextual frames. The selectional features of 
verbs , like those of classifiers, are specified in terms 
o f the syntactic features of n ouns . The seemingly 
universal distinction between trans it·ve and 
intransitive verbs c an be made f or Akha b y the strict 
subcategorial features : 
Transitiv e 
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[+Norn .. . I where Norn and are immediate ly 
d ominated b y the same n ode 
pa_ I eXChange' j la?ka I d r op I j ili I make I j ngeW nyer I Shake I 
Intransitive 
[-Norn... ] 
yu_ ? 1 lie d OWn 1 j na? I early 1 ! nyer I Shake I 
A lass o f ditransitives can be spe c ified by the 
fe ature : 
[+ o m1 . .. o m2 ... ____ ] where om1 , om2 and __ are 
1 give 1 ; ' er 
immediately dominated by the 
same n o de and Nom1 ; Nom2 • 
ner ' tell' . an 'sell '. tsa ? ~a 'tel1 1 
'= '---= 
In a dditi o n, further subcategorizatio ns can be 
m de based o n t he n oun feat res [animate ] , [ human ] , 
[abstract] , etc ., as Chomsky has out lined for English. 
Amo ng the transitive v erbs , s ome of these features are 
espec i lly interesting because they determine not only 
what general classes of e r bs may be inserted in a 
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context , but which of sev eral verbs i n a class having 
similar meanings must be u sed. For instance, f or the 
c oncept 'there is' the f ol lowing features would ha•e to 
be specified : 
72) 
73) 
74) 
[+[+N, +animate ] ... J . , Jaw 
I I . I l. )_ ? taqdzew pa Jaw~ nga e 
t hieves may be be t here a gain 
Maybe there will be thieves there agai n. 
[+ [+N, -animate ] . .. J 
when going to 
c lear a path 
one pond there was 
On t he way to clear a path there was a pond. 
[+[+N, +liquid] . .. J 
nama 
kerosene there is 
There is some kerosene. 
[+[+N, +hole ] ... __ ] 
Rather than specifying that something is edible as 
suggested earlier , we might specify : 
[+[+N, +eatable ] . . . __ ] dza 'eat' 
[+[ +N, +drinkable] .. . __ ] daW I drink' 
Adjectives in Akha are verbal. Such verbs are 
called Vstat - stativ e verbs (see PS 18 ) - in this 
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gramm r. Vstat are a sub lass of intransitive verbs and 
can be specified by the stri c t subcategorial feature 
[ +yaw~-]. The prefix yaw gives stative verbs an 
independent status . Without the prefix they can functi on 
verbally (as verb nuclei), r equiring the presence of 
Pverb or Pgen. With the prefix, they can function 
verbally, and as noun modifiers subordinate to the noun 
heads. 
As verb nucleus without yaw: 
75) Nom[Nom[xew ta?er ] PP[Vstat[naq] dzer ow]] 
than that 
VP[gow ? maw ? aw nya] 
want to get 
soft more 
I want some that's softer than that. 
76) Nom[sapi] Neg[ma] PP[Vstat[pew] ~ ~] 
peppers ~t have value quote 
He says peppers aren ' t worth anything. 
As verb nucleus with yaw : 
77) Nom[nymqmq] PP[Vstat[yawper ? ] nga] 
roof leaky 
The roof is leaky. 
78) Nom[api bye ? smq guw l aq ] PP[Vsta t [ yawhuw] nga ] 
Bye ? smq merit large 
Bye ? smq's merit i s g r eat. 
As noun modifier ? 
79) Nom[N[perxaq] Vsta t[yawpya]] VP[aga jaw~ 
jacket 
cer ? do ? le~] 
fled out of 
t orn where is it 
Where did that ragged jacket escape from? 
80) Nom[acaw cu ? ta? lu? ] PP[Nom[N[(chicken)] 
everyone else 
Vstat[yawja? ]] VP[.£.!:!]] 
cooked wrap up 
Everyone else wrapped up a cooked one. 
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Another problem that must be faced is distinguishing 
between morphemes having related meanings, e.g., nya, 
, 
er 
'say ' ; nger, er ' speak'; er ner, tsa? ~'~'tell'. 
First, strict subcategorial features would distinguish 
some. Not all these morphemes occur in the same 
syntactic frames. For instance, nger 'speak ' would have 
a different distribution from ny~ ' say '. For those 
similarly specified as to contextual environments, 
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furthe r d is tinction c an be made by choice of selectional 
features. T he verb ~ 'te l l' would be specified 
+story] ... J for ~he fact that it takes on 
'story'' or a story , as object, whereas er ner would not 
be s pecified for such a specialized object. Finally , 
for groups of morphemes such as er ner , tsa? ~ 'tel1 1 ' 
which would be identi cally specified for strict 
subcategorial and selectional features, it would 
probably be necess a ry to resort to semantic features 
for a differentiation (this carries us beyond the limit s 
of the present topic). 
In addition to V which act as head in verb 
expressions, there is a class of secondary verbs - SecV. 
To use the symbol SecV is, of course, to claim it as a 
distinct category in the grammar of Akha; distinct from 
nouns , demonstratives , and other verbs, etc. But the 
morphemes which fill this position have definite 
relationships with members of the category V; they are 
homophonous with members of that category. These sets 
of phonologically similar V and SecV always have a 
semantic relationship, too, in the similarity of the 
meani ngs of the members. 
It is tempting to want to just say some V can also 
function in a subordinate modifying fashion to the verb 
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head, or , t hat ther e is a class of morphemes which c an 
func ti o n either subord i n a tely to a ver b head or as v erb 
heads themselves. The l a tter course h a s been foll owed 
by Matisoff (1967) in desGribing Lahu. He defines the 
class of versatile verbs as one whose members can a c t 
as either nuclei of verbal constructions or modifiers 
of v e r b nucleu. No ss ( 19 64 ) has followed a similar 
course for Thai gramma r , with a class of completive 
verbs. Members of this class act subordinately to verb 
heads, as well as acting a s verb heads, in the same 
c ap a city as ad j ectives and tra nsitive verbs. 
But a s the dis cussion under PS7 pointed out, the 
formal restrictions of TG prevent such a facile 
handling of the problem. It is necessary to establish 
a s ep a r a te lex ical category for the modifying function. 
(L4 ) SecV _, CS 
One of the fi r st problems that must be dealt with 
is tha t of ordering , be cause it is possible to form a 
string of concatena ted subordina te verbs. Tentatively 
it shall be assumed that the s c hema for conjunction 
can also handle concatenation of secondary verbs, with 
the appropriate extra rules for deletion of matching 
portions of coordinate sentences, leaving only the 
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coordinate SecV. It is not actually clearcut that suc h 
strings of secondary verbs really are coordinate in the 
same sense as a string of concatenated V, but this 
problem will need further investigation. The actual 
ordering of the morphemes in such a string can be 
achieved by the same system as described for Pgen (L6 ; 
TlJ), but the actual order c l asses have not been worked 
out as they have been for Pgen, due to insufficient data. 
The discussion which follows sketches the functions and 
meanings of the SecV. 
4.1 do ? 
'To result, turn out'. 
81) Adv[yawxa? er] Neg[ma] VP[V[new] SecV[do ? nyanya]] 
scarcely not think out can 
You can hardly figure it out. 
82) Nom[aka ~] PP[Adv[ajo ? ] VP[V[jaq] SecV[do ? ] 
Akha how 
Pge n[nfnq] Nom[tow]] 
that 
How did the Akha make that? 
make 
The related V means ' to depart '. 
turn out 
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8J) Adv[£2. ~ na ] Nom[gna] VP[V[do ? ] SecV[1] 
when come b ack l leav e go 
Pgen[~J] 
When he comes b ack, I'm going to leave. 
4.2 dze r 
'More, additional'. 
84) Nom[nymq how nymq ] PP[V[ huw ] SecV[dzer] Pgen[~] ] 
this house large more 
This house is larger. 
85) Nom[naw ~ mlya ] PP[Nom[naw ta ?er] V[yuw?] 
your wife 
SecV[dzer] Pgen[nga]] 
more 
than you 
Your wife is older tha n you. 
elder · 
The related V means 'extra, remaining', but no 
example is available. 
4.J dz o.w 
1 To exceed 1 • 
86) Adv[how ~ ~] Adv[adzer] V[ka] SecV[dzow] 
from here very far exceed 
Pgen[nya ] 
It 's too far from here. 
87) Nom[sbfuq] PP[Adv[adzer] V[ ~ ] SecV[dzow] 
iron v e ry hard exceed 
Pgen[ nya]] 
The iron is too hard. 
The V form means something like 'to go by', but 
this us a ge is not in t he texts. 
4.4 gha 
'Enough'. 
88) Nom[nga] 
I 
PP[V[bo ? ] 
wri te 
I've written enough. 
89) v[nger] SecV[gha] 
SecV[gha] 
enough 
Pgen[~J 
speak enough 
We've talked enough. 
Pgen[ma]] 
The related V would also mean 'enough'. 
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90) Nom[yawya? paw !:.£ gher dow a] PP[ ma nger xawi ] 
the difficult spoken material don't even speak 
4.5 ,. 1 
SJ 
PP [V [ gha] Pgen[ ~ ] ] 
enough 
You don't need to speak diffi cul t l a nguage a nymore ; 
ther e' s enough . 
Futurity, or 'going t o '. 
91) Adv[-92 le na ] Nom[ nga ] VP[V[do ? ] SecV[1] Pgen[~] 
when come back I leave going to 
When he comes back, I'm going to leave. 
92) [ '' ' ' ] Adv uyeryer na Norn[ cer] VP[ V[ caw? ] SecV[1 ] 
if it rains rice spoil will 
Pgen[~J] 
If it rains, the r i ce will spoil. 
The idea of futurity c onveyed by 1 is that of 
'going to+ V', as contrasted with that of the Aux~ 
'will get to' (see § 5.1). The V i has the meaning of 
'go down', or ' go (generally)'. 
93) Inst[lo aqner] V[1] Pgen[~J 
by car go 
I'm going by car. 
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4.6 ka 
'Down'. 
94) Nom[VP[V[~] SecV[ka] ler ] VP[er ner] 
come down tell 
I will tell them, 'Come down'. 
The related V means 'to plant'. 
95) Nom[S[VP[Nom[cer ] [ ka]] Conj[aw] VP[yamo ? ~ ]] 
rice plant and weeding 
Det[t:l dow]] VP[s:l nya ow ] VP[ter ? nga] 
one way know only 
They only know how to weed and plant rice. 
4.7 1a 
'Become (past, completed)' ; habitual action. 
96) Nom[naw] Loc[how ~] VP[jaw ow] Adv[V[myaq] 
you here be there long time (?) 
SecV[ la] Pgen[~]] 
become 
You have been here a long time. 
97) Adv[ti daw ti daw er] VP[ V[naha] SecV[la] 
word by word ask habitual 
Pgen[ nga ~]] 
He asks word by word. 
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The related V means 'come'. 
98) om[~ ma?] Acc[ nga ner er ] Neg[ma] VP[V[la] 
you with me not come 
SecV[ maw?] P g en[ nya ] J Q[ l o] 
want ? 
Don't you want to come with me ? 
4.8 le 
' ome down; go up; be come'. 
99) Tm[na] Nom[aghew ] PP[V[ d.cucu da ] 
then MoBr pick up place 
SecV[le] Pgen[mer ]] 
g o up 
Then, MoBr pi cked him up and put him (up) in. 
100) Nom[nga] PP[Nom[naw] Nom[myaw] Aux[bi] V[fuq] 
i y ou task let do 
SecV[ le maw ? ] Pgen[nya]] 
come want 
I want you to come work. 
101) Nom[akuw sacercer ~ ler ~] Adv[V[der ? ] SecV[le ] 
make pickled dog's meat alive become 
ow J J Neg[ ma] VP[~ haw] 
not ever heard 
I've never heard of making pickled dog's meat sine 
I've been born. 
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The V le means both 'to c ome down' and 'to go up '. 
This anomalous situation is especially interesting in 
light of the complete set o f specialized V which have 
evolved in Akha f o r these a ctions , viz., i 'go down, go 
(generally)' ; le, le 'go up' ; la 'come up , come 
(generally)' ; ~' ew' ome d wn' . 
102) Tm[saper nger naq ] Nom[nga] Lo c [merja] 
dat after tomorr ow I Mae Chan 
VP[V[le] Pgen[~]] 
come down 
The day after tomorrow I'll come down to Mae Chan. 
103) Nom[ayaw ? ] PP[V[ ~] Pverb[hawl Pgen[mer]] 
he go up used to 
He used to go (up). 
4.9 1e 
' o up; become (sometimes with an implication of 
the future) 1 • 
104) Adv[tow mier] VP [ V[~J 
because of that 
Nom[tow] 
that ( person) 
be there 
SecV[le] Pgen[~ nga ]] 
go up 
Because of that , he went and waited there. 
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105) Nom[Tm[V[ ~ ] SecV[ le ] ~ ] VP [ bi her le ?] ler ] 
dry 
VP[er ner de ] 
tell 
bec ome when let bring 
Tell her to let s ome o ne bring them when they are 
d r y . 
The V le means 'go ( up)'. 
106) Nom[apt ] PP[V[le ] Pgen[mer] ] Q[la] 
Api go ? 
Is Api going? 
4.10 lo ? 
'Enough'. The distinction between lo ? and gha 
( §4.4) seems to be that lo ? refers to quantity, and 
gha refers to sufficiency in performing an action. 
There is only one instance of this SecV in the texts. 
In that particular instance, structurally it could be 
either SecV or particle. It is classified as SecV in 
this grammar because Lewis (1968a) classifies it as 
such, and because it is cognate with Burmese lau? 
'enough' (auxiliary verb , Cornyn, 1944 : 22) , and Lahu 
lo ? 'enough' (versatile verb , Matisoff, 1967 : 354). 
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107) om[tsawha ~ J Neg[ma j PP[V[aq ] SecV[lo ?] 
person not sell enou gh 
Pverb[cew] Pgen[~]] 
can 
A person wouldn't have enough to sell. 
4 . 11 maw? 
'Want'. 
108 ) Adv[Nom[yawghana?u? ] PP [ blcmq mertsew ter ?er dmg J 
everyone wear only Thai clothes 
mter] VP[V[ dmq ] Se c [maw ?] Pgen[ la]] 
be cause wear want 
Because everyo ne wears only Thai c lothes, he wants 
t o dress (thus) . 
109) Nom[nga ] PP[Nom[byauw ] VP[ [daw ] SecV[maw ?aw ] 
I h o ne eat want 
P gen[nya] ] J 
I want to eat s ome h o ney. 
The homop ho nous form also means 'want', but this 
usage doesn't occur in the data . 
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4.1 2 ' ~ 
' I n to, onto' . 
110) Nom[Pass[ad1 nya? ~ ] VP[ daw nger .£!:]] 
by u s speak words 
P[V[saqbo ? bo ? l SecV[~] Pgen[.£!: ~ ]] 
write i nto quo te 
He says he writes i n there what is spoken by us. 
The related V has the meaning 'beirl. There may 
well be a historical relation between this verb and the 
l o ative marker aq 'in, at,on'. 
111) Adv[tow m:ier ] VP[V[aq] Se cV[le ] Pgen[nga] 
t herefore be in go 
Nom[tow] 
that ( person) 
Therefore, he went (in a nd waited). 
4.lJ tser ? 
'Ap art, separate' . 
112) S[~ new~] S[Neg[.!!!_ ] P[V[new ] SecV[tser ?] 
think not think separate 
Pverb[nya] Pgen[mta to] 
can 
. 
I've thought and I can't make up my mind. 
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The related V means 'to break apart' , but it does 
not occu r as such in my texts. 
,~. 14 ' ' u 
' I nto, within'. The d i fferen e between this 
morpheme and~ (§4.12 ) is not clear . The samples in my 
data suggest that aq might be restri c ted to i nanimate 
objects and u to animate. 
1 lJ) Inst[ Loe[ xa? 1~] V[tl.::. ] SecV[~] awner ~ ] 
basket tie in by 
Loe[ abaw udu ~ ] P[~ taw ? le nga ~] 
in a tree top tie-together go 
By tying him in a basket, he went and tied him 
in a tree top. 
114) Norn[~ ma ? ~ xajeya ] PP[Loc[~ aq] 
your husband in the lake 
VP[V[tsaw] Se cV[~] Pgen[nga]] 
jump into 
Your husbands jumped into the lake. 
The related V form means ' to enter'. 
115) Loc[hu gaw] VP[V[~ J Sec [.Ji] Pgen[~JJ 
here enter complete 
They all went in here . 
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4.15 yaw '? 
' To remain' . 
116) Nom[mawo gher ] PP[Adv[nuwma E._erper er ] V[jaw ] 
Mawo als o broken he arted be t here 
SecV[~J Pgen[~]J 
r emain 
Mawo too was broken he arted that he had to stay. 
The V which is related means 'to stay; rest'. 
117) Tm[nyfuq c i ? ] Loc[how ~ ] VP[v[~] Pgen[ow]] 
tonight here stay 
Q[lo] VP[..£.'.: le ow l o haw] 
? go b ack ? 
Will you stay here tonight or will you go back? 
4.16 11 
'Completely, all'. 
118) Nom[yawghana?lu ? ] Loe[~~] VP[V[der ? ] 
everyone 
Sec [ pu ? 
immerse 
in the lake 
.Ji_] Pgen[ nga ~] 
ompletely 
He pushed them 11 into the lake. 
push 
9 2 
119) Tm[E2 la , 1 
~ J Nom[asaqsaq ~ miya] VP[ V[ g ow? ~ 
when he r eturned 
SecV[jjJ] 
all 
Asaqsaq's wife take 
When he returned , they would al l be Asaqsaq ' s wife. 
The V form has a meaning ' to finish'. 
1 20) Nom[aja] PP[ om[yanger] VP[V[.iib ] Pgen[mer ]] 
Aja field finish 
Aja finished the field. 
4. i 7 pu?' 
'Immerse'. My texts have only a few instances of' 
this morpheme, but Lewis 1968a) lists many expressions 
in which it occurs. 
121) Nom[yawghana ? lu?] Loc[laq aq] VP[V[ der ?] 
everyone in the lake push 
SecV[pu ? .iib] Pgen[ nga ~] 
immerse completely 
He pushed them all into the lake. 
1 22) Nom[ labuw ] Tm[xew na ow~] Pass[asaqsaq ~ ] 
Chinese then by Asaqsaq 
VP[V[tu] SecV[pu ? ]] 
cut down immerse 
123) 
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The Chinese , then, was cut d own i nto the water by 
As qsaq. 
T he r elated V means ' to b oil s omething' . 
everyo ne pe op le who build the path 
PP[Nom[ya ci? maw ] V[ pu?pu?]] le ] P[ er ow nga ~ ] 
chicken b oi l say 
He s aid f or e v eryo ne who went to bui ld the pa th to 
prepare a hi cken . 
4.18 cu 
'Wrap up '. 
124) om[ayaw? gha ] PP[ Adv[ya i ? ma di ser ? ni ] 
he i n order not to kill a chicken 
tie wrap 
om[yac i ? dawga J 
tailless c hi cken 
I n order not to kill a hi cken , he wrapped up a 
t illess chi cken. 
The r elated h omoph o n ous V also means ' to wrap up '. 
1 25 ) Nom[acaw cu ? ta? lu?] PP[Nom[yaw ja?] VP[cu]] 
everyone else cooked (one) wrap 
Everyone else wrapped up a cooked one. 
4.19 byo? 
'Dis appear' . 
1 26) Tm[puw xaw nge r ~] Nom[asagsaq ·~ yaci ? ] 
when he unwra pped Asaqsaq's c hicken 
VP[ V[ cer ? ] Se cV[ byo ? ] P gen[ nga ~ ]] 
flee d isappear 
When he unwrapped it, Asaqsaq's chicken got away. 
byo ? does not occur in the textual material, but 
it was e li c ited for the English word 'to disappear'. 
4 .20 ser '? 
' To kill ; die by (from)' . This SecV occurs with 
a lmost every conceivable action verb in Akha to mean to 
die b y means of the respective action. 
1 27 ) Nom[nga ow mlya] PP[V [nuwma per ] SecV[ser ?] 
my wife angry die from 
Pverb[!] Pgen[mer]] 
become 
My wife almost died from a nger. 
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1 28) Nom[ Nom[ asaqsaq ] VP[V[ dl j SecV[ ser ?] Pgen[ow]] 
Asaqs a q hit kill 
P[ dzaw ~ nga ~ ] 
get ready 
They g o t ready t o ki l l Asaqsaq. 
The related V a lso me a ns 'to kill'. 
129) Tm[haw dza na] Tm[ ubyabya la na ] VP[Nom[anyo ] 
h aving eaten when it dawned 
V[ ser ? ] Pgen[ ow mer t er ]] 
kill 
Having eaten, when it dawned, they killed the 
buffalo. 
4.21 xo ? 
'To return' ; reciprocal nature. 
lJO) Nom[taw ow mawkaw] VP [V[~] SecV[xo ? ] Pverb[la?] 
photographs take return come 
de]] 
You brought back some photographs. 
Lewis (1968a) cites other expressions, such aster 
xo ? 'to drive back' , which illustrate the attributive 
nature of' xo ? as a Se cV. 
As a V, xb? means something like 'get back, r e turn 
with' . 
131) Inter[j er ] Ne g [ ma ] VP [V[xo?] P gen[pa nga ]] 
well n o ~ ge t ba k doubt 
Well, you hardly get b ack anything! 
4.22 pyow ? 
'Become'. 
132 ) Adv[sa ?daw ni ] Neg[ ma ] VP[ [ ~ ] SecV [ pyow ? ] 
133) 
shy not know become 
Pverb[l] Pgen[~JJ 
become 
She's n o longe shy (has c ome to not know shyness ). 
Tm[da ?o ? paw hmq adzer ta dzow jaw nger ] 
when the lower p art is too e xci ted 
Neg[ ma ] VP[V[sa] Se V[pyow ? ] Pverb[l] Pgen[~J ] 
not h appy be come become 
When the lower part is too e x cited, one becomes 
unhappy. 
The related V me a ns 'to be come' , al so. 
134) Adv[ mitsa xewta? jaw~] 
living on e arth 
VP[V[pyow?] ~ ~ ] 
om[ yerba ri:J 
sinners 
become 
Living on earth , you h ave become sinners . 
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4.23 ~ ' 
' To want, de sire; miss (someone)'. 
135) v[ jaw J SecV[~J Pverb [ta] Pgen[ nya] 
be there want keep 
I want him to stay . 
136) Adv[yaw duw ] v[new] SecV[~J Pgen[ nya ] 
a lot think miss 
I miss them a lot . 
The related V has a meaning of 'to love; miss'. 
137) v[ _g! ] Pgen[mia ~] 
mi ss 
I'll miss it . 
4. 24 ~ ' 
'To hear'. This morpheme is used as a SecV almost 
exclusively with verbs of telling and saying. 
138) Nom[gna ] PP[Nom[~ ma ? ~ ] VP[V[t sa? ] 
I you tell 
SecV[_g! maw ? ] ~] Nom[how lo ? ' ~]] er 
hear want this way 
I want to tell you this. 
139) Nom[bow ? ser ? 1 ~ ' ler] Aux[~] v[er] ma 
go shoe, t-kill must tell 
Secv[ ~ 1] Pgen[ nga ] Nom[ acaw ~ ~ ] 
hear g o other villages 
You must go tell other villages that you went 
and killed one . 
The homophonous V form also has a meaning of 'to 
hear'. 
140) Neg[ma] v[~J Pverb[ haw ] Pgen[~ ~] 
not hear ever 
I've never heard (such a thing). 
4,25 k ow? 
'To arrive'. This SecV is not related to any V, 
but it is related to the Aux kow ? of the same meaning 
(see §5 . 6). 
141) Tm[nyfnq ~] PP[Loc[xew ba mersui ~] VP[V[paw] 
now to Mae Saruai move 
SecV[kow?] Pgen[~ ter]]] 
arrive 
Now he has moved over there to Mae Saruai. 
142) Neg[ma] V[~] SecV[kow? ] Pgen[_p! nga?e] 
not come arrive doubt 
Maybe they haven't made it yet. 
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4.26 ' ' muw 
1 Good, well' . 
14J) PP[Nom[V[ jaw] Sec ' [ muw]] Neg[ma ] V[s t ]] 
be wel l not know 
PP[Nom[Neg[ ma] V[jaw] Se cV[ muw ]] Neg[ma] 
not be well not 
v[~J nga ] 
know 
I don't know if they're well or not. 
The homophonous Vis also translated 'be good'. 
144) Nom[asaqsaq] Neg[ma] VP[muw nga] 
Asaqsaq not good 
Asaqsaq is not good. 
4.27 nya _ 
'Can , able'. This is one o f the most frequently 
occurring SecV. Bec ause it is homophonous with a verb 
particle and with a general particle , it is often 
confusing to a non-native speaker as to just what one 
is present. It would appear that the three forms are 
mutually e xc lusive unless the form nyanya, which has 
till now been interpreted as a reduplication, is 
actually some two of these three morphemes . 
145) Nom[ayaw?] PP[Nom[ c ermyerw daw ] VP[ [nger] 
he Meo language speak 
Secv[ nya] ~] Q[ la ] 
an ? 
Can he speak Meo? 
146) Norn[ ti gha _! abuali ma?] PP[Loc[ ti ~ i] 
no c hild at all anywhere 
Neg[ ma] VP[ v[1J Se [ nya ] ~] J] 
not go c an 
Not a single child can go anywhere. 
The V form nya means 'to be smart, able '. This 
usage is not e xemplified in my data. 
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The remaining morphemes which have been recorded 
as SecV are all Vstat, i.e., verbs which take the prefix 
yaw and can serve as noun modifiers as well as verb 
heads . Although Matisoff has described the comparable 
morpheme class in Lah~ as being limi ted (§4.522, 4.5263; 
p.JJ9, footnote 50), it is quite possible that the 
number of Vstat (SecV with homophonous related Vstat) 
that can function att ibutively to verb nucle~ in Akha 
is quite large. Therefore, no attempt will be made to 
e x emplify each of these items. Those which have been 
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recorded, and their approximate meanings as SecV, and 
the meanings of the related stat, are given below: 
SecV Vstat 
pow 'be brave' 'be brave' 
~ 'be torn' 'be torn' 
, 
'well ; g ood' 'be hard' ~ 
dew 'be tired' 'be lazy' 
pew 'have value 1 'be expensive' 
kaw 'quickly' 'be fast' 
(L5) Aux - CS 
Aux precede the verb head of a clause. They are 
distinguishable from adverbs in that a negative 
morpheme precedes an Aux but succeeds an adverb. They 
are attributive to the verb nucleus of a clause, and 
are all bound forms. 
Aux is a very small class. It has the interesting 
similarity to SecV that two of the Aux are homophonous 
with V, and two others show a close relationship 
phonologi ally and semantically to V. One is 
homophonous with a SecV (in taxonomic terms, it could be 
said to be a member of both classes), and one shows no 
relationship to any other form. This class could be 
considered to be the counterpart of Matisoff's pre-head 
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versatile verbs in Lahu , with the interesting 
difference that all Lahu pre- head v e r satiles can 
function as verb nuc lei ( in our terms, are homophonous 
with av). They would be specified for order in a 
fashion similar t o Pgen (see L6; TlJ). 
The members of this c lass are listed and discussed 
below. 
5.1 ~ 
'Must'; futurity. The latter meaning is frequently 
more in the sense of 'get to', though at times it is 
hard to discern any semantic difference between 
expressions with~ and expressions with other 
indicators of futurity , such as the SecV i and the Pverb 
i. 
147) Nom[nga] PP[Nom[icu ? ] Aux[~] V[~] SecV[i] ~ ] 
I water must draw go 
I must go draw some water. 
148) s[ om[Aux[~J v[EJ] Neg[ma] v[ sl]] s[ma ~ E 
will stay not know will not stay 
ma sl] 
not know 
I don't know if I will stay or not. 
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Th is Aux appears to be relate d both phonologically 
and semantically t o the V za 'get' ( which in some 
diale c ts is~). 
149) Nom[ nga ] PP [Nom[sala] VP[ka 1 ~] Adv[Nom[ayew ] 
I co tton will plant seed 
v[~J na] J 
get if 
I will plant otton if I can get some seed. 
5 . 2 bi 
'To let; cause 1 • 
150) Nom[ nga] PP [Nom[ naw] Nom[myaw] Aux[bi ] v[ fu.9. J 
I you task let do 
SecV[le maw ?] P gen[ nya ]] 
c ome want 
I want you to come work. 
151) Nom[Tm[V[~] nger Nom[asugha xawi]] VP[Aux[bi ] 
come when someone let 
V[ her ~]] ler ] VP[ e r ner de] 
bring tell 
Tell her , when someone comes let him bring them. 
The obvious V to which bi appears related is bi ? 
1 to give' . 
152 ) PP[Nom[nga d o laq ow] VP[~ bi?~ mer law]] 
my brother Alaq 
Nom[nga bow ] 
I 
must g ive 
I must give some to my b rother Alaq. 
'Again ' ; repetition. 
1 53) Adv[ajer gher ~] Nom[VP[ sa?daw] ler] 
why bashful 
VP[Aux[~] er le] Nom[naw gha] 
repetition say you 
Why do you keep saying y ou're bashful? 
154) Tm[~ ma? gher ~ le na ] PP[Nom[taqdzew] 
when you g o b ack robbers 
VP[ Aux[~] jaw~ nga?e] 
again maybe be there 
When you go back, maybe there will be robbers 
again. 
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This morpheme has a homophonous V which means 'to 
exchange 1 • 
155 ) Nom[nga] PP[VP[~] VP[V[~] SecV[1_] ~ ~ nya] 
I take exchange go doubt 
Maybe I 'l l g o exchange it. 
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5.4 ~ 
'To take'. This is probably a metaphorical sense, 
as a preliminary to s ome other action. 
156) The~ in 155 ) ab ove may be an Aux, instead of a V. 
157) Tm[ ny:l. naq dow ? na ] VP[ Aux[~] V[ laq] ow mer ner ] 
when it has been cut 
two days 
take put in 
When it has been carved f o r two days, you put 
( the body) in . 
~ is related to a phonemically identical Verb which 
means 'to take, hold , grasp'. 
158) Loc[xew paw] VP[V[~ le] ow] 
that direction take go 
He's taking it that way. 
'To return'. This mo rpheme is not related to any 
Verb form . 
159) VP[~ ow jer ~] Adv[lo 
suspect they will 
have come 
truck 
Aux[.£2] V[ le] na] 
return go if 
I suspect they will have come if the truck went 
back. 
let you get a p a i r 
of pants 
VP[ Aux[-92 ] [ 1aJ 
return come 
nga mai 
You can get a pair o f p a nts to bring back. 
5.6 kow ? 
'Arrive'. Thi s Aux h a s n o rel a ted V , but is 
rel a ted to the SecV k ow? ( see §4.25). 
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161) Nom[ayaw ? sh:i ow yam ] VP[Aux[kow ?] V[la] mler ] 
her time to die arrive come 
The time has come for her to die. 
162) Tm[Loc[:ikaq] VP[Aux[-92 kow ? ] v[1a] na] 
home return arrive come when 
When you come back home ... 
5.7 
This may be an Aux but the situation is not clear 
as the meaning of this syllable is unknown, and there is 
no known meaningful syllable in the language with this 
shape. It could be related to the Lahu versatile verb 
EE_ which as a verb head means 'to pull' and as a pre-
head versatile, merely enlivens the verb (Matisoff, 
1967 : 315) 1 . gaw might also be a verb enlivener. 
1 
There is , however, a Vin Akha, ghow, which means 'to 
pull'. 
16J) Tm[Loc[laqlaqma ~ ] VP[Aux[gaw ] V[ der ?] 
in the lake 
SecV[pu ? .,;11] na ] 
immerse all when 
push 
P[ikaq ~ le asaqsaq ] 
Asaqsaq went home. 
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When he had pushed them all in the lake, Asaqsaq 
went home. 
(L6) Pgen _, CS 
In many ways, the par tic le systems of Asian 
languages express ideas and grammatical relations that 
are conveyed by the i nflexional systems of other 
languages - time (tense) , number, perfectivity, case, 
etc. The meanings and functions of the various 
particles are characteristically very abstract and 
difficult to discern. In this section, the distribution 
of general particles, and the functions and meanings of 
some of them, will be outlined , information on this 
category of Akha grammar is, h owever, incomplete. 
As will be noted in the PS rules, Pgen (general 
particles) occur with both P and VP, hence their 
designation as general as opposed to noun particles and 
verb particles. Pgen can be subdivided into eight 
classes based on their o rder re lative to one another when 
more than one occurs in a phrase. My own data has been 
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supplemented with information fr om Lewis (1968a), but 
the obscureness o f the particles is further emphasized 
by the scarcity of definitive material in the 
dictionary. The pro cedure has been to start with Vb, 
i.e., (Aux) V (SecV) (Pverb), and list the strings of 
particles which f ol low Vb. The c onstituents of Vb can 
occur in subordinate clauses, whereas Pgen cannot 
(except for~). When one particle is found to be 
preceded by a second particle , we shift the first 
particle one place t o the right. When the second 
particle is found to be preceded by a particle , both 
the first and second particles are shifted one place to 
the right, and so on. The reverse procedure was also 
tried, vi z. starting with the last particle and working 
backwards, but there were some contradictions, suggesting 
data o n the parti cles is incomplete. 
The procedure just described yields eight absolute 
(non- overlapping) subclasses , but there remains a 
question concerning the completeness of this picture. 
Matisoff gives a pi ture for general particles 
(unrestricted particles) in Lahu of overlapping classes 
within three major types of unrestricted particles. 
The maj or categories are universal (which occur in both 
final and non-final clauses), final, and non-final 
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unrestricted particles. The fact that certain common 
Pgen never occur t o gether in the Akha data suggests that 
there are mutually exclusive subclasses in Akha, too ; 
but further testing will be needed to ascertain the 
exact restrictions. Figure J . l shows the subclassification 
of the Akha Pgen. 
The particles nga, ~' ~' ~' ~' ow occur on all 
three tones. The meaning of this tone variance has not 
been i nterpreted. Lewis has suggested a time correlation 
for some of the changes on some of the particles, and my 
data suggests something of the same nature. 
(personal communication) has also felt such a 
relationship might be present. 
FIGURE J.l 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ow ~ bow mer law le e 
lawnfng, xawi nga a de her naw 
, du ,. , . to ter nmq mi a mai 
aw ma ner asi 
ml.er jer 
nga? e 
Peter Wyss 
8 
haw 
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(L6.1) [+Pgen] - [±A feature, ±B feature, ±C feature ] 
This assignment of inherent features to the general 
particles designates the particular subclasses they 
belong to on the following basis : 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A feature + + + + 
B feature + + + + 
C feature + + + + 
Strings of Pgen are derived from coordinate sentences, 
identical except for the single Pgen at the end of each 
(see the discussion of coordination, PSl). A 
transformation (TlJ) reduces the conjunctive construction 
and orders the Pgen according to their subclasses. 
Further rules would specify additional features 
that would distinguish the members of the various 
subclasses from each other . For the purposes of the 
discussion in this grammar, the syntactic features will 
not be further formalized, but various aspects of the 
distribution, functions and meaning of the particles 
will be discussed . 
-~~- - . 
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6.2 Class 1 
6.2 . 1 ow 
This is the most c ommo n and most interesting Pgen, 
and is one of the six mo st frequentl y used . Apparently 
it has no inherent meani ng , b u t it serv es in a wide r ange 
of grammati c al func ti o ns . I n eli c itation , the Akha 
virtually always respond with verb forms marked by~' 
e.g. ' dza OW I to eat 1 l 
, 
nuw ow similar to the 'to sit 1 , 
infinitival 'to' in English. Akha ow corresponds to 
Burmese de, Lahu Na~ ' Lahu Si che, and Lisu a . 
It is the only Pgen that occurs in subordinate 
clauses ( o ccurring between the verb and the clause-
final subordinator), and it is found only in clauses 
marked by the subordinators miner, badabaer 'because' 
In the derivation of possessive constructions from 
the r educti on of relativ e c lauses, it alone of the Pgen 
in the VP is not deleted and remains to mark the 
p o ssessive relationshi p of the first nominal to the 
following nominal (the NP nucleus) (see T16) . 
~ is the only P gen whi c h occurs in embedded 
senten es (relativ e 
consequently can be 
lauses) modifying an N, and 
construed as the marker of this 
modifier- head relationship . 
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In my data, ow is pre e: ede only by V and Sec\. t 
pre cedes~.~'~' du , b ow , nga, ~' m:La , jer, law and 
ter. Some of the f u n ~i ons and distributions of ow are 
illustrated in the f o llowing senten es. 
In final clauses : 
164) Nom[ alili ~ 
large son 
PP[ -[ ba~ Pgen[~J] 
be b orn 
A larges n was b orn. 
165) S[Adv[to?er] V[er ] Pgen[.£.!:]] 
thus say 
He said so . 
Relativ e clauses : 
166) S[Nml[S[Tm[m1naq ] NP[nga ~] PP[ [maw] Pgen[.£.!: ]]] 
yesterday 
NP[gha ] Pgen[nga] ] 
person 
by me 
om[xew gha]] 
that person 
see 
That's the man I saw y esterday. 
Possessive : 
167) Nom[S[naw ? .£.!: ] NP[ c ermyaq ]] Adv[ajo ?] PP[ku ~ ] 
your name how call 
Wh t's your name? 
llJ 
6.2.2 lawnfug 
The meaning is n o t clear . Lewis (1968a) suggests 
'if it is the case that' , which fits some instances but 
not all . My informant said it was similar to Thai 
' als o ' . The meaning o f 'also, t o o' seems to fit most 
cases better . 
This mo rpheme s ue eeds N and V directly , and 
precedes a. 
The structural des c riptions of the following 
sentences is somewhat tentative. 
168) ManP[s[vP[misaw !~] Pgen[lawnfuq]J Padv[~JJ 
marrying Misaw also if 
PP [ acuw? yawduw nga ] 
very smart 
Also, marrying Misaw would be very smart. 
169) Nom[N[nga] 
I 
bashful 
Pgen[ lawnfuq ] ] 
also 
I 'd be very bashful too. 
PP[yawduw ' er 
very 
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6.2.3 nfng 
In questions, this particle implies a difficult 
answer, according to Lewis; he has apparently recorded 
its use only in questions . 
It is pre c eded immediately by verbs , a nd succeeded 
by a. 
170) Nom[aka ~] 
Akha 
·p[ Adv[ aj o?] Vb [ j aq do ? J] Pgen[ nrnq ] 
VP[Nom[tow] ] 
that 
h ow make-out 
How in the world did the Akha make that? 
171) ManP[S[VP[to?er yow] Pgen[nfnq]] Padv[~]] 
buy like that 
?[xa bew ~] ?[xa bew ] 
sickness si ckness 
If you buy like that, you 're sick" 
6.2.4 aw 
if 
This form occurs only three times in my data; 
Lewis doesn't even list it. There is a strong suspicio n 
it is an a lternate form of law. 
It su ceeds verbs directly and is succeeded bye . 
172) TmP[da?o? paw hrbq a dzer ta dzow j aw nger ] 
lower part t oo excited when 
PP[VP[ma sa rry:ow? ! ] Pgen[~]] 
be c ome unhappy 
When the lower part i s too excited, one becomes 
unhappy . 
173) NP[~ ka ler] NP [ tl ~ ~ ma ler] 
ome down one plac e sleep 
PP[VP [ er ner] Pgen[~ ~ ] ] 
say 
I will tell them, ' ome down; sleep with him'. 
6.2.5 mler 
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This particle occurs twice in my data; Lewis does 
not record it at all. The meaning is not known. 
It is preceded by verbs, and it precedes only e 
in the data. 
174) NP[sa?xer ~] VP[le ] Pgen[mler !] 
violent death c ome 
She died a violent death. 
175) NP[ayaw ? shi ~ yam] VP[kow? la] Pgen[mler] 
her time to die become 
The time for her to die has come. 
11 6 
6.2.6 .fu9. 
This Pgen is also very uncommon , and its meaning 
has n ot been determined either. 
It succeeds and xmq a nd precedes to. 
176) Neg[ma ] VP[~ maw haw ] Pgen[fuq to] Nom[tow ~ ] 
not will ever see that 
You won't ever see t hat. 
177) Neg[ma ] VP[bi? 1 x mq ] Pgen[.fug,] 
n ot may go give 
You can't go give it. 
6.J Class 2 
6.J.1 ~ 
This morpheme implies doubt. 
It can be dire c tly preceded by verbs or ow. It is 
foll owed variously by nga , nga?e, ~'~and mta. 
178) NP[tsawha mya gha ] VP[~] Pgen[~ nga ?e] 
many people c ome maybe 
Maybe many people will come. 
179) I nter[jer ] 1 VP[ma xo ? ] Pgen[~ nga] 
well! not get back doubt 
Well ~ you probably won't get much out of it. 
1 
Inter (Interjections) are not introdu ed in the phrase 
structure rules, but they are one of the lexical 
categories of Akha and are included in the examples. 
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6. J .2 xa i 
This P g en is use d where in English we say things 
like 'ev en, n o te en, onl, just.' 
[ t c an follow t he P gen ow, and and , but its 
occurren c e appears t oe elude every o~her particle. It 
also c n foll ow lause markers suc h as ler (object 
lause marker), and nge r ( a c laus e subordinator). 
180 ) S[ NP[ N[ aka] Pgen[ xawi ] ] VP[ ha.pa ~ saj1 dza ~ ] j 
Akha 
s[ma ngow ~ lo ] 
n o t corre ct, eh? 
even frog me at 
o t even Akha eat frog meat , r ight? · 
eat 
181) Tm [TmP[yu ? nger ] Pgen[xawi ]] Tm[ TmP [ ma sa jaw 
when you sleep e v en be unhappy 
nger] Pgen[xa.wi ]] VP[ ma trbq lu? nya ] 
when ev en not ontent 
Even when you sleep, even when you are unhappy(?), 
you are not content. 
6.J.J du 
This morpheme o nv e y s dou bt. The distinction 
between it and£§: i s not c lear . Lewis suggests du means 
'uncertain , but think s o ' , whereas£§: unmitigated doubt. 
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In my data it s uc c eeds ow, and can be followed b y 
e. 
182) Nom[acaw] PP[ VP[.fug_ ] Pgen[ ow du] J 
someone d o d oubt 
Maybe someone has done it. 
183) Tm[usewba] PP[VP[ba? paq 1] Pgen[~ du] J 
s ome time a g o go c arry-bury probably 
They probably went and buried her some time ago. 
6.J . 4 nya 
This particle does not seem to have any relation 
to either the verb nya 'can', or to the Pverb nya. It 
only occurs twice in the data ; in both cases the 
translation of the sentence implies an element of doubt. 
It follows ow and is not followed by other Pgen 
184) Nom[nga] PP[VP[.Y!:! ~ 1] Pgen[~ ow nya] 
I will take exchange maybe 
I might go exchange it. 
185) S[banmq aq le~] S[ngow ow Pgen[nya]] 
go to Banmw be so 
It was probably going to Banmq. 
6.4 Clas s J 
6.4.1 bow 
The meaning of this particle has not been 
identified. 
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It follo.ws N and ~' a nd c an be s u cceeded by le. 
186) PP[yawxa?er ma pew pa nga? e ] No m[ N[ nmqs1 ] 
scarcely may b e n o t worth sesame 
Pgen[ bow ]] 
I don't think sesame is worth hardly anything. 
187) Nom[nyi maw~ ha.wow ama ~] PP[VP[caq la? ] 
two animals, a calf and a cow 
Pgen[ow bow le] ] 
come leading 
He brought a calf and a cow. 
6.4.2 nga 
nga is another one of the major Pgen in terms of 
frequency of occurrence. It, like~' probably serves 
more than one function , but its primary one is in marking 
the category of third person. It is never used when the 
subject reference is first or second person. 
any meaning it is e x tremely obscure. 
If it has 
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In the texts , i t is pre c eded by N, V, ow and .J2! , 
and itself precedes~ . ~ . ~. to , bow , ter, mai and 
de. 
188) PP[ om[ Nom[NP[~ .£!: tsawht:t ] Pgen[ nga ] ler ] 
Thai person 
P[ new .£!: ~] ] om[ nga. J 
think i 
I thi nk he is Tha i . 
189) NP[~ aq] PP[ VP[ du le ] Pgen[.£!: nga ] 
Asaw 
Adv[mamai]] 
truly 
become same 
He truly is becomi ng just like Asaw. 
6.4.J ,. mia 
This morpheme adds an overtone of emotion, feeling, 
mental attitude or des i re to verbal e xpression. It 
occurs usually with verbs that express mental activity 
or a mental state. Other times, it is used with other 
sorts of verbs when the speaker wants to add some sort 
of emotional emphasis to what he is saying. 
I t follows ow and verbs , and can be followed by 
law,~ . to and e. 
With 'mental' v e bs ~ 
190) PP[VP[ tsaw? n a ] Pgen[mia]] 
stab- hurt 
I stuck myself'. 
191) I nter[£ ] PP[VP[ ghaw sa] Pgen[mia] ] 
oh pity 
Norn[~ ti dow a] 
children one group 
Oh, I pity those chi ldren . 
1 2 1 
The idea 'I want to_, can be expressed with the 
verb maw? 'want' in the construction V + maw ? . Such a 
construction commonly takes mia. But sometimes a verbal 
e xpression having just mia is still best translated in 
English b y a 'wa nt' e x pression. 
192 ) PP[VP[j~w ~ ta] Pgen[mia ~ ]] 
be there-stay 
You want him to stay . 
want 
193) PP[Nom[ajer awl] VP[nger] Pgen[mia 
anything even 
Say whatever you want. 
say want 
1e J J 
With 'non-menta l' verbs (the emotional content is 
not readily expressible in English): 
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194) S[S[dza ~ shi ] Conj[hawow] S[ma dza shi]] 
eat and die and not eat and die 
PP[VP[ta ? kaw?] Pgen[mia]] 
s aJTie 
Eating and dying , not eating and dyi ng , a las , it's 
all the saJTie. 
195) S[Nom[rubqsi ~] PP[yawpew]] PP[VP[ngow] Pgen[mia] ] 
sesaJTie have value be correct 
SesaJTie has a good price, does it ever. 
6.4.4 ma 
This Pgen is a c ounterpart of nga. ma marks a verb 
for first and second person c ategories. 
It precedes ter, de and!, and can succeed verbs 
and ow. In the data it does not occur with nouns. 
196) Tm[.£2 le na] Nom[nga ] PP[VP[do ? i] Pgen[~]] 
when he returns I go out 
When he returns I will leave. 
197) Norn[ aduw gher] PP[VP[ to ?er ~ new sa] Pgen[ma ter ]] 
we too must suffer like that 
We too must suffer like that. 
6.4.5 jer 
This Pgen means 'to suspect that~-'. I have only 
two occurrences of it , both in much the saJTie context 
but in different parts of the text . 
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It follows~ and precedes~· 
198) PP[VP[~] Pgen[~ jer ~] Adv[ lo o ? le na ]] 
come suspect if truck came back 
I suspect they will have come if the truck came 
b ack. 
199) PP[ VP[ lo ~ u aw] VP[ ~ ] Pgen[ ow jer mer ]] 
get in the truck a nd come suspect 
I t hink they will come in the truck. 
6.4.6 nga ? e 
This morpheme is not given by Lewis and may in fact 
not be a separate Pgen at all; it may be nga e. My 
informant definitely gave the form as listed, but the 
informant h a d a tendency to glottalize every /a/ on a low 
tone. 
It always occurs after~ when it occurs and is 
never followed by another particle. It occurs six 
times in the texts. 
2 00) VP[ma ~ kow ? ] Pgen[~ nga ?e] 
not gotten here maybe 
Maybe they haven 't gotten here yet. 
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201) Norn[ ti ~ i k ~] PP [ -P[ ma ~ ] Pgen[~ ~ nga ? e l j 
anyplace to se 1 n o t get doubt 
There doesn't eem to be any place to sell. 
6.5 Class 4 
6.5.1 mer 
mer is another one o f the six espe c ially common 
general particles. Its meaning , too, is very elusive 
and has not yet been satisfac t orily defined. Its use 
d oes seem to emphasize the actuality or factualness of 
the verbal statement, even when used in interrogative 
sentences. 
It can be pre c eded by V, ~' jer, mia, ~ and N. 
In the d ·ata it is succeeded by ~' ter, !:,, de and law. 
-
202) Nom[abyer] PP[VP[~ le ] Pgen[!!!.£.!:]] Q[ la] 
Abyer g o bac k 
Has Abyer gone already? 
203) PP[Loc[satani ] VP [ pow ? ] Pgen[ow] 
station play 
Nom[NP[tow dow] Pgen[!!!.£.!:]]J 
that group 
He'll play that very thing o n the radio. 
? 
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6.5.2 a 
This morpheme along with nga is the second most 
common Pgen after ow . In many instances it seems to be 
addi ng a degree of emphasis; with N, it seems to be 
effecting the same emphasis as would be effected in 
English by increasing stress on a word. 
~ succeeds V, N, ~' lawnmq, ~ (object marker) 
directly , and precedes law, ter, to, e and de. 
204) PP[Adv[uyeryer na] VP[cer caw?!] Pgen[~J] 
if it rains rice will spoil 
If it rains the rice will spoil. 
205) Nom[NP[bicmq] Pgen[~JJ 
Northern Thai we Akha 
not the same 
The Northern Thai are not the same as we Akha. 
6.5.3 ' . ma1 
Lewis gives two uses of mai, as a conjunction and 
in the sense of 'as for'. Some occurrences of this 
Pgen readily take an interpretation in these senses, 
but there are exceptional uses. mai as a conjunction 
is illustrated under the discussion of conjunctions 
(cf. L9), 
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I • 
ma1. can foll ow V, N, and nga? and is not followed 
by other particles. 
1 As for' g 
206) Nom[NP[aka ] Pgen[mai] - PP[yawduw dzaw ~] 
Akha as f or be fooled very much 
As for the Akha they can be fooled greatly. 
Other uses : 
sell good at that amount have pants made 
PP[VP[E.2_ la] Pgen[mai] ] 
come back 
Selling at that pri e, you can have a pair of 
pants made to bring back. 
6.6 Class 5 
6.6 . 1 law 
The Pgen law has not yet been satisfactorily 
analyzed for meaning. 
t can follow ~' mia , ~. nga and~. and can be 
followed by her,! , and ter. 
208) Nom[taqjew] PP[VP[jew] Pgen[m:i.a mer law]] 
robber steal want 
A thief would like to steal (that). 
209) No m[nuwya ?xo ?] PP[VP[xaw 1] Pgen[ng a law]] 
next year will be that time 
It'll be next year . 
6 . 6.2 to 
to indicates you are repeating the words of a 
previous speaker. 
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t occurs following N, V, ~' mi a a nd~ (quotative). 
It is n ot followed b y other Pge n. 
210) PP[ Adv[d~r ? n a q sl n a] Nom[sh1 naq ] VP[ma si ] 
if know birthday die day don't know 
Pgen[~ to]] 
repeat 
Even if we know our birthday, we don't know our 
day to die (just like you said). 
211) PP[ma ~ nya] No m[ NP[ nga] Pgen[.1£]] 
don't know I repeat 
I don't know either . 
6.6.J ner 
Probably a variant ofter, which is a Class 6 Pgen , 
but the evidence at the moment is inconclusive. 
It succeeds V, mer and~ ' and precedes~. 
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212) Nom[da? o ? paw brbq ] PP[Adv[adzer ] VP[ ta dzow] 
l ower part very too excited 
Pgen[~ ~ ]] 
Her lower part is too excited. 
21J) Tm[nyi naq dow ? na ] PP [YP[ri! laq ] Pgen[~ ~ ]] 
when cut two d ays take-encase 
When it has been made two days , you put (the body) 
in. 
6.7 Class 6 
6 . 7 . 1 de 
With imperative sentences , de seems to add a polite 
aspect to the command. With other sorts of contexts, 
though , its meaning is not at all clear. Lewis says 
both de and te are dialectal variants; my notes show a 
le and te to be dialectal variants o f each other, so 
it can be assumed that le and de are equivalent. There 
appears to be a le whi c h is distinct from this one . 
This Pgen follows V, ~ ' mer , nga, m1a, ~' xmq, bow, 
law, aw (imperative), and£ (vocative). It does not 
precede any other general particle. 
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214) PP[Nom[~ ma ? t o? er ] Neg[ ta] VP[~ fuq J 
your way d on't do again 
Pgen[ aw de ]] 
imperativ e 
Do n't do your way a nymore. 
215) Norn[ nga £! ] PP[VP[la ] Pgen[ ~ le] ] 
my grandmothe r come 
My grandmother is c oming . 
6.7.2 her 
The me a ning of her is u ndetermi ned as yet. 
It succeeds V and law, and does not precede other 
general p articles . 
216) PP[VP[~] Imp[aw ] P gen[l aw her ]] 
tell imperative 
Tell s omething ! 
2 17) Tm[la maw n a] PP [ VP[ghaw sha ~ nya] Pgen[her]] 
when see-come miss 
When I see h i m coming (going?), I will miss him . 
6.7.3 ter 
In some sentences where ter is used, English 
conditional tense seems to be the best translation. 
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ter s ucceeds~ ' ~ ' nga, l aw, ~' a and le . It 
is not f o l lowed b y othe r P gen. 
218) PP [ Adv[aduw ~ a.m a gher t o ?er 
our mo ther al s o l i ke that g o marry 
Nom[aduw gher ] PP [ Adv[t ?er ] VP[ ~ new sa ] 
we als o like tha t must suffer 
Pgen[ ma ter ]] 
If our mother got married like that , we would 
suffer the same way. 
219) PP[Adv[smqtse ba ? aqner ] VP[~ dzer ~] 
for thirty baht 
Pgen[~ ma ter ]] 
I 'll have to sell f or ~JO . 
a si means 'still , yet'. 
sell out 
I t precedes~ , and can f o llow V, nga and law. 
2 20) Nom[ayaw ? ~ ] PP[ VP[~] Pgen[asi]] 
his sister-in- law come again (still) 
His sister- in-law is coming again. 
221) PP[Actv[ghaw myai ] VP[daq ] Pgen[ nga ~] ] 
a lot 
There's still a lot . 
6.8 Class 7 
6.8.1 e 
there is still 
lJl 
This particle is o ne o f the six most common Pgen. 
The me aning of it is still uncertain. 
It is succeeded only by haw, but it can succeed 
N, du, law, nga, ~' ~ ( location), ~' ~' asi, El!-, ~' 
mia and aw (imperative). 
-- --
222) Norn[ NP[ at I i] Pgen[~ law ~]] PP[ gaw bya? ~ bow ] 
At' i right!? 'striped-cat' 
(ceremony) 
At'i, right?, did the 'striped-catting'. 
22J) PP[Adv[ ti daw ti daw er] VP[ naha la] Pgen[ nga ~]] 
word by word come-asking 
Word b y word, he'll be aski ng . 
6. 8. 2 naw 
The meaning of naw is not known. 
It succeeds V, ~' le, 
other particles. 
,. 
mi a and nga , and precedes no 
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224) S[~ ~ yawmuw ] S [ PP [ YP[gow ? lu?] Pgen[~ nga 
now go od is taking 
naw J J J 
Now it's ok ay. He's taking it. 
225) PP[Adv[to ?er ] Nom[ac aw ~] VP[sa?daw] 
that way them shy 
Pgen[~ naw ] ] 
That way, I'll be shy of them. 
6.9 Class 8 
6. 9 .1 haw 
The meaning of haw is not clear . 
It is not succeeded by other particles, and itself 
succeeds o nly nga and e. 
226) Nom[naw ~ ] PP[VP[er ner] S[Nom[agow gha] 
by you 
VP[muw dzer ] 
prettier 
tell 
Pgen[nga haw]]] 
Who do you say is p r ettier? 
who 
227) S[S[nymqci ? how~~~ lo] S[.£2 le .£!: lo] 
stay here tonight? go back? 
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Pgen[ haw] J 
Will you stay he re t o night or wi ll you g o bac k ? 
The analys i s of this las t sentenc e is subject to 
questi o n. The two clauses c e rtainly h ave the structure 
of independent cl auses 9 a nd the Pgen would appear to 
modify t he whole dis j u nctive ('or') constructio~. This 
is pri marily wh at it is intended to illustrate here . 
But what the precise relations o f the three constituents 
is , what their derivational sourc e is, is a subject f or 
furthe r a n alys is . 
(L7) Pverb - S 
I n de ali ng with verb particles, the same sort of 
problems are enc ountere d as with Pgen with respect to 
specifying subclasses based o n ordering within strings 
of two or more Pverb. Tl3 would apply here also to 
order the Pverb in a s tring. Each particle would als o 
be specified for features t ha t would distinguish it 
from all other Pverb. The subclasses of Pverb are not 
de scribed here because the d ata at hand is not 
conclusive. So me d iscuss ion of the meanings and usage 
of the v erb particles f ollows , 
1J4 
7.1 , cew 
' Can , able'. The d ifference between cew and SecV 
nya is n o t c lear . 
228) PP[Neg[ma] V[£! ] Pverb[c~w]] Nom[nga ] 
n ot carry can I 
I can't carry it back . 
229) PP[ Adv[ ler? ~ da ~ na ]] om[ tsawha ~ ] 
if place-sell in the market person 
PP[ ma ~ lo ? Pverb[ c ew ] ~ ] 
not sell enough can 
If you s old your stuff in the market, a person 
wouldn't (be a ble to) have enough to sell. 
7,2 dzer 
'V + away , V + all up (exhaust)'. 
2JO) VP[Aux[~ J V[!.9.] Pverb[dzer] VP[~~ nga] 
must sell all up stay 
I must sell it all to remain here. 
2Jl) S[Nom[nga] VP[V[ ~ ] Pverb[dzer] V[.Jl] aw]] 
I pay fine a ll up finish and 
s[nga ow miya nu wma per ser? i ~] 
my wife become dead from anger 
I paid up my fine , and my wife got so mad she 
almost croaked . 
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7.J i 
'Bec ome'. At present there is n o criterion t o 
distinguish this 'become' from the SecV pyow? , le and 
1a. 
2J2) Tm[Nom[ anyo ser? ~ J V[.Jl.] Pverb[_!, ] ] 
the buffalo kil ling f i nish 
VP[ na toto jaw nga s:l. ~] 
still calling the spirits 
become 
When the buffalo killing was finished, they were 
still t here call i ng the spirits. 
1 Come 1 
2JJ) Nom[ny:l. maw 2'.! ha.wow a.ma~ ] VP[V[caq] Pverb[H1_? ] 
two animals , a c alf and a cow 
Pgen[~ bow ~ ]] 
lead 
He brought two ani mals , a cow and a calf. 
2J4) Loc[aka 2'.! mtxaq ~ ] VP[V[her ] SecV[do ? ] 
to the land o f the Akha bring 
Pverb[ la? J Pgen[ ~ ~]] 
come 
out 
come 
He has brought s omething to the land of the Akha. 
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7.5 ta 
'Keep'; permanent state; perfective (?). 
235) om[nga] PP[ om[aji ] V[cu] Pverb[ta] ma ] 
I bird feed keep 
I raised a b ird . 
236) s[akuw a , , , J s cercer ~ S[Inst[yanger v[ ba ? J 
pickle dog meat field carry 
Pverb[ta] awner ] P[dza ow ~]] 
keep eat 
He pickles dog meat and keeps it in the field 
to eat. 
7.6 ter 
'Together'. 
237) Nom[lao?] V[£.!.] Pverb[ter] Pgen[~] 
door close t ogether quote 
He said to close the door . 
This is the only e ample ofter in my texts, but 
it h as also been eli ited in naw ter 'to step on'; yawter 
'crowded'. It is probably the same morpheme in pyater 
I trap I ; merter I tweezers Ii and ter I to CU t With SCiSSOrS1• 
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7.7 taw ? 
'Against' . 
2.38) S[aka nyer ? aw] S[Inst[yalo gho ? awner] 
catch a crab picking up a piece of bamboo 
Loc[ nyfuq o ?xer ~ VP[V[~] Pverb[taw ? ] nga ~ ] 
on the door tie against 
Pass[asaqsaq ~ ]] 
by Asaqs a q 
He caught a crab, and, picking up a piece of bamboo, 
it was tied to the do or by Asaqsaq. 
7,8 cer 
'Should, ought' . 
239) Norn[ tsawha] PP [ Adv[to?er ] VP[V[ gher ] Pverb[cer ] 
person thus go ought 
Neg[ ma ] v(? )[ de J Pgen[~J] 
n o t should 
A person shouldn't do that. 
7.9 lu. ? 
Gives a progressive or continuous sense to a verb . 
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240) Tm[nymqfuq ~] PP[yawmuw] PP[V[gow ?] Pverb[lu?] 
now good take progressive 
Pgen[~ nga naw ] 
Now it's okay 9 he's taking it . 
241) Nom[xew gha i_] PP[Nom[maq tl maw] VP[V[ tsaq] 
he 
Pverb[lu? ]] 
progressive 
He was leading a horse. 
7.10 ner 
a horse lead 
Indicates something like a dative or benefactive 
sense, that the action of the verb has been done to or 
for someone. 
242) Norn[~ ka ler ] VP[ [er ] Pverb[ner}] 
come down say to 
I will tell them to come down. 
243) Nom[yawha tsaw ter ?er] VP[V[~] Pverb[ner] 
only his own friends strike at 
Pgen[~ bow]] 
He struck only at his friends. 
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7.11 haw 
'Ever, used to'. 
244) PP[Adv[Nom[nga ] v[fug,] Pverb[haw] Pgen[~J 
I d o used to 
miner]] Norn[ nga ] PP[ si nya ow ~] 
because I know 
I know be cause I used to do it. 
245) Nom[ayaw?] PP[V[~] Pverb[haw] Pgen[mer] la] 
he go ever ? 
Does he ever go ? 
7.12 xmq 
Denotes permission , probably more in the sense of 
taboos. 
246) S[Loc[how ~] Neg[ta] V[la]] S[Neg[ma] V[la] 
here don't come not come 
Pverb[xmq] Pgen[de]] 
may 
Don't come in here . You're not allowed in here. 
247) Tm[inaq] Loc[yanger] Neg[ma] V[i] Pverb[xmq] 
today field not go may 
Pg[~] 
He isn't allowed to go to the field today . 
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7,lJ nya 
Used with stative verbs , and verbs of emotion and 
mental attitude. The meaning is unknown. It seems to 
function very much like the Pgen m1a, so it may well be 
a Pgen itself. If it is a general parti c le, then there 
are two Pgen nya (Lewis assigns a high tone to the 
second one). 
248) Nom[sfuq] PP[Adv[adzer] Vb[ghaq dzow] Pverb[nya ]] 
iron very too hard 
The iron is too hard. 
249) PP[Nom[akuw] VP[naw ~] Pverb[nya] Pgen[le ] ] 
foot step-split 
I stepped and cut my foot. 
7.14 E.£2 
'In addition'. 
250) PP[Nom[xew maw gher] Nom[ad1 ma ? ka ~] V[!_g,] 
that animal too to us Akha sell 
Pverb[E.£2 ner] Pgen[~ ~]] 
in addition to 
He sold that animal to us, too. 
251) Tm[ano] PP[Vb[~ ~ er] Pverb[E.£2] Pgen[~] ] 
a moment again will speak in addition 
For just a moment we'll keep on speaking. 
7.15 xew 
25 2 ) 
253) 
7.16 ni 
Appears to imply c ompletio n of a state or act. 
s[ nga ma i nya ] S [ Norn[ a.c aw ] Neg[ ma ] v[ew ] 
I c an't go some o ne not c ome 
Pverb [~J Pgen[~ J] 
completed 
I can't go. No one has c ome. 
r--
PP[Adv[Neg[ma ] v[ bow ? ser ? J Pverb[~ J 
~ ] J 
not shoot-kill completed if 
Nom[abuali] PP[ma ~pow~ ] 
children not brave enough to come 
If it's not killed , children won't be brave 
enough to come. 
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Meaning is unknown. Spe culatively , it might mean 
'to try, make an effort' . 
254) Nom[ayaw ? ] PP[Nom[how jer ] Neg[ma] V[~ l_ ] 
they this manner 
Pverb[ni] Pgen[~JJ 
try(?) 
They won't (try to?) change this. 
not will change 
14 2 
255) Nom[ay aw ?] Adv[Neg[ma] V[ b i di s er ?] Pve r b [ n i ] 
he not let kill try(?) 
Pgen[ ~ ] ] Vb [~ c e r? b yo?] 
a gain flee - d i sap pear 
So he didn't let them ( t y t o?) k i ll him, he fled 
a g a in. 
7 ,17 tmq 
May be a Pverb , bu t I h ave o nly one occurrence of 
it recorded so no con c l u s ion c an be reached. 
256) Nom[mersi acaw nymq p aw 
belly towar d another's house 
xew ~ ~ guwl a q ma huw ow 
that gamily's me r it not great 
Pverb[tmq] 
ler ] 
, 
na 
turn if 
v [ er ] 
say 
f the belly turns t oward someone else's house, 
it means the fami l y h as n o meri t, he said. 
(LS) Tw _, CS 
Time words des i gnate past , present and future time , 
specific time or time in genera l. 
(L8 . 1) [+Tw ]-+ [±present ] 
(L8.2) [-present ] __, [ ±past ] 
(L8.J) [+Tw] __, [±specifi c] 
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Within these broad categories there are several 
morphemes which can be dif'f'erentiated on the basis of' 
further inherent features. Some Tw denote a time 
earlier or later relative to another ; the feature 
[relative] marks these . The feature [durative] is 
utilized to distinguish a single entry , yawjawna? lu ? 
'always 1 • 
(L8.4) [ +Tw] __, [±relative] 
(L8.5) [+Tw] __, [±durative] 
Specific time : 
inaq 
mtnaq 
•today' [+pres., +spec.] 
'yesterday' [+past, +spec.] 
n1shaw 'tomorrow ' [-pres., -past, +spec.] 
Non-specific time : 
[+present] 
'now' [-spec ., -rel.] 
'f'irst• [-spec., +rel.] (in the sense, 
'First, we'll sing'.) 
[+past] 
xewnger 'at that time' [-spe c., -re l.] 
ahuanaq 'a long time ago' [ - spec., -re l. ] 
humer 'previously' [- spec ., -rel.] 1 
[-pres., -past] 
' ., ? l' ? yaw 11awna u 
, 
na 
yawjawyaw 
nis awper 
1 al ways , of ten 1 [-.spec. , +dur . ] 
'then' [ - spec ., - dur., +rel. ] 
'later' [-spec., -dur., -rel.] 
'some day' [-spec., -dur., -rel.] 
14 
It is possible that t he general parti cles may have 
to be partially subcategorized in terms of these Tw, but 
the evidence is not conclusive at this stage. 
(L9) Conj _, CS 
Conjoining has already been discussed to some 
extent under PS1. Here, the functions of the various 
conjunctive morphemes shall be described. Only one can 
be called very common; a second might be called common, 
and the third infrequent . 
9,1 The infrequent conjunctive morpheme mai is used only 
with arithmetical figures , somewhat in the sense of 
'plus', but not necessarily with the sum. 
1 
These items would be further distinguished by semantic 
features. 
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257 ) Adv [NP[ uc i ? nyi '" "1 ID1 J o n j[ mai J 
p lus 
NP[ushaw ti shaw ] 
258) 
two nights o ne morning 
c al l the s pi r i ts 
You call t he spirits two n i ghts and o ne day. 
Nom [ NP[ nga d o l aq ow t se b a ? J Co n j[ mai ] NP [ nga 
my brother Alaq ' s ;fro plus my 
tse ba ? J NP[ny itse b a ? J ler ] PP[~ bi ? a ter ] 
;ho t wenty baht had to give 
My bro ther Alaq's ~10 plus my $10, that's ~20 I 
had to give. 
9,2 The second most commo n c onjunc tion, hawow, is used 
with figures also, but n o t in the sense of adding them 
up, as with mai. In 259) below , the sum is not the 
total number of animals listed , but the value of the 
animals. 
259) Nom[NP[nyo ~ ] Co nj[hawow] NP[nyo ~] ] 
buffalo c ow and b u ffalo calf 
Norn[ tipangaya] PP[ d o? le nga .i~d 
($)1500 come out 
A buffalo cow and a c alf come out to be ~1500. 
ow 
1 6 
Or a thing mi ght ce co nted an then identified s 
its various consti tuents , ith ha.wow t o coordinate them , 
260) Nom[Det[nyi maw ] NP[~] Conj [ haw~w] NP[ama ] ~ j] 
two animals c alf and cow 
come leading 
He came leading two animal5, a calf and a cow. 
This c oordinatio n o f n u n phrases is o ne of the two 
functi o ns o f ha.wow. The noun phrases need not be 
enumerated (determined) quantiti es, e.g .: 
261) Nom[NP[ada ] Co nj [ hawow ] NP[ada] ] PP[mibow ? 
father with father rifle 
, 
awner ow xala b ow? :i.. ~] 
by carrying tiger g o shoo t 
ather with fathe , shouldering their guns, g o to 
shoo t a tige . 
With cl auses , hawo is u sed nly to contrast 
positive and negative f orms of identical c lauses. 
262) Nom[Loc[jeha how~] PP[nmqsl p ew~] Co nj[hawow ] 
Chiang Rai sesame sells well or 
[ 1 -J PP ma p ew ~ J PP[ ma s:l nga e ] 
sesame d oesn't sell well aon' t know 
I d on't know if sesame bri ngs a g ood price in 
Chi a ng Rai or n o t . 
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263) Nom[PP[dza aw shi] o nj [ hawow] PP[ ma dza sh~ ]] 
9 ,3 
eat and d i e a nd n ot e at and d i e 
it's the same 
Eating a nd dying, a nd no t eating a nd dying , it's 
al 1 the same . 
' aw. It coordinates n o n-The other co n junction is 
i dentical clauses, e special l y ones that are complex in 
the sense of consisting o f more t h a n o ne morpheme o f 
any kind) . tis pho n olog ical ly atta hed t o the clause 
that pre c edes it1 • a nd that c lau se does n ot permit a n y 
2 Pgen . As we noted in our discussion of PSl, if the 
clauses are identi c al except f or t he verbs , then we can 
form a con catenati o n of erbs . But when the clauses are 
non- identical, they are coordinatedby aw. 
1 
As i n Engl i sh, 'and' is pho n ologi c ally attached to the 
following c lause, in a sentenc e like 'He went , and I 
stayed' . 
2 
Not even the parti l e ow which is permi ssible with 
ha.wow. 
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264) Tm[yau? bi dza na] Tm[ P ['icu? bl Juw ?] 
when you've fed h i m egg let bathe 
Conj [ aw] PP[ h aw dza ] n a] Tm[ ubyabya la na] 
and eat ri c e whe n when morning comes 
PP[anyo ser ? ow me r ter ] 
k ill t he buffalo 
When you' v e fed h "m an egg a nd let h i m bathe, a nd 
when he h as eaten , whe n morning omes kil l the 
buffalo. 
265) S[akuw sacerc er ] Co n j[aw S[yanger ba ? ta awner 
pick e d og me at nd carry to the field 
dza ow~] 
e at 
He pickles d o g me at and keeps it in the field to 
eat . 
The conjunctions , thus , are subcategorized 
according ~o these distributi o n al, or strict 
subcategorial, fe atures . 
feature [ + ... Num + lf 
That is , mai would have a 
. . . Num + Clf]. aw would have 
a feature [+v1~_v2 ], where v 1 and v 2 are different. 
ha.wow would have a s tric t subcategorial feature 
[+V~_Neg + v], as well as the feature described for 
mai above. I n those contexts which mai and ha.wow have 
----
in common, we would have t o differentiate them by s ome 
feature, perhaps a semantic fe ature [+sum] for mai , 
showing that it adds (sums up) the qua ntities it 
coordinates, or perhaps a strict subcategorial feature 
that would somehow make reference t a n appositional 
nominal which i s the total sum. 
also be marked [+NP 1~_NP2 ]. 
hawow would of course 
(LlO) Num -+ CS 
The most significant fe a tures of subcategorizatio n 
for Num are those of strict subcategorization expressed 
in the rule above. The o nly morphemes in Akha that 
belong in the category Num are those of the 'one, two, 
three' variety, that the layman calls 'numbers' in 
English. Ideas such as 's ome, any, few, etc.' are 
expressed by other categories and constructions in 
Akha . Numbers would be differentiated according to 
value by semanti c features . Num is a closed class for 
Akha. The numbers which I have recorded are: 
ti 'one' nga 'five' 
nyi 'two' ko ? 'six' 
smq 'three' shi ? 'seven' 
ew 'four' yer ? 'eight' 
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'ni ne' 'thousand' 
' ' i;se ' mu 'ten' 'ten thousand' 
' ~ 'hu ndred' 
The last two numbers are borrowings from T hai. 
Lewi s also gives nu mbers f o r hu ndred t h ousand, mil li n , 
ten mil lion, hu ndred millio n and b illion . 
The number s would ha ' e t o be specified for 
features that could be referred to b y the derivational 
transformations. These transformational rules would 
apply to derive the possible comb · nationsof Num. The 
numbers c ount, i.e . , modify, c lassifiers. Certain of 
the numbers c an themselves be counted while others 
cannot. Numbers 1- 10 c anno t be counted . ~'~and mu w 
can be counted b u t only b y the numbers 1-9· 
For example ~ 
smqya 
nga~ 
y~r?muw 
(Lll) Dem ..... CS 
'three hu ndreds) ' 
'five t h ousands ) ' 
'eighty thousand (eight ten-thousands 1 
In additio n t o he sub ategorizing features implied 
in the rule above, the Akha demonstrati ·es have an 
obvious s u b categorizatio n based on distinci;ions simi lar 
to those expressed in the English 'here, there, yonder' , 
The features [ here J and [ there j can be taken t o 
distinctively specify the demo nstratives . 
h ow 'this' [+ here , -there ] 
t ow I that' [-here, + there J 
' 'that t he r e' [- here, -there ] xew 0 er 
h aq 'here' [+ here , - there ] 
taq 'there' [ -here, + there] 
hu I that' [~ here , +there ] 
(L12) ManW - CS 
ManW is a v ery smal l clo sed c lass of' morphemes 
5 
that modify Vin much the same way a s tradi tional Engl i sh 
adverbs modify v erbs . Many ideas that are expressed 
by adverbs i n English are e press ed b y stative verbs 
(PS15) , par tic les , o r er constructions (see PS15) in 
Akha . The ManW in Akha are : 
acuw ? 
asagni 
ayayaer 
' ' . mama1 
a dzer 
yawxa? ' er 
1 v e ry; much' 
I ittle bit' 
'greatly ' ( ? ) 
'lightly' 
'truly' 
' v ery' 
's c arc ely' 
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tow mya?mya? I er 'that much' 
t ow na ? er 1 that much' 
myamyai ' u s ually' 
ManW and · are interdependent i n the same way that 
N and V are interdependent . 
restricti o ns between t hem . 
The r e are cooccurrenc e 
One mu st be c hosen as 
selectionally dominant and t he o ther specified in terms 
of the first's subcategori al features . It is presumed 
that ManW that are sema ntically similar would not be 
completely mutually subs ti tutable , though analysis has 
not giv en c learc ut evidenc e alo ng this line. 
(LlJ) Ploc - CS 
The category o f Ploc is very small . Included here 
is the locational marker aq hich indicates a very 
broad range of l oc ational notions , e.g. , 'to, at , in , 
on'. 
266) laq [~] ,. k ow? I yawghana ? lu? laq 1 na 
lake at go arrive when every body lake 
[~] der ? pu? . ,. nga ~ 
..J.!. 
into p u sh immerse finish 
When they got t o the lake , he pushed everyone into 
the lake . 
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267) , o ?xer [ aq J pa? dtw ? nga . , ~ ~ 
h ouse door on tie agai nst 
He tied it on the do or of' the house . 
268) banmq [aqJ le ow 
Banmw t o go 
It went to Banmq . 
Because of' this wide range of' meaning, and because 
of' its extreme frequency o f' o ccurrence, there is a 
question as to whether aq is a tually grammatically 
equivalent to the o ther Ploc . Unfortunately the data 
f'or the other Ploc is n o t onclusive. 
are listed below. 
la.ta ? 1 above' la ?xew 
xewta? 'on' la?n~_:i-
xawta? 'above' mis hi 
umo? 'under' da?o 
dawper 'near' 
Additional Plo 
'inside' 
'outside' 
I in f'ront Of' I 
'below' 
Lo c ational expressi o ns are commonly f'ormed by the 
derivational process f' modifying-noun+ noun-head, with 
paw 'di ection' as head. 
would be : 
For example , •toward the house' 
( nyfnq 'house' + paw 'direction' 
paw is commo n ly u sed with many (perhaps all) o f' 
the Ploc given above. Consequently, it may be more 
accurate to cons ider the Plo c as a subclass of' N, 
especially i n the light o f' even more marginal 
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relationships. Thus , mlshi lis~ed above as 'in f'r o n~ 
of'' might me an somethi ng more like 'belly' o r 1belly-
side1, since ' behind' is • 
na aq paw ( n' aq 'bac k ( o f' the body)' + paw 
If' the nominal sou rce for Ploc proves to be the 
mo r e accurate this would almost certainly provide 
further evidence f o r the non-relatedness of'~ to the 
other Ploc. 
(L14 ) Pnoun - CS 
Pnoun, too, are a very small class of' morphemes. 
The cooccurrence restrictions and rank of' ordering 
among them have not been investigated. 
14.1 0 
A vocative particle, used when calling or dire tly 
addressing someone. 
2 69) PP[ Neg[ ta] V[ la]] No rn[ N[ li] Pnoun[.i:d] 
don't come son hey 
Hey, son, don't come i n. 
270) No m[ N[ayuw ?anyi ] Pn oun[£ ] ] PP[ ~ ma ? aq 
bro thers and sisters 
ghaw sha ~ ow.!!!..§! ] 
love 
oh you 
Oh, brothers a nd sisters , he l oves y ou . 
14.2 gher 
'Also' . 
271) Nom[N[naw ] Pnoun [ gher ]] PP[myaw ta~] 
you also become engaged 
You'll become enga ged , t oo. 
272) PP[Nom[N[ac aw ~] ~ Pnoun[gher]] Nom[saji] 
another village also meat 
VP[~~JJ] 
must go send 
You must go send meat to ano ther village also. 
14 . J .Ji 
' Also ' . 
273) Norn[ N[ nga] Pnoun[.Jl ] ] PP[ ti jer ma ~ nya] 
I also one way not know 
I, too , didn't know but one way . 
14.4 i 
Means something like 1 any~_'; 1 n o~_ '; 'none' . 
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, 
274) Nom[ naw a] PP [ ma n a nya l a] N m[aja _£ ] 
you n o t hurt ? o h , Aja 
PP[Lo c[ tl .t@] Pn oun [!]~ 
one place any 
Oh , Aja, don't you hurt anywhere? 
275 ) PP[~ na ?na ? e r] Nom[ De t[ t l gha ] Pnoun[!] ] 
that muc h 
PP[ma sa cew ~] 
not can suffer 
o ne person 
No one can suffer that much. 
14.5 ter ?er 
1 Only, just 1 • 
n one 
276) Nom[N[nga ] Det[.!!, gha] Pnoun[ter ?er] ] PP[! ma ] 
I one person only go 
I o nly am going . 
277) PP [ om[N[yawha tsaw] Pnoun[ter?er]] VP[.!!.9. ~ ] 
his own friends only stab at 
Pgen[~ b ow]] 
He stabbed only at his friends. 
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14 . 6 ta?er 
'More t han 
278) Nom[ h ow] PP[ om[ [xe ·] P n oun [ta?e ]] Vb[~ 
this that mo r e t h a n shor t 
dzer] Pgen[ nga J] 
mo r e 
This is shorter t h an t hat . 
279) om[na ~ mlya] PP[ om[N[ naw ] Pnoun[ ta ?er ]] 
y our wife you more than 
Vb[yuw? dzer ] P gen[ nga ]] 
be elder more 
Your wife is older than y ou. 
(Ll5 ) jV _, CS 
j V is the c lass of copulative-like verbal elements 
that o c curs with vari u s omplements. As mentioned 
abov e under PSJ, jaw may be t he o nly member of this 
class , ja? may not be l o ng . I f s o, this category can be 
eliminated and jaw introduced as a grammatical particle . 
For f ur ther dis cussion see PSJ and PS6 . 
(L16 ) P tm _, CS 
There are six time partic l es. There are two pairs 
of identi al morphemes 7 tho se f'or 'when' and 'before'. 
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16.1 merhu, jehu 
'Before' . There i s o n ly o ne example, in whi c h the 
informant said either o f t he two morphemes was 
substitutable. 
280) Tm[Nom[xew baw] 
he 
PP[!, d o? le ma] 
leave 
P[__'.: le ow ] merhu ] 
come back b~fore 
I will leave before he comes b a k . 
16. 2 me naq 
'Afte ' 
281) Tm[Nom[ ew baw ] P[__'.: le ] mernaq ] PP[i do ? le nga ] 
he ome back after leave 
He will leave , after he comes bac k. 
16.J , na 
'When'. 
282) Tm[Loc[~ ~] P [2..'.: do? le ] na ] om[ a.caw tsawmaw 
to the village return when old person 
xawi !] Neg[ ma ] PP[VP[ di ser? nya ow] Adv[ayaw ? 
even not can kill 
j amyaw ?yaw? ~ yawmuw miner J J 
because he lied s o well 
283) 
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When he returned t o th vil lage, ev en an old 
person couldn't kill him be cause he lied so well. 
Tm[VP[er ~ ,. l 2;, J na ] Nom[ a c aw ] PP[Nom[sada] 
when y ou g o tell they money 
VP[~ bi ? le nga ] 
must come gi e 
When you go tell them, they must come give you 
money . 
16.4 nger 
'When'. 
284) Tm[Nom[taqjew] VP[la] nger] Nom[ayaw ? ] Neg[ma ] 
robbers come when they not 
VP[haw] 
see 
When the robbers come, they won't see them. 
286) Tm[PP[amyaq lu? sha new] nger] PP[nuw new ma sa nya] 
whenever you think when feel bad 
Whenever you think , you feel bad . 
'Until'. 
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286) Tm[Nom[naw] Ad [amyaq] kow ?i VP[jaw maw ? le ler ]) 
you when until want to come stay 
PP[~ jaw mer ner ] 
can be here 
You can stay until whenever you like. 
CHAPTER F OUR 
TRANSFORMATTO S 
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As was mentioned in the introductory remarks to 
Chapter Two , only the base component can generate 
elements that have me a ning , whether it is structure or 
morphemes . The T (transformational) rules of' a language 
cannot make meaningful alterations to the sentences 
generated by the PS rules. In their function, they make 
adjustments in the surface structure of' sentences but 
not in the deep struc ture. The surface structure 
generated by the PS rules wi ll generally not be 
acceptable as actual sentences, even though all the 
meaningful elements are e pressed . The cause of' this 
is in the nature of' the PS rule and their operations; 
there is ample discussi o n of' this in the literature 
dealing with transformatio nal grammar. To rectify this 
lack o f' acceptability, it is necessary to add a new 
kind of' rule, the T ru l es, t o make the final adjustment s . 
In this function, making the obligatory c orrections 
to the surface stru tures of' sentences, the T rules are 
performing in the o nly apacity which is vita l to a 
1 6 2 
gra mmar a s a t he o r y o f s o me natu ral 1 ngua ge. However, 
there is another fun c t ion they c an p e r f orm, that of 
making optional transformati o n s. Option a l 
transformations a r e c o n c e r ned with f r ee v ariations, and 
diale c tal a nd s tyl isti c c h oi c e s . Be caus e they are 
optiona l , TG theory d i regard s t hem as o f i nterest in 
characterizing n ativ e sp e a ke r s' comp etenc e. But 
regardless o f thei r u nessentialne s s t o a theory of 
competence, they a re still o f great interest in a 
grammar primarily c o n c erned with the structure of a 
particular language, with all the dialectal and 
stylistic choices available to its speakers. Therefore, 
in this grammar of Akha b o th obligatory and optional T 
rules have been included in order to give the fullest 
possible picture of the structure of Akha. 
The obligatory transfo rmations are discussed 
first, then the opti o n a l o nes. I n the following rules, 
the letters X, Y, Z always r efer to unessential elements 
of structure whi c h may be any string or null. 
Obligatory Transformations 
(Tl 
-
ob) Negative Placement 
SD : X 
- Neg - y - Vb - z 
1 2 3 4 5 
SC : 1 3 2 4 5 
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Tl places the negative mo rpheme i n proper order, 
directly before Vb wh se first constituent can be e ither 
an optional Aux , or a V . 
287) SD : ¢ ma yawx ?er ¢ 
X - Neg - y Vb - z 
s yawxa ?er ma 
hardly n o t f'igure out 
I t's hard t o figure out. 
288) SD : ¢ ma inaq ' ,. xmq ¢ yanger l 
X 
-
Neg 
-
Vb 
-
z 
SC : inaq 
, 
ma 
,. \ yanger l xmq 
today field not allowed to go 
He's not allowed to go to the field today 
(T2 
-
ob) Negative Reduplications 
SD : X 
-
Neg - erb[C 1v 1+c 1 l ~' - z 
1 2 J 4 5 6 
s 1 J 4 2 5 6 
When a reduplicated verb is made negative, the 
negati re morpheme must pre ede the final syllable. 
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289) SD : ¢ ma 
X 
-
Neg 
-
y 
-
Verb[ 1v1+c 1v 1 J - z 
SC : ' ma j aw dz ow gajaw nya 
avoid n o t c an avo id 
There's no way t o avo id it . 
290) SD : yawghana ? lu ? ma ' ' ' l e le k ow? xewna p a ow 
X - Neg y 
-
Verb[C 1V1+c 1v 1 ] - z 
SC ; , ' yawghana ? lu ? , le ma le kow ? xewna ~ ow 
----
then e v eryone go again not go-arrive 
1 Then everyone went a gain but didn't get there. 
(TJ - ob) Passive 
SD : X - Nom1 - om2 - Passive - Vb - Y 
1 2 J 4 5 6 
SC : 1 J 2 + ner 5 6 
291) SD : ¢ alaw ' x ew gha Passive 
X - Nom1 - Nom2 - Passive - Vb - Y 
SC : xew gha al a w ner 
he by a snake bite quote 
He was bitten b y a snake, he said. 
1 
The time word xewna would be shifted to initial position 
by the Tm Shift rule , Tll. 
292) SD i ¢ ts awha ¢ Passive b ow? ser ? ow 
SC : 
X - Nom1 - Nom2 - Passive -
1 tsawha ner ow b ow? ser ? ow 
by the pers o n shoo t - kill 
He was kil led by that person . 
(T4 - ob ) Questi o n Transformation 
(T4.1 ) Yes-No I n terrogativ e 
SD : X - PP - Q 
1 2 3 
SC : 1 
2 {:: } 
b y 
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This is the narrative type , yes-no question 
transformation. I f this trans f ormation applies, then 
none of the other parts of T4 can . 
293) SD : abyer o? 1e me r Q 
X pp Q 
SC: abyer ? 1e mer 1a 
Aby er g o ne back ? 
Has Aby e gone already? 
1 
The function of the particle~ is not clear but 
occurs in the text , so i t is given here. 
294) SD : 
SC: 
n ymq s aw 
X 
nymqs aw 
to sasa e 
pp 
Q 
Q 
to s asa 
this mor n ing call i he l ast ? 
t i me 
Thi s morn i ng as t h e l as t time t o cal l t he 
s pirits? 
(T4 . 2 ) I nterr o gative omi nal 
SD : X - Norn - Q 
1 2 J 4 
SC: 
+ ili} J 
+ gha 
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Th i s rule g ives us t he i nterro g ative nominals, t he 
cou nte parts of' English ' wh o , wh at, wh ich' . a + gha 
would be sele c ted o n ly f 'o r human n omi n a l s; a + jer f' or 
n o n- hu man . A pho n o lo g i c al r u l e (P16 ) adjusts these 
wor ds t o the ir p r op e r f'o r m. 
2 95) SD : 
1 
na x e w gha No rn ~ ~ 
X om y 
Q 
Q 
A r estricted number o f P gen a r e shifted to a 
pos ition after i nterrogativ e parti c les . 
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SC : na xew gha a j er ~ a 
then he want make 
Then what did he make ? 
296) SD : I I ,. Q xew ~ 1 0 om nga 
X om 
-
y 
- Q 
SC : I I ,. asugha xew ~ 1 ow nga 
t here g o who 
Who is that going there? 
(T4. J) Interrogative Time 
SD : Tm 
-
X 
- Q 
1 2 J 
SC: a+~ 2 
From this rule we can derive the 'when' time word . 
297) SD : Tm sh1. nga Q 
Tm X Q 
SC : I sh1. amyaq nga 
when die 
When did he die ? 
(T4.4) Interrogative Number 
SD : X 
-
Num - y 
- Q 
1 2 J 4 
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sc ~ 1 ~ + _tl!Ya? 3 
Rule T4.4 generates the i nterro gative quantifier 
'how muc h' • 
298) SD ~ ¢ Num gher o ? ,. Q naq aw l a 
X - Num y Q 
SC i amya ? n aq gher o ? ,., aw l a 
h ow many d ays make g o back 
How many d ays (will it make ) till you 
(T4. 5) Interrogative Loca ti o n 
SD : X 
-
Loe 
-
y 
-
Q 
1 2 3 4 
SC : 1 a + ~ J 
From this r ul e we de rive the interrogative 
lo ca t ional ' where' . 
299) SD : ¢ Loe f o e Q l 
X - Lo y - Q 
SC : aga ,. e l 
where g o 
Where did you g o? 
go back? 
(T4 . 6) Interrogativ e Manner 
SD e X - Man -
1 2 
- Q 
3 4 
SC : 1 a + jo? 3 
The interro gative adv erbial 'how' is derived from 
this rule. 
JOO) SD : aka rl: 
X 
Man 
Man 
.iili9. do ? nfnq t ow 
y 
SC : aka tl ~o ? ~ do ? runq tow 
Akha how make-turn out 
How did the Akha make this? 
(T4 . 7 ) Interrogativ e Pu rpo se 
SD : X - Pur - Y - Q 
1 2 3 4 
SC : 1 a+ jer + gher + ow 4 
Q 
Q 
The final part o f this T4 Interrogative 
transformation derives the 'why' expression for Akha. 
In Akha, 'why' is expressed by a sentence, or a reduced 
form of the 'why' sentence (see T27 WHY Reduction); so 
the interrogative 'why' expression is in essence an 
embedding operation. F or a very strict formal account, 
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it mi ght be ne c essary to show t he embeddi ng via the S 
in the Pur construction S + n i, and a subsequent 
dele tion of ni . For purpos es o f this grammar, the 
transformation as written will be followed. 
JOOa) SD ~ ¢ Pur ngew e Q 
X - Pur y Q 
SC : aj~r gher ow ng~w e 
why cry 
Why are you crying? 
(TS 
-
ob ) Imperative Placement 
SD: X 
-
b 
-
y - I mp 
1 2 J 4 
SC : 1 2 aw J 
Imp h as to be plac ed immediately afte r Vb. The 
Pgen f o llow t he imp erative pa ti le, but there seem to 
be cooccurrence estri tions whi h permit only certain 
of the Pgen too ur with aw . 
301 ) SD : ¢ law l e Imp 
X - Vb y 
SC : nger aw law le 
speak I mp 
Say something! 
I mp 
302) SD : 
SC ~ 
(T6 
-
ob) 
SD : 
SC : 
ya ?gha 
X 
ya?gha 
medi c ine 
Put s ome 
b ' ler 
b i l e r 
---
pu t o n 
medi c ine 
Relativizatio n 
X 
-
s + NP -
1 2 3 4 
1 Z + ow + 3 4 
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e I mp 
Y ~ Imp 
aw e 
I mp 
o n! 
Z represents any expansi on 
of S , minus the category Pgen, 
and Q and Imp. 
In other words , when a sentence or clause modifies 
an NP there can be n o general particles in the 
construction other than ow. The mandatory ow is the 
linking element which marks the relationship between 
the relative clause and the n oun phrase. This~ may 
be better regarded as opt i onal. It is deletable from 
relative clause c onstruc t ·ons , and it is deletable fr om 
possessive constru ti o ns , t oo (see T16). 
I t should be noted t hat there is a significant 
dif'f'eren e between what is called the relative 
transformati o n in Akha and its English c ounterpart. The 
Akha elativization rule makes no reference to identical 
nominals o adverbs . Any s ort of' S (theoretically) can 
modify a noun (but noteT 14 ) , and though the S + N 
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constructi o ns would all be struc turally identical, they 
would translate by various English constructions such 
as relative clauses and noun complements (see PSlO). 
JOJ) SD : 
SC : 
304) SD: 
SC: 
¢ a.yaw ? sh:L ow yam kow ? 1a mier 
X s + NP y 
a.yaw ? shl ow yam k ow? 1a mier 
---
he dies time comes to be 
The time for him to die has ome. 
¢ ti gha ner i ma 
X s 
to ?er gher mer 
y 
ti gha ~ i ma fuq 
not done by anyone 
to ?er: gher ~ 
do that way 
' d o? jer !!!9. ow 
+ NP 
do ? ow jer 
the way 
The way which is not done by anyone, that's 
what he did. 
(T7 - ob) Object Shift 
SD : X (Adv) (Aux) - (Nom1+~)(Nom2+~) - V 
1 2 J 4 5 
SC : 1 4 2 J 5 
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The objects, b o th direct and indirect, must precede 
the categories Adv and Aux (i f any) . It should be n oted 
that this rule will leave object nominals preceded b y 
locative expressions shou ld t hey b oth be present in a 
sentence. 
305) SD: a.caw , gher saj:i ,. ~~ ~ sa l nga 
X Aux 
-
No rn V 
SC : a.c aw 
, 
gher_: saj:i ,. ~~ ~ sa l nga 
to another village too meat must send 
You must send some meat t o another village to o. 
306) SD : yawha .P2:! ow tsawha acuw? ~ E.Yi! 
X Adv Aux - Norn -
bl ? ow nga 
V 
SC : yaw ha .£:!:! 0 t S ' wh a 
people o f your own 
village 
money must give a little 
b it 
The pe op le o f your own village must give a 
little mo ney . 
(T8 - ob) Deleti o n of~ after Direct Object NP 
SC: X - Nom1 + ~ - Nom2 + ~ - V 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
S 1 2 3 4 6 
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Since the form /aq/ marks direct objects, indire t 
objects and general location in preterminal strings (see 
PSS, L13) , there mus t be restrictions in its occurren e 
in final derived surface structures to avoid ambiguities. 
The most important , in terms of frequency of o ccurren e, 
is that stated in TS, that the second nominal-marking 
aq in a sentence (marking the direct object) is deleted. 
307) SD : ¢ naw ma ? aq guwo? la !!!9. de 
308) 
(T9 -
X - Nom1 + aq - Nom2 + ~ - V 
SC: ~ ma ? aq guwo ? la .!!!9. de 
you fine have to pay 
You will have to pay a fine. 
SD : I a.caw I I I bl ? nga ~ ~ aq ow 
-- --
X 
-
Nom1 ' + ~ - Nom2 ' V + ~-
SC : I a.caw~ nga I bl ? ~ ow 
-- --
I him money give 
I gave him money. 
ob) Deletion of Object Marker~ 
Loc[Nml ~] Norn ' SD : X 
-
+ - + ~ -
1 2 3 4 5 
SC : 1 2 3 4 6 
V 
6 
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When a locative constru ti o n with~ is p r esent, 
all o ccurrences of~ marking objects are delted . This 
applies to both indirect and d ire ct object nominals . 
In fact, I have n o instanc e s o f sentences having a 
concomitant occurrence of a n §:.9.. lo cative construction 
and an indirect ob ject, though numerous sentences 
contain dire ct ob j e cts with §:.9_ locatives . 
There is an i n teresting correlation of behaviour 
between indirect ob jects and general locative 
expressions (those marked by~). Both take a marker 
/aq/; both precede the direct object . In the data, the 
two never cooccur in a sentence. Such c orrelation 
fosters the notion that a general l ocative expression 
is understood in some way that is similar to that of 
indirect objects , and further investigation may reveal 
a very close relation between the two. 
309) ¢ ~ 
, , , , , 
SD : ~ ~ suw aq cer ~ 
X Nml 
, Norn 
, 
V 
- + ~ + ~ 
~ 
, I , 
, 
SC: ~ ~ suw cer ~ 
in the lake g old and silver fetching 
In the lake fetching gold and silver ... 
310) SD : ¢ dawbew , ti hmq ~ gho? ta nga ~ 
Nml 
, Norn 
, 
V X - + ~ - + ~ 
SC : dawbew ~ 
in the r e ctum ne piece stick 
He stuck a piece i n his rectum. 
(TlO - ob) xa (nominalizer) Transposition 
SD : X -
1 
, 
xa -
2 
SC : 1 3 2 +4 5 
y -
3 4 
- z 
5 
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xa must immedi ately precede the verb that it 
nominalizes, which means that sometimes it must be 
shifted across subjects , lo c atives , time expressions , 
etc. 
311) SD: ¢ I nga, , ti kaq xa ~ ow gama 
X 
, y V z 
-
xa 
SC: , , , ti kaq nga ~ caq ow gama 
I that which is walked one path 
That way which I walk is one path. 
31 2 ) SD: ¢ , adt nya ? ner mer ow xa 
X 
, y V 
-
xa 
saqbo ? bo ? ner law ter 
z 
SC : adi nya ? 
, 
mer ow ner xa 
-----
by us that which is taught 
saqbo ? bo ? ne r law t e r 
write down 
He writes down that which is taught by us . 
(Tll - ob) Tm Shif t 
SD : # X - Tm - Y 
1 2 3 4 
SC : 1 3 2 4 
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As Tm elements are derived in the PS rules, they c an 
be preceded by Norn and Neg in terminal strings. The most 
usual place for Tm t o oc c ur is sentence-initially, so the 
obligatory transforma tion shifts it to that position. 
However, there are other optional transformations that 
can place it differently for different emphasis (see T29) . 
313) SD: # dawtaw ? Lu ? nyfuq a kali ~ jaq la yaw 
# X Tm Y 
SC: nymq a dawtaw ? lu ? kali aq jaq la yaw 
now everyone Christ come believe! 
Everyone c ome believ e in Christ now! 
314) SD : # yanger ma inaq 1 xmq 
:If - X Tm y 
SC : inaq yanger ma 1 xmq 
today field not allowed to go 
He ' s not allowed to go to the field today . 
(T12 - ob) ter ? Object Clause Reduction 
SD: X - S + ler - ter ? - Y 
1 2 J 4 5 
SC : 1 2 4 5 
This rule des c ribes t he process whereby verbal 
expressionswith 'only ' are obtained. With noun 
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express ions, the Pnoun ter ?er expresses 'only'. With 
verbal expressions, the pro c ess is to embed an Sin a 
second S whose verb nuc leus is ter ? 'be only'. This 
rule is necessary if in actual fact the c lauses that are 
'exclusivized' by the v erb ter ? are derived from the 
embedding rule PSS. ler does not occur with these 
embedded sentences in the textual material. It is 
difficult to conclusively determine if ter ? is a verb, 
or the parti c le ter ?e r whi h in final clauses drops the 
final syllable er . 
315) SD i ¢ I ' t l dow sl ow ler ter? a ~ .!!!9, ow nya 
X s + ler + ter ? y 
SC : I I tl dow ~ nya ow ter ? a ~~ ow 
making fields one thing know only 
They know only that one thing of making fields. 
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316) SD g ¢ ' ' ngarii. ba? ler ter ? ~ ~ X§; maw a e 
X - s + ler - ter ? 
SCg nyo ~ ' ngaya ba? ter ? ~ maw a e 
---
buffalo calf' ~500 only 
The c alf' cost o n ly ~500 . 
(TlJ - ob ) Ordering o f' Parti c les 
SD g x 1 - [+P 1 , +Cl a s s n ] - Y1 - Conj -
1 2 J 4 
5 6 7 
SC: 1 2 6 J 
a ~l ; Class n and Cl a ss n+a = the numbered subclasses 
granunatical category , i.e., Pgen, Pverb or Pnoun. 
With two senten es as underlying sentences, 
identical excep t f' o r o ne par ti c le eac h but both parti c les 
being in the same grammati c al c ategory (conditions f' o r 
coordination discussed u nder PSl), the second sentence 
and the conjunc tion c an be deleted and the particles 
ordered from left to right according to the ascending 
value of the subclass number . The subclass number is, 
of course, an abbreviation f o r the set of three features 
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used t o d i stinguish the subc lass (see L6.11 ). This is 
an obligatory transformation because none of the Conj 
can c o njoin a c lause with P gen to a follo wing lause. 
(Tl4 - ob) Vstat Modifi c a tion o f Nouns 
SD : X - [+V, +yaw ] +ow+ N - Y 
1 2 J 4 5 
SC : 1 4 yaw + 2 5 
The stative verbs succeed the n ouns they modify and 
require the prefix yaw (PS1 8 ). The underlying source 
sentenc e is a relative lause as derived by T6. For 
Vstat functioning as p ost- nominal modifiers, see 
sentences 41) and 56). 
Optional Transformations 
(Tl5 - op) Equational Sentences 
SD : X - Nom1 - Nom2 + g ow? - Y 
1 2 
SC : 1 2 J 5 
J 4 5 
where Nom1 and Nom2 have the same 
referent, but Nom1 is derived 
from Norn in PSl and Nom2 is derived from the node PP which 
also dominates gow ?. 
1 
The features specified in L6.l are specific to Pgen, 
but we assume sets of features of a similar sort that 
would specify the Pverb (L7) and Pnoun (L14). See als o 
the discussion of verb concatenation in PSl, and the 
discussion of ordering for Se cV (L4) and Aux (L5). 
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This is the way this grammar accounts for the c ase 
of equational sentences in Akha . Equational sentences 
are a well-known construc tion found in many Asian 
languages. Two nouns are equated, or one is said to be 
the other, with no sort of verbal c onstituent in the 
surface structure to relate them . The most c ommon 
equational constructi on is this one without a verbal 
element, but infrequently one finds the construction 
using gow ? . This verb has a more usual meaning of 'to 
dress, or adorn oneself' , but in many contexts it is 
difficult to find any more significance in it than a 
purely copulative function. Tentatively, the two are 
taken to be transformationally related . Ted Hope 
(personal communication) informs me that Lisu has two 
or three other such copulative elements with meanings 
such as 'to perform the role of', etc. It would be 
unsurprising to also find additional such elements in 
Akha . 
The following constructions with gow? occur in my 
data. If Tl5 in fact applies, the gow ? could be deleted. 
The equational examples which then follow are postulated 
to be transforms from a 'gow? sentence'. 
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Constructions with gow ?: 
317) SD: ¢ xew gha daha gow? a 
X 
-
Nom1 - Nom2 + gow? -
y 
Trans : ' gha daha gow? ~ xew 
he soldier dresse s as 
He is a soldier . 
318) SD : ¢ ow ma de ' nga aka~ 
X - Nom1 - Nom2 + gow ? Y 
Trans : nga aka ~ gow ? ow ma de 
I Akha am 
I am an Akha. 
Equational constructions : 
319) SD: ¢ xew gha nga budo? ' . ' gha ow mersa Jaw ow 
X 
-
Nom1 Nom2 + 
gow ? ¢ 
gow? - y 
SC : ' gha nga 2!! budo ? ' . ' 2!! gha xew mersa Jaw 
he my b ro ther who lives in Mae Sai 
He's my brother who lives in Mae Sai. 
320) SD : ¢ ' gha asugha a gow ? ¢ xew 
X 
-
Nom1 Nom2 + 
gow ? 
-
y 
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SC : xew gha asugha a 
he who 
Who is he? 
(T16 
- op) Possessi e Reduction 
SD : X - Norn + {~} + ~ + NP - y Jaw 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
SC: 1 2 4 5 6 
This rule derives the po ssessive e pressions from 
embedded 'to have (ja? , jaw)' relative c lauses, s o 
consequently it must c ome after T6 Relativization . The 
difference between ja? and jaw i s that the former is 
used for inanimate ob j e ts and the latter for animate 
(see L3). In the surfac e structures (verb-deleted forms ), 
there is no differenc e be t ween animate and inanimate 
possessive expressions . 
The p o ssessi e c onstruc tion in a sentence such as : 
321) nga ~ tsi ?yer 
my friend 
I 
nawwer ner 
fr om Nong Waen 
My friend comes from Nong Waen. 
ew a 
come 
would derive from the following noun + relative clause 
construction: 
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J22) nga jaw ow tsi ?yer 
the friend that I hav e (the I - have friend) . .. 
A phonological rule (P17) would c hange nga, the noun ' I', 
to nga , the possessive 'my ' . 
(Tl7 - op) Possess i ·e ow Deletio n 
SD : X - NP + ow+ NP 
1 2 J 4 
SC : 1 2 4 5 
y 
5 
The grammatical f r mative ~ is deletable both in 
possessive onstructions and in embedded relative 
clauses. The reason for regarding it as obligatory is 
that onsidering the omnipresence of the formative, 
there are probably rules and transformations that 
depend on it to identify the appropriate nodes for 
operation . For instance , it is the only general 
parti c le that can intervene between the predicate phrase 
of an embedded sentenc e and the nominal which the 
sentence modifies , and such c haracteristics as this 
would make it possible to clearly mark a node for 
transformation. 
J2J) SD : ¢ a.yaw ? ow miy a. sow ghaw la ow ~ 
X - NP + Q.l:£ + NP Y 
• 
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SC : a.yaw ? miya sow ghaw la ow ~ 
his wife come - send quote 
He'll come b ringing his wife he says. 
(T18 
-
op) Nominalizati o n of· Vs tat 
SD : X 
-
Vstat + NP - y 
1 2 3 4 
SC : 1 2 4 
The deletion of the NP that a Vstat modifies has 
the effect of nominalizing the Vstat , i.e., in the 
sense of 'the Vstat (cooked, si ck, yellow) one'. 
324) SD : a.caw cu?ta? H1 ? yawja? 
X Vstat + 
SC : a.caw cu ? ta? lu ? yawja? 
everyone else a ooked 
Everyone else wrapped up 
(Tl9 - op) Deletion of Subje t 
SD : X - Norn - Y - PP - Z 
1 2 3 4 5 
SC : 1 J 4 5 
¢ cu 
NP 
-
y 
cu 
one wrap up 
a cooked one. 
This optional deletion of subject is characteristic 
of many Asian languages such as Chinese , Thai, Burmese, 
etc. The restricti o n o n it, obviously, is that it must 
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not lead to ambiguity as to whom the agent of the verb 
is. 
325) SD : ¢ Norn ¢ 1ao ? Elter . ' ¢ ~ 
X 
-
Norn 
-
y pp z 
SC : 1ao ? El ter . ' ~ 
door shut, he said 
He said to shut the d oor . 
326) SD: ¢ Norn ¢ amya ? n aq gher o ? ,. ¢ aw l. a 
X 
-
Norn 
-
y pp z 
SC : amya ? naq ghe r o ? ,. aw l. a 
how many more days go back 
How many more days till he goes back? 
(T2 0 - op) Deletion of PP in Negative Sentences 
SD: ma - PP 
1 2 
SC: 1 
This rule operates in responses to questions, very 
much in the sense of English 'No' as an answer to a 
question. In Thai, such a response ()~ 'no') is 
considered very colloquial. This rule may not be part 
of native Akha grammar; it was obtained only in 
questioning, and that from an Akha boy who had been to 
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a Thai school f or four year·s. In as muc h as it might 
be operative in the language at a ll , it can be expre ssed 
by the T rule given above . 
(T21 - op) Vstat Claus e Reducti o n 
SD: X - Norn - Y - stat+ jV - Z 
1 2 J 4 5 6 
SC : 1 2 J 4 6 
The nuc lear verbal element jV which forms a VP 
with a Vstat as its Complement (PSJ) can be deleted , 
leaving the Vstat as head of its VP . It appears there 
are restrictions on this deletion that need to be 
expressed, but they cannot be stated at the present. 
J27) SD : ¢ mlsaw l a lawnfnq a acuw? yawduw jV nga 
X No rn Y - Vstat + jV - Y 
SC : mlsaw la lawnfnq a acuw ? yawduw nga 
marry Misaw also a li tt le bit smart 
Marrying Misaw would be pretty go o d , too. 
J28) SD : ¢ 
X 
api b ye? smq guwlaq 
om 
SC : api bye ?smq guwlaq 
.zawhuw jV nga 
Vstat + jV - Y 
yawhuw nga 
Grandmother Bye?smq's merit big 
Grandmother Bye ?smq's merit is great. 
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(T22 
-
op) Lo c ative~ Deletion 
SD : X 
-
Loc[Nml + ~ j -
1 2 J 4 
SC : 1 2 4 where Nml , is dominated b y Loe . + ~ 
The general locative particle aq is sometimes 
deleted with no apparent difference in meaning. 
J29) SD : jer ma~ sa?daw jer .!_ 
X 
jaw a 
y 
SC: jer ma~ sa?daw 
bicmq muw 
Nml 
Inter not be shy anymore at all 
bicmq muw 
Thai country be there 
+ aq 
Well , you don't have to be shy at all when 
you're in Thai areas. 
JJO) SD : saper I . ' I le nger naq nga !!!~.r J a ~ ma 
--
X Nml 
, y +~ 
SC : saper 
, 
'I le ma nger naq nga merJa 
day after tomorrow I Mae Chan go 
The day afte tomorrow I'm going to Mae Chan. 
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(T23 - op) Deletion of the Adverbializing Particle , er 
SD g X - stat + er - Y 
1 2 3 4 
SC : 1 2 4 
The p article er make s a verb-modifier out of a 
Vstat, but the er is frequently deleted. 
331) SD : ¢ yawduw , ~ nya nga , er a q a 
X Vstat , y 
- + er 
SC : yawduw ~ nya nga , ~ a 
greatly be afraid I l 
I am really afraid. 
332) SD : ¢ yawkaw , 1a ~ asugha xawi er mer 
X Vstat I y 
- + er -
SC: yawkaw 1a ~ mer asugha x awi 
fast maybe marry a nyo ne 
1 
Even though nga ' I ' is here marked with what looks like 
the object marker, nga is still t he grammatical , as well 
as the semanti , subject of the sentence. There are 
several su h cases where the pronoun that one would 
expect as the subje ct is sentence-final and marked by~, 
and in at least one of these instances a direct object 
also occurs in the sentence marked by 1g_ . In one other 
case the subject pronoun occurs in its proper sentence-
initial position but is similarly marked. This 
grammatic al feature seems to be f 'or emphasis. 
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(T2 4 - op) Noun Deletion when a Determiner is Present 
SD: X - N + Det - Y 
1 2 3 4 
SC: 1 3 4 
Quite commonly just a Det (Dlmt + Clf) construction 
functions as an NP. T24 is just one of many rules that 
could be written expressing various constructions in 
which a Dem occurs (here, it occurs as a constituent of 
Det) . The full range of these has not been analyzed yet, 
nor an attempt made to write a maximally generalized set 
of rules to cover all the cases. The e xpressions 
covered by T24 are most usually translated in English 
by suc h expressions of definite reference as 'this one, 
this person, the guy' . 
333) SD: 
SC : 
334) SD: 
bow ? ser ? ,. yawxa ? N tow gha ¢ m1.er 
X N + Det y 
bow ? ser ? ,. yawxa? tow gha m1.er 
--- ---
because she was shot it's difficult that person 
Because that person was shot, (the situation) 
is difficult . 
¢ N 
:X - N + Det 
ow dawbew ~ tl hmq gho ? ta nga 
y 
dawbew aq 
one person I s in the r ectum one piece 
to sti c k 
He stuck a piece in each person's rectum. 
(T25 - op) Deletion of NP after a Relative Clause 
SD: X - S + NP - Y 
SC: 
1 2 
1 2 4 
3 4 
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A clause (or S) at times functions as an NP (in 
situations other than a quotative one where it would be 
marked by the particle ler ( see PS8 )). It can function 
as a subject or object when there seems to be a deleted , 
i.e., understood, NP. 
335) SD: ¢ tow ~ any a? ner p.g.er ~ ow NP 
X - s + NP -
amya ? ~er~ mer po ? mer 
y 
SC: 
, ? , , 
amya ~ er 
it is recorded there by us however much we say 
you must teach 
However much is recorded in there by us you 
must teach. 
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336) SD : ¢ ti gha i _fu9. ow NP ma jaw a 
X - s + NP y 
SC : ti gha i fu9. ow 
anyone to work there isn't 
There isn't anyone to work. 
(T26 - op) Relative Cl au se Modification of a Classifier 
SD : X - S + N - Dlmt + Clf - Y 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
SC: 1 2 5 6 
Some few instances have been recorded of a 
classifier having a (relative) clause modifying it 
dire tly without an Nor Dlmt intervening in the 
construction (as deriv ed in PS rules 11 and 12). As an 
expl anation for this con truction T26 shows that N and 
Dlmt are in the deep stru c ture . The N is especially 
necessary in that Clf are s p ecified in terms of the noun 
heads of their NP. Without an Nin the deep structure 
there would be no basis for selection of a correct 
classifier (see L2). 
337) SD: ¢ myanuw ? na ow N Dlmt 
X - s + N - Dlmt + Clf -
, , 
u awner 
y 
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SC: myanuw ? na ~ gha ~ 
the person with conjunctivitis 
by tying in a basket 
By tying the person with conjunctivitis in a 
basket ... 
338) SD: 
SC: 
¢ N Dlmt , maw yawhuw 
X s + N - Dlmt + Clf 
bow asugha ner yow ow mer 
y 
yawhuw maw bow 
-
big animal 
asugha ner 
by whom 
, 
yow ow mer 
buy 
By whom would a big animal be bought ? 
(T27 - op) WHY Reduction 
SD : X - a+ jer - gher - ow - Vb - Y 
1 2 3 4 5 
SO: 1 2 4 5 
The embedded interrogative purposive sentence 'what 
are you doing' which e xpresses 'why' can be shortened to 
just 'what'. There is another transformation, not 
formalized here, which optionally deletes just the 
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particle~· For the derivati on o f' thi embedded 
interrogative adverbi a l see the obl igatory transformation 
339) SD : 
s 
340) SD : 
SC: 
(T28 
-
op) 
SD: 
SC : 
¢ ajer gher ow ma ,. ¢ 1. 
X a . ~ 
- _+Jer - gher ~ - Vb - y 
ajer ma ,. 1. 
why d i dn't g o 
Why didn't y ou go? 
¢ ajer gher ow ter ,. ¢ e 1. ow 
X 
- !+jer - gher ow - Vb y 
ajer ter ,. e 1. ow 
-- -
why early go 
Why are you going early? 
Time Phrase as Noun Modifier 
# Tm - X 
- ~# - NP - y 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 3 4 5 where# mark the boundaries of' an 
embedded sentence modifying NP. 
The sentence derived in the SC of' the following 
examples (no.341) and 342)) are postulated as being 
derived from the source sentences given. The word 
marked by asterisk ('be there, exist') is the 
hyp o thetical verb for the s ource sentences of these 
e pressions. This transforma tio n must follow T5 
Relativization and Tll Tm Shift. 
J41) SD: howna * jaw gha aga . ' ow Jaw a 
Tm X ~ l\JP y 
SC : howna ow gha aga . , Jaw a 
n ext perso n where be there 
Where i s the nex t pers o n? 
I 
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' J42) SD: ~ * jaw ow ~ ti dow ma si nya nga 
Tm X 
-
..QJt 
-
NP 
-
y 
SC: I ~ ti dow ma si ' nymq ow nya nga 
--- --
today's children one group don't know 
The children today don't know anything. 
(T29 - op) Tm Shift to End of Clause 
SD: # Tm - X # 
1 2 J 4 
SC : 1 J 2 4 
This optional shift places emphasis on the time 
reference expressed in the sentence. 
J4J) SD: # :2¥!!!.9. a 
# Tm 
ajo? er ghergher jaw ma st e # 
X # 
SC: ajo ? er ghergher jaw 
how he is 
ma si e 
I don't know 
Now I don't know how he is. 
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~a 
now 
'Now ( be cause he's moved away) I don't know how he is' 
as opposed to 'I don't know h ow he is now' (more neutral 
in reference to time). 
344) SD : # u ? sew runqsi a ti k '1.l o ti ba ? ngatse 
# Tm X 
, 
bow le # er ow 
# 
SC : runqsi a ti k 1 1.lo ti ba? ngatse ler 
---
Sesame one kilo ;Bl. 50 
, 
bow le u ? sew er ow 
--
say just now 
Just now , she said , 'One kilo of sesame is 
;Bl. 50' . 
(TJO - op) Subject Shifts to End of Sentence 
SD : X - Norn - Y - PP - Z # 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
SC : 1 J 4 5 2 6 
ler 
This is an optional shift. Though not given in 
this grammar, there is a similar rule for object 
nominals. 
J45) SD : ¢ I gha ¢ ajer gher sa ?daw ler naw ow 
X Norn y pp 
I I le ¢ # ~ er 
z # 
SC : ajer gher sa ?daw ler I I le I ow ~ er naw 
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gha 
why shy say again you 
J46) SD : 
SC: 
Why do you 
¢ sapi a 
X - Norn 
¢ # 
z # 
tow mya ? ..!. 
that much 
keep saying you're shy? 
¢ tow mya ? i ' tser ? le nga ter 
y pp 
tser ? le nga ter 
set at pepper 
(The price of) pepper has been set at that 
much. 
(TJl - op) Subordinate Clause Permutation 
SD : X - S + nger - y - pp - z 
,. 
miner 
I 
na 
1 2 J 4 5 
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SC ~ 1 3 4 5 2 
Some subordinate clauses c a n be moved t o a pos ition 
after the main clause of a sentenc e. 
347) SD: ¢ 
X 
lo o ? le 
s 
, 
na ¢ 
+ na - y 
ew ow jer mer 
pp 
¢ 
z 
sc ~ 
348) SD: 
SC : 
349) SD: 
SC: 
ew ow jer mer loo ? le , na 
suspect they c ome if the car went back 
I suspect they will h ave come if the car went 
back. 
¢ , , uyeryer ¢ nymqmq yawper ? nga ¢ 
X s + nger - Y - pp 
nymqmq ' , . I uyeryer nger 
roof 
yawper ? nga 
leak when it rains 
The roof leaks when it r ai ns . 
¢ ner ? , t er ?er bi ? ,. ¢ ~ ~ mier 
X s 
,. 
y -
- + mier -
yau ? ti shi awi ma ~ dza ¢ 
---
pp z 
yau ? ti shi xawi ma~ dza ner ? ' 
---
~ 
even one egg can't eat only to 
~ bi ? mier 
because must give 
z 
ter ?er 
spirits 
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You can't eat even one egg because you must 
give them to the spirits. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE PHONOLOGICAL COMPONENT 
The phonological component of a TG is an 
interpretive unit. It accepts as input the string of 
morphemes which is the output of the syntactic component. 
The string of morphemes is, of course, a surface 
structure, having been first derived by the PS rules, 
then supplied with all its missing lexical and 
grammatical morphemes from the lexicon, and finally 
given its final syntactic adjustments by the 
transformational rules. 
The phonological component is also generative in 
the sense of TG theory. Generative phonologies which 
have been published have generally used the distinctive 
features (DF) system as conceived of by Jakobson and 
developed primarily by him and Halle . Such a phonology 
attempts to account for the same notions as the rest of 
a TG, viz . , the speaker's competence. In the case of the 
phonological component, we are trying to account for the 
speaker's knowledge of the pronunciation of his language, 
or his interpretation of the sound structure of the 
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language. A phonetic transcription does not purport to 
be a description of the actual acoustic event of any 
utterance. For this reason, there is no problem that a 
continuous physical sound stream is represented 
graphically by discrete symbols; or that a transcription 
does not represent all the perceivable a oustic effects. 
Morphemes are entered in the lexicon in the form 
(D, c), where Dis a phonological matrix (such as Fig. 
5.1), and C is a complex symbol specifying the syntactic 
and semantic features of the entry. The complex symbol 
will not be considered further, as it has no effect on 
the phonological processes. A phonological matrix is 
composed of columns and rows; a column in a matrix is 
a segment, and represents one unit of an utterance, so 
that a string of morphemes (and most individual 
morphemes) would be a sequence of phoneti c segments , or 
a sequence of columns. Each row of a matrix is a 
phonological feature such as consonantal, high, back, 
etc. A column therefore becomes a set of features (rows) 
by which we characterize a particular segment. The 
presence of a feature is indicated by+ , and absence by 
-. Figure 5.1 shows some Akha words as they would be 
represented by phonological matrices. 
FIGURE 5.1 
X 0 g a a j o ? , y 8 
Syllabic + + + + + 
Consonantal + + + + 
High + + 
Back + + + + + + 
Low + + + + 
Continuant + + + + + + + + 
Anterior 
Coronal + 
Voice + + + + + + + + 
Sub. pr. 
Round + + 
Nasal 
Covered + 
High pitch + + 
Low pitch + + 
1 
x&. ,fa ajo? ye ChQ 8 le 
that person how buy walk part. ? 
How did he go (walk) to buy them? 
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ch 1 1 a 8 e 
' 
+ + + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + + + 
+ 
+ + 
+ + + + 
+ 
+ 
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The two most basic phonological features a r e 
vo c a l ic a nd consona n tal , by me a ns of whi c h the 
phonological systems of n a tural languages may 
universally be given a four-way subclassification 
( a ssuming the appropria t e segments are p r esent in the 
l a nguages) into vowels, consonants, liquids and glides. 
Except whe r e langua ge s h a ve s y llabic consonants, these 
t o features perform a satisfactory tetrachotomy. But 
where a language also has syllabic consonants, the 
feature vocalic is not fully sufficient; it does not 
contribute toward identifying those segments which are 
primarily consonantal but serve as syllable nuclei. J . C. 
Milner and C . J. Bailey have proposed a modification (cf. 
CH : 354) of the distinctive feature system, whereby the 
feature vocalic would be replaced with a new feature 
[syllabic] . A segme n t marked [+syllabic ] is a syll a ble 
nucleus. 
The other DF used in the phonology of Akha will be 
identified only briefly. 
If a sound is produced with a stricture in the 
vocal tract at least as great as that for fricative 
consonants, and the constriction is in the central 
region of the vocal tract, the sound is [+consonantal] . 
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A high sound is produ ed with the body of the tongue 
in raised position; a low sound with the body of the 
tongue lowered. 
A sound articulated by retracting the body of the 
tongue is [+back]. 
I f the flow of air during speech is unbroken, a 
segment is [+continuant ] . 
If an obstruction is formed forward of the position 
for English /s/ the sound is [+anterior ] . 
A c oronal sound is formed with the blade of the 
tongue raised. 
Voicing indicates vibration of the glottal I'olds. 
For any particular phonetic segment, there is a 
minimum of air pressure required behind the glottis. If 
the pressure is raised above this point , then we have a 
condition favourable for aspiration, and the aspiration 
will or will not oc cur depending on whether the speaker 
permits an increased escape of air. In other words, 
this heightened subglottal pressure is mandatory for 
aspiration but does not in itself cause it. 
Consequently, this condition (abbreviated [sub. pr. ] ) is 
useful as a distinctive feature of aspiration. 
[+roun~ is sound articulated with lip rounding . 
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Nasal s ound s are produced with the velum lowered. 
The feature [ covered] refer s to one of the most 
difficult qualities to describe - the 'cre aky voice' 
quality noted in many disparate langua ges of the world. 
It h a s been variously referred to as glottalized, 
larynge ali zed a nd pharyngealized. Quite probab l y the 
primary cause of the sound does vary among these s ourc es 
from language to language. William Smalley (1964) has 
described the sound in Akha as being due to a tightening 
of the f a uc a l pillars and the pha ryngeal musculature 
rather than the glottis. 1 Additionally, CH seem to 
reserve the feature [glottal constriction] for 
consonants, using [covered ] in reference to vowel 
qualities. For these reasons the Akha 'squeaky voice' is 
not labelled as a glotta l constriction. 
1 
It has been pointed out to me by Ted Hope that the 
faucal pillars do not act independently, but a lways 
either with pharyngeal movement, or laryngeal movement. 
This being true, then the feature c oncerning us here 
potentially could be denoted as either pharyngealization 
or glottaliza tion. This Akha feature is historically 
related to the Lahu and Lisu glottal stops, even though 
it may well be a pharyngeal movement today. Consequently, 
references to glottalized sounds in this grammar refer to 
these 'creaky ' vowels. However, for reasons of usage as 
chosen by CH (noted above) the feature sha ll be 
designated as [covered] rather than [glottalized]. There 
should be no confusion, though, since the terms are 
synonymous herein, and 'covered ' can be considered just 
a formal label for the linguistic term 'glottalized ' . 
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The glottal stop is not distinctive for Akha, as it 
has been considered to be by Lewis (Lewis, 1968b). 
Certain occurrences of it are morphemically conditioned, 
but non-contrastive where it occurs. Elsewhere in an 
utterance , it can be considered to be predictable, but 
that its appearance is a function of the speed of speech, 
emphasis and grarrunatical construction; in other words, 
phonological phrasing. In fact, we will say that by 
definition the occurrence of a glottal stop, other than 
intramorphemically or between an Aux and a verb, marks 
the juncture of a phonological phrase. 
The last two features in Figure 5,1 are inspired by 
a different source. The approach used here for 
accounting for tone phonology is taken from Wang (1967) 
in which he proposes DF to classify tonal phenomena for 
' 11 language s of the world. Bu t in that article he does 
not propose a method by which to introduce these features 
into the grammar, noting that tone is usually a feature 
of at least a whole syllable rather than a single 
segment, and frequently is associated with whole words 
or even phrases. 
In Akha, tone is a syllable feature, each syllable 
having its characteristic pitch and contour . For any 
language of the same nature, regardless of canon forms 
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of syllables, a reasonable solution seems to be t o tie 
tone fe .atures to the syllable nuclei. This can be done 
by writing the tone features for each segment, just like 
the features [syllabic, high] etc .; then by convention, 
any segment marked [-syllabic] will be read as non-tonal 
and all the pitch features will be marked minus. Only 
those specified as [+ syllabic] will carry interpretable 
tone features, which will apply to the whole syllable. 
For Akha, the tone DF are as follows : 
[+high pitch, -low pitch] high tone 
[-high pitch, -low pitch] mid tone 
[-high pitch, +low pitch] low tone 
Note that a tone marked [-syllabic] would also be 
marked [-high pitch, -low pitch], but the convention 
would state that this is read as non-tonal, not 'mid 
tone'. 
The contour of these tones in medial position in 
an utterance is level. Thi s is their 'primary contour' 
A tone on an utterance-final syllable will usually 
deviate somewhat from the primary contour. A low tone 
on a final syllable always falls. The mid and high 
tones may maintain their primary contours, or may fall 
a bit on the final syllable. A high tone on the final 
syllable of a free morpheme (as opposed to particles) in 
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a citati on form may even rise slightly. Bu t the rising 
and falling of the mid and high tones is unpredi c table. 
A tone in utterance-final position is liable to muc h 
more deviation from the primary contour if i t is on a 
particle than if it is on a syllable of a f r ee mo rpheme. 
Figures 5.2 and 5.J illustrate how these features 
in Akha mark the distinctiveness of the p o ssible 
phonological segments. Such binary branc hing trees as 
these were first postulated when it was thought 
necessary for the DF to be introduc ed by an o rdered set 
of rules, each offerring a choice between the presenc e 
or absenc e of a feature (Halle, 1959). The orderedness 
of such rules has now been rejected (cf. CH: J86; Stanley: 
§2.2), but a tree of this sort is still helpful in 
analyzing the DF for a particular language. F igure 5 .4 
is a omplete specifi a ti o n of the DF o f Akha. 
To illustrate the distribution of the segments in 
Akha morphemes, the foll owing examples are given : 
/h/ haq 'here' ; 1ha 'barking deer' ; mi hipya 'malaria'. 
/y/ 
/p/ 
/ph/ 
yaxawyer 'cannabis';~ jaw 'be c a eful' ; xi! 
'take'. 
ghawpa ? 'cabbage' ; .E.£2. 'a time'; per ? 'leak'. 
puw 'grey'; .E! 'carry';~ 'grandson'. 
/b/ bl? 'give'; abaw 'tree'; bow ? 'shoot ' . 
Consonantal 
High 
Back 
Low 
Continuant 
Ante1·.ior 
Coronal 
Voice 
Sub. Pr. 
Round 
Nasal 
FIGURE 5.2 
-Syllabic 
h y p ph b m t th d n s sh 1 x xh g c ch j py phy by my ny k kh g !) N 0 \0 
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FIGURE 5. Ja 
+Syllabic 
Consonanta l 
High 
Back 
Low 
Round 
Nasa l 
e 5 & a o a Q 0 i ti i ~ u Tfl 
FIGURE 5 .Jb 
e A 
Nasa l 
Covered 
High pitch 
Low pitch 
e ' e ? e ? a , a? a_? ~ , qi ' e e a a Q Q Tfl Tfl 
FIGURE 5. 4a 
h y p ph b m t th d n s sh I X xh fl C ch J PY phy by my ny k kh g I) z dz ~ ts 
Syllabic 
Consonantal 
- + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
High 
- + - -
- - - - - - - -
- + + + + + + + + + + + + 
- - + 
Back 
- - - -
- - + + + 
- - - - - - - + + + + 
Low + 
- - - - -
- + + + 
Continuant + + 
- - - -
- - + + + + + + 
- - - - - -
- + + + + 
Anterior 
- - + + + + + + + + + + + - - - - - - + + + + + 
- - - -
+ + 
-
+ 
Coronal 
- - - - - - + + + + + + + 
- - - + + + - - - - + 
- - - -
+ + + + 
Voice 
- - - - + + - - + + 
- - + - - + - - + - - + + + - - + + + + 
Sub. pr. 
- - - + - - - + - - - + - - + 
- - + - - + - - - - + 
Round 
Nasal 
- - - -
- + 
- - - + - - - - - - - - + + 
- - -
+ 
Covered 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
N 
I-' 
I-' 
FIGURE 5, 4b 
e e? 0 o? 31 31 ? a a? 0 o? a a? Q. 0 :,? I I? u ,f. ,f.? t u u? '11 
Syllable + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Consonantal 
- -
+ 
High 
- - - - - - - -
- + + + + + + + + + 
Back 
- - - -
- + + + + + + + + + 
- - - + + + + + + 
Low 
- - - - + + 
- - - - + + + + + 
Continuant + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Anterior 
-
- - -
-
+ 
Coronal 
Voice + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Sue. pr· . 
Round 
- - + + 
- - - - + + 
- - - + + - - + - - - + + 
Nasal 
+ 
- - - - -
- - + 
- - + 
I\) Covered 
- + - + 
- + - + - + - + - - + - + 
- - + - - + - I-' I\) 
/m/ 
/t/ 
/th/ 
/ct/ 
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Shermaw 1 lOUSe 1 ; mer ? 1 hungry 1 ; mi cl? I ast night' , 
t 1 at 1 ew 'gecko'; mawtew ? 'rash' ; tl ? ' one'. 
merter 'tweezers'; taq 'drum'; mawtawtaw 'take a 
picture' . 
ididi 'swim' · adu 'corn'· ado ? 1 FaBrSo 1 • 
' -- ' 
/n/ naw 'step on'; ner 'top' ; na ? 1 blak 1 • 
Is/ su ? 'narrow' ; ser ? 'kill' ; saw ? ' castrate'. 
/sh/ 
/1/ 
misaq 'earth spirit' ; smqdow 'greedy ' ; husow 
'woven mat'. 
la ? law 'arm' ; xa?lo 'basket';~ 'dam'. 
/x/ xa ? 'strong' ; shapyaxer ? 'hip'; xer ? ' break'. 
/xh/ maxow 'egg plant' ; xmqma 'bowl'; derxaq 'courting 
area'. 
I g/ gha I enough I ; gher I do I ; yerghaq I rainy I • 
/c/ 
/ch/ 
/j/ 
/py/ 
c'ataq 'navel'; merci ? . 'moustache'; cu? 'kiss' 
cermyaq 'name'; caca 'little finger' ; ucew ' h orn' 
naqjaw 'fortnight '; ~ 'animal' ; c iji ? ' Chinese' 
pyow ? 'become' ; yawpyer ? 'muddy' ; p'yater 'trap' 
/phy/ ~'family' ; ya?pyaw 'broom' ; xawpymq ' lid ' . 
/by/ abyaq 'female fool' ; abye ? 'sprout' ; bymq 'pile'. 
/my/ mya ? 'slow';~ 'black dye' ; kimyer ? 'goat' 
/ny/ 
/k/ 
an}:£ 'rattan'; nyer 'shake'; nyipa 'shaman'. 
k'mqte 'Bangkok' ; ka ? 'to comb'; ko ? I dried 
(meat)'. 
/kh/ k awt suw ? ' Adam's apple'; kuj o? 
' delicious'. 
'bas et' . k u w , __ _ 
/ g / ~ a dze ' edge '; guwlu ' fried mea t ' ;~ ' high ' . 
ID! ngaw 'drive '; ngasha ' fish'; ngow 'corre t'. 
/e/ 
/a/ 
/a ?/ 
tse 'ten' · h awje 1 t able ' · le ' g o' . 
-- ' - ' 
yaci ?pew 'roo s t er '; canew 'ringfinger '; de 
mawtew ? 'rash'; tew ? 'wrap'. 
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'tired' . 
/ a/ yawdzer I naughty I ; dawper I near I ; byer I q u i t I • 
/ a? ler ? 'market' ; haw er ? 'non- glutinous rice' ; der ? 
'be alive'. 
/8/ cow 'dew' ; yow 'buy'; lasow 'bu ket' ; d ow 'group' . 
g ow? I take I j tow ? I move I j bawkow? I b OX I • 
/o / dupo 'till soil '; do 'ignite' ; myo laq 'lemur' . 
.Y.£2 'roll up' ; bewto? 'ridge olumn'; merdo ? 
' poison' . 
/a/ ~ 'light' ; _!!!am:l 'jackfruit'; nama 'sun'. 
sa? 'air'; ja? :l 'bed' ; lupa ? 'betel ' . 
/ Q/ ~'hard'; sats q 'liver'; ~qbaq ' penalty ' . 
/ 0/ aw ' easy'; yaw.jaw ' often' ; ·nuwgow 'rattan stool' 
c aw ? 'rotten' · saw ? 'wipe'; aw ? ' ripe ' . 
--- ' --- --
la?nyi 
y a c i ? ' 
'outside' · di ,_
hi cken ' • si? 
' --
'level '; yowl:l ' fl oor co lumn' 
'rub'; der ji? 'push back' . 
/ti/ aiw 'flying ant'; ishiw 'urine' ; c lwdlw 'leper ' . 
/4_/ kUWSer I f'lea I j guwghO? I mango I j Xap·uw I rice husk I , 
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gawtsuw ? 'pipe' ; a c uw ? 'almost'; abuw? 'blanket'. 
/~/ smq 'three'; yerthrbq 'bamboo pipe' ; t awtsfuq 'ri c e 
/u/ 
/u ?/ 
mill'. 
taqpu 'meet' ; bu 'float'; u 'enter'. 
gawshu ? 'pipe'; ~ 'be afraid' ; ju?to? 'belt' 
1~1 ahmq 'mushroom' ; mqhrbq 'pillow' ; mq 'sky'. 
TONES 
jaq 'wrap' 1a 'marry' dl. I hi t 1 
jaq 'believe' la 'catch' di " 'level' 
. ' 
'make' 1a ~ 'come' di 'rise' 
sa 'distressed' da I to place' 
sa 'ugly' da 'ascend' 
' 'well' sa da 'lean against' 
At this point it would be appropriate to consider 
the matter of redundancy in phonological specification. 
Every DF is not distinctive in every segment. For 
instance , [continuant, anterior, coronal, voice ] are 
always redundant in specifying the vowels, because any 
segment marked [+syllabic] will also be [+continuant, 
+voice, -anterior, -coronal]. 1 [syllabic, low, covered, 
1 
1~1 is an exception, but it is distinguished br being 
the sole segment marked [+syllabic, +consonantalj, so 
these same features become redundant for it as well, 
though the value of the features may be different (see 
SGl, 2). 
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high pitch, low pitch] are always redund a nt f o r 
consonants. Some features preclude others , such as 
[ +high] precluding [+low] and vice-versa, and s ometimes 
combinations of features preclude other features , e.g . , 
[+syllabic , +round] preclude [+nasal] because there are 
no r ound n a sal vowels. 
Since these features are redundant, it would be 
uneconomical to list them for every segment in the 
lexicon; they are needed only when it is desired to give 
a full phonological description of a string. Some 
system of writing incompletely specified phonological 
matrices in the lexicon, that can then be fully specified 
when needed, will effect the sort of simplicity of 
description desired. 
1 
rules. 
This is achieved by redundancy 
An inc ompletely s pecified matrix in t he lexicon is 
called a lexical representation. The rules that fill in 
the blanks of a matrix are called lexical r edundancy 
rules , and are either segment structure rules or sequence 
1 
Stanley has proposed a system of morpheme structure 
conditions to replace redundancy rules. The end result 
is much the same, but the conditions avoid some of the 
theoretical weaknesses of rules. However , Stanley's 
proposal is not followed in this account. Neither will 
the implications of CH 'marking conventions' be considered. 
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struc ture rules (Stanley, 1967). Se gme nt struGt u re 
rules express the constraints on (or redundancies of) 
the o ccurrenc e of features within single segments, while 
sequen e structure rules are concerned with o nstrain~s 
imp sed by the linear arrangement of segme nts. Lexical 
redundancy rules are not phonological rules as s uc h , b ut 
r ather can be co nsidered as part of the lex i co n , although 
in this grammar the lexical r edundancy rule s are being 
discussed under the topic of the phonological component. 
As mentioned above, lexical redundancy rules we r e 
originally conceived of a s ordered, but currently TG 
theory disregards this requirement. I n this grammar, 
order has been retained only within disjunctive rules , 
i.e., rules having more than one part where one part 
must be applied before another. 
( SG (Segment structur e rule) la ) 
[
+sylla~icl 
+anterior 
+consonantal 
+high 
+back 
+nasal 
-continuant 
-covered 
This is a disjunctive rule; la must apply before lb. 
This rule characterizes all entries of l~I in terms of 
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the six features on the right hand side of the arrow. 
There is only one segment specified as both [+syllabic, 
+anterior] - l~I. Therefore, in every lexi cal entry in 
which these features are found, the featur es on the 
right hand side of the rule no longe r need be specified. 
The purpose of this rule is to prepar e the way for a more 
general rule, SGlb. Since I~/ is the one exception to 
rule lb, it was eliminated first; now it is possible to 
write: 
( SGlb) [+syllabic] 
- c onsonantal 
-anterior 
+continuant 
In other words, every remaining phoneti c segment in 
a lexical representation of Akha that is a syllable 
nucleus will also have the features indicated on the 
right side of the arrow in rule lb. Thus these features 
can be eliminated from all lexical representations to 
which rule 1 applies. 
(SG2) [+syllabic] 
::::::all 
-sub. pr. 
This rule specifies feature values common to all 
vowel segments. 
( SGJa ) - syllabi 
- high 
-back 
-anterior 
+ ontinuant 
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[
: :::sonantall 
- sub . pr. 
Rule Ja d o es the same thing for /h/ that rule la 
did for /rp/. Since /h/ is the one exception to Jb, it 
is eliminated first. 
(SGJb) [-syllabic] 
[
+consonantal] 
-covered 
Rule Jb characterizes all remaining consonants. 
(SG4) [+covered] 
[
+ syllabic] 
-nasal 
Since only syllabic segments can have a overed 
quality, all covered vowels need not be spe c ified as 
syllabic also. And since /rp/ and / Q/ c annot have the 
feature [+covered], a segment marked thus must also be 
[-nasal]. 
(SG5) [+nasal] 
[
+voiceJ 
-round 
There are no voiceless nasals in Akha, nor are 
there nasalized round vowels. 
(SG6) 
(SG7) 
(SG8) 
( SG9) 
[ +high] 
[+low] 
[ +high pitch] 
[+low pitch] 
[-low] 
[ -high] 
[ -low pitch] 
[-high pit c h ] 
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It might be questioned why the converse of a rule 
must be stated also. Consider the p rocess of g oing 
through the lexicon , specifying a ll blanks. The fe ature 
row 'high' is perused from left to right across the 
entry . Every time a segment marked [+high] is found SG6 
is applied and the appropriate entry a dded in the 
feature row 'low'. Obviously, for any segment marked 
[-high] a rule specifying the feature 'low' cannot be 
written because 'low' might be either plus or minus. 
But by writing the converse of rule 6 as rule 7 the 
necessity to specify 'high' every time there is a [+low] 
can be avoided. 
( SGlO) [-voice] 
[
-syl labicl 
-nasal 
There are no voiceless vowels in Akha. Nor, as 
noted after SGS, are there voiceless nasals. 
If the requirement for orderedness was maintained, 
this rule and rule 4 would have to precede SGl; 
otherwise there would be matrices unspecified for 
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'syllabi ', and there would be no way of knowing whether 
or not rules 1- J were appli c able. But CH hav e aband o ned 
this requirement, and instead say that redundanc y rules 
apply all at o n c e, or as Stanley puts it , over and o er 
again until no more features rema in to be spe c ified . 
(SGll) [+voi c e ] => [-sub. pr. ] 
Voi e segments are never aspirated ; in particu lar, 
this rule says that voiced consonants are ne er aspirated 
since vowels have already been precluded (see SG2). 
( SG12) +syllabic 
-back 
-low 
+high 
+round 
=> [-covered ] 
/u/ annot be glottalized. 
( SGlJ) [ +segment] => [- covered]/ [ l 
+high pit h 
- low pitc h 
This rule is true almost absolutely. This is in 
a cord with previous analyses (Thomas, 1964; Dellinger, 
1967 : Lewis, 1968b). But in fact high tone vowels do 
occasionally o cur with a g l ottalized quality . It is 
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extremely a e, and it has been recorded o nly in 
expressions where a glottal mid tone variety has als o 
been recorded (see P27). My informant has assured me 
the glottalization is actually occurring. 1 Peter Wyss 
reports numerous words which are excepti o ns to the 
above rule, but I have not met with suc ce sin try ing 
to elicit his examples . The informants we r e y oung and 
did not know some of the words, and in the c ase o f the 
words they did know they responded with a mid t one 
ariety. Thus far, this high glottal tone appears to 
be unpredictable where it has been recorded. 
(SG14) 
(SG15) 
(SG16) 
1.. 
[{
[ -syllabic] }] 
[-consonantal] 
[ +back] 
[
-syllabicl 
+nasal J 
[
-sylla~icl 
+anterior 
+high 
~ 
~ 
[
-anterior] 
-coronal 
[
-continuant] 
-low 
[-back] 
The Akha refer to glottalization as tetser ? 'torn 
sound' . 
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(s 17 ) [ +b a k J 
[
+sy labi l 
+nasal 
+ low 
=> 
(SG18 ) 
::::ndl 
-back 
[
+anterior] 
- high 
( SG19) 
[
+coronal J 
+continuant 
= - high 
+anterior 
-nasal 
-round 
Rules 14-19 just spe cify a furthe r p otpourri o f 
redundant features. There may be a few more possible 
segment structure redundan cy rules for Akha , but these 
are fairly compr ehensive. 
Sequence structure rules can als o be written, o f 
which there are fewe r than the se gment struc ture rules. 
( SQla) [ +segment ] =>[ +syllabic ] / [-syllabic ]~-
Which, being interpreted , means a o ns onant mu st 
always be foll owed by a owel, i.e., t he re are n o 
consonant c lusters in Akha. This is the only statement 
about syllable structure that is me aningful for Akha. 
There are no restri tions on what sort of segments c an 
follow vowels, since vowels are followed by both owels 
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and cons o nants (the latter in every case be long to the 
foll owing syllable), s o a sequence restriction does n o t 
need to be specified in that case. The only way t o give 
more information about syllable (canon) forms would be 
.to mark syllable junctures (say, by § ) and t hen spe ify, 
in addition to SQla : 
(SQlb) [+segment ] ~ tsyllabic ]} I §_ 
[-syllabic] 
( SQlc) [ +segment ] ~ [+segment ] § I 
[ +syllabic l 
This would reveal, first, that syllables can have 
both onsonants and vowels initially, and second, that 
a segment must always be followed by a syllable 
juncture if it is a syllabic segment. The three parts 
of SQl would then define for us the canon forms of a 
syllable . But in TG phonological theory, n o use has 
yet been f ound for marking syllables as suc h. It is 
the morpheme juncture which is signifi cant , sob and c 
above are not actually incorporated into a strict TG of 
Akha. 
(SQ2) 
[ 
+con~onantal] 
- voice 
[-sub. pr]/ [+covered ] 
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Rule 2 says that overed (squeaky v oice) v owels are 
never pre c eded by aspirated consonants. There is a 
strong correlation between the oc currence of the features 
of glottalization and the aspiration of voiceless 
consonants. As a rule of thumb it could be said /ph, 
th, kh, ch, tsh, phy, sh, sh/ occur before non-
glottalized vowels, e.g.' ta 'don't' . ca 'utter'. per 
- ,_ ' 
'bitter';~ 'side'. And the corresponding 
unaspirated consonants o ccur only before a glottalized 
vowel, e.g., pa ? 'tie'; ter ? 'beat'; tser ? 'torn ' ; pyow ? 
'become'. This is true probably in well over ninety 
per cent of occurrences. 
true in two situatio ns. 
But the rule does not hold 
There is a very small class of words with 
unasp irated stops and affricates occurring with non-
glottalized vowels, e.g. , at 'i, at'er names of people; 
yawt 1 i 'little'; t'at'ew 'gecko'; p'yater 'trap'. 
These are the o nly forms I can attest to, but I have 
been informed by Peter Wyss (personal communication) 
that he has recorded others (see also Smalley, 1965 : 2). 
The second situation is words in which both glottal 
and n o n - glottal vowels have been recorded without · a 
corresponding c hange in the consonants under discussion, 
e.g.' u ? ta?lo? - c 1 ut 1 alo? 'all'; lata ? - lat'a 'above'. 
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However, the aspirated stops and affricates nev er o cur 
with a glottal vowel, i.e., we do not find *[ phaA, tho A, 
choA ], et c . 
The consequences o f this , of course, is that there 
is a problem if one attempts to define the pho nemi c 
status of the allopho nes o f the stops and affri a tes. 
Unaspirated stops and affri c ates do o cur with n o n-
glottal vowels, but the occurrence is very rare and 
there are probably no minimum pairs in the language. 
Should o nly one phoneme be written, say /p/ with two 
allophones - [ p ] , [ph] - and aberrations indi c ated, such 
as [y ~ t ~i]; or should two phonemes be distinguished, 
thereby encumbering the system with writing the 
aspiration sign which is a redundancy almost one 
hundred per cent of the time? In terms of notation, the 
practice herein is to use a single symbo l who se degree 
of aspi ation is interpreted in terms of its context, 
with the u naspirated ex c eptions indicated by' . In 
terms o f pho nemi c s , the difficulties are ob i ated by 
the advantages inherent in TG phonologi c al the ory and 
the distinctive feature system. 
(SQ3) + o nsonantal 
+hi gh 
- bac k 
+voice 
+coro nal 
- nasal 
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~ [+ anterior]/ [+cove red 1 
-- ~ 
/j/ bec ome s a pala t alized / d/ before covered vowels . 
All these s equenc e s tructure redundan y rul es apply 
within the b oundaries of individual morphe·mes. That is 
a c haracteristi c of a redundancy rule. Only phonological 
rules (by definition) c an apply across morpheme 
boundar ies. Further, lexical redundancy rules cannot 
delete fe atures nor alter them. In short, such rules are 
used merely to full y specify lexical representations . 
Now, a new phonological matrix representing the 
original sentence in Figure 5,1 can be written . Havi ng 
specified in the structure rules the redundant features 
of Akha, these features can be removed from the matri c es. 
The product is the lexical representation shown in 
Figure 5,5, The converse, Figure 5.1, is derived after 
application of the redundancy rules has fully specified 
the blank features of the lexical representations. 
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I RE 5.5 
X ti g a a j o? , h 1 y 8 Q 8 e 
Syllabic + + + + 1- + + 
Consonantal 
High + + + 
Back + + + + + + + 
Low + + + + + 
Continuant + + + + 
Anterior 
Coronal + T + 
Voi e + + + 
Sub. pr. + 
Round + + 
Nasal + 
Covered + 
High pitch + + 
Low pitch + + 
The phonological representations serve as input to 
the phonologi al component, where the ules an add, 
delete, and permute :features and segments. And one o:f 
the last things the phonological rules would do is change 
the plu and minus signs to numerical coe:f:ficients 
representing the degree o:f a :feature. The output 
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matrices of the phonological component are phonetic 
representations. 
One of the interesting innovations of TG 
phonological theory is the notion of cyclical rules, 
rules that can be applied one or more times to the 
terminal strings of the syntacti component. In the 
first application the rules are applied to the smallest 
granunati cal constituent that does not contain a ny 
juncture s mentioned in the phonological rules. After 
all applicable rules have been used, the junctur es are 
erased, and the rules are reapplied to the next larger 
constituent. The reason some rules are postulated as 
cyclical is that they can provide a proper derivation 
of a string only a fter the same rules have already 
applied to the constituents of the string. 
But not a ll phonological rules are cyc lical. In 
fact, it may well be that some languages have no 
cyclical rules at all. For Akha, at least to the 
present time, no phenomenon suggests itself as being 
of a cyclical nature. Consequently, all the rules in 
this paper are non-cyclical. Two kinds of rules have 
been included, obligatory rules and optional rules. 
Each of these categories contain general and specific 
rules, i.e., rules that are general for the whole 
pho n ology, and rules that apply t o spe c ific words. 
Opti o nal rules cover su h things as idiol e ctal and 
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diale tal variations, and stylisti hoi c es, and would 
be considered of no real significan e to a grammar as a 
t he o ry of a language (i.e., to a grammar of Akha as a 
theory o f an Akha speaker ' s ompetenc e). But they are 
o f interest f o r pedagogical, 
purposes. 
omparative and historical 
General Obligatory Rules 
(Pl) [+syll ~ [+syl l +con / _ [+con] 
+low +low 
-hig +ant 
+nas +nas +ant 
- o r 
-cor 
+nas 
Q Q m m, b, p 
An epentheti labial nasal consonant occurs between 
the nasal vowe l and a following labial cons onant. 
(P2) [+syll ~ rsyll +con I [+syl ] 
+ low +low -hig 
+nas +nas -ant 
-cor 
+nas 
Q Q J'J any owe l 
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The velar nasal o c curs epenthetically between the 
nasal vowel and a followi ng vowel. 
(PJ) 
r·y·1 ~ +syl -syl / r-·y·i~ 
+con 
-con +con +con 
+hig 
-hig 
+nas +ant 
+bac 
-cor 
-rou +nas 
m any consonant except /h/ 
Syllabic 'm' is preceded by a nasalized high back 
unrounded vowel everywhere except syllable-initially and 
after /h/. Though this rule is actually just specifying 
redundant information, i.e., information that is 
environmentally conditioned and thus predictable, it is 
doing more than just specifying blank features. It is 
inserting a segment and changing the specification of a 
feature of the nasal consonant (from plus to minus 
[syllabic]). By the constraints on the powers of 
redundancy rules, this rule cannot be a redundancy rule. 
It might fall in the category of readjustment (CH: 9), 
but in this paper it is classified as phonological. 
(P4) [+low tone] ~ [-low tone]/ [+low tone]~_[+low 
tone] 
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Thee conse u t i ve s y ll ables o n l ow 
-c o ne cau se t he 
sec o nd s y llable to h a nge t o mid t one. 
(P5) a ) Ll: J ~ [0 :OJ I _3_ 
b ) 
[+1:J 
~ 
[1 :OJ I 2 
c ) [ +1:w] ~ [2 :OJ I 1 
The numbers on the right of the slash, mark degrees 
of stress, the lower the value the greater the stress 
( as in H). The numerical values associated with the 
feature [low ] indicate increasing presence o f a feature 
with increasing numerical value, 0 being equal to the 
binary minus symbol . Eis the archiphoneme for all the 
features ommon to bo t h/~/ and /e / . The segment /~/ 
is raised in quality with each decrease in s t ress, as 
in : 
ler er ner he says that . .. 
To simplify reading, most of the rest o f the rules 
in this hapter will be written using phonetic symbols 
as abbrevi tions f o r sets of DF, except where it is 
ne essary to c ite specific features. 
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(P6) 
This c hange may be general for the segment /o/ , but 
it has been noticed only in the particle yaw which is 
very ommon and o ccurs in both primary and secondary 
stressed s y llables . 1 
(P7) +[v][v]+ ~ + . .. [v][?][ ] ... + 
indi ates this rule is true for any 
number of sequences occurring within a single 
morpheme (marked by+~_+). 
In polysyllabi morphemes where the seco nd syllable 
has no initial consonant a glottal stop occurs between 
the two owels, e.g., bau 'guts' yau ? 'egg'; leru? 
'testicles'; caew 'slingshot'. This is one of the 
morphemically onditioned oc urrences of the glottal 
stop; there is no distin tiveness in its occurrence here . 
I have recorded only a couple of polysyllabi morphemes 
in which the stop is missing. One is lao ? ' door'. There 
is a variant of this word having a fricative 'g ',lagho ? . 
Now, the elision of [g] in normal Akha speech is a common 
1 
P5 and P6 illustrate the form of rules that supply the 
numerical alue for features which can ha e more than a 
binary degree of actualization. Many features are 
chara terized, not just by their presence or absence, but 
by their degree of presen e. 
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phenomenon 1 so the f o rm for 'door' withou t the 
fricative can be considered quite straightforward . The 
other morpheme in whi h the glottal stop has not 
occurred intervocalically is awa? 'crow'. This is the 
form I have recorded for this morpheme , and this is the 
form given also in Lewis' dictionary . But ns onant 
with the word for 'door' we can quite reas o nably 
postulate an underlying form of [~ga~ J, whi c h , if 
non-existent today, could well have o curred 
historically. 
If this analysis is adopted, it would be necessary 
to adopt the notion that native Akha speakers take as 
monomorphemic, constructions such as yawa 'wet' , yawaw ? 
'low'' yawaw 'easy', yawew 'old', which have as 
constituents the particle yaw plus a stative verb, or 
else, that such c nstructions have a phrase struc ture 
similar to Aux+ V. In all such const ucti o ns the 
glottal stop occurs intervocalically . 
(P8) 
[
ma][ 
Aux 
= vowel J ~ [ ma l [ ? ][ v] 
Aux 
The second morphemically conditioned occurrence of 
the glottal stop is intervocalically between an auxiliary 
and a verb, or between the negative parti les and a 
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following morpheme . Here the stop always o c curs, b u ~ 
the non-distinctiveness of the stop before these same 
verbs is easily demonstrated in any utterance when a 
preceding object or subject expression is included in 
the same phonological phrase and the stop does not appear. 
There is no record of intervocalic environments between 
concatenated verb nuc lei so it is not known whether these 
would be marked by presence o absence of the glottal 
stop. 
I n contrast, g ammati ally but not phonemi c ally, 
with these instances o f the glottal stop, we have the 
non-occurrence of the stop before any particle. Partic les 
tend toward fusion phonetically with pre c eding elements, 
whether the elements are other particles or free 
morp hemes. This is true whether the grammatical 
relationship of the particle is to a single morp heme, a 
phrase or a lause. 
(P9) l [v ] ~ #[ ? ][ J #= phonological phrase boundary 
V = vowel 
The glottal stop always precedes an initial vowel 
in a phonological phrase. 
completely unpredictable. 
Its occurrence finall y is 
Certai n particles, e.g . . , na 
'if',~ particle of address, tend never to be c losed by 
the stop, but undoubtedly this is not a phonological 
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chara teristic of the particle but of the ~yp es o f 
phrases these particles mark. Final syllables are 
closed or not closed by a glottal stop as the speaker 
elects. 
The following two rules depend on prior sele c tion 
in the PS rules of the category Red (PS8). It is more 
or less assumed at the moment that every verb in Akha 
can be reduplicated for one meaning or anther. If 
this is not a fact, then the entries in the lexi on for 
each verb that can be reduplicated would have to have a 
feature [+reduplication] (or perhaps a strict 
subcategorial feature [+~_Red]), and only verbs so 
marked could be substituted into a string having this 
context. 
A question that remains open at the moment is just 
how many times Red can be applied. Is there an upper 
limit in Akha to the number of repetitions of a 
reduplicated element , or are the possibilities infinite? 
In the textual material there are severa instances of 
1 trisyllables, no instances of more; so I shall 
arbitrarily impose the limit that Red does not apply more 
than twice. 
1 
Lewis (1968a: xv) gives an example of a quadrisyllabic 
reduplicated element. 
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(PIO) Mono s y llabi c Redupli c ation 
Red => [ ] l l - 2 / V [ X J [ CV ] l J 
The I mark is a r edu pli c atio n junc ture. X i s any 
string o f phoneti c segmen t s c ontaining n o o currenc e o f 
J , or is null. [ ] i dentifies the c ons tituents wi t h i n 
the b ackets a s a ver b . 1 - 2 . d . t t h in 1. c a es e l i mits o f 
appli abi l ity , o ne or two times . The r ule sta te s t h a t 
Red is rewritten as t he s a me consonant~vowel sequ en e a s 
that of the sequenc e between reduplicati o n j unc tur es in 
the verb t hat it f o ll ows . The rule c an be applied o n c e 
or twi c e gi ing disyllabi c and trisyllabic sequenc es 
respe c tively . 
In verbs su has uw 'laugh', there would be n o 
problem as to how the Red should apply. Likewise, verbs 
such as naha ' listen ' , for which rule Pll is written , 
would c ause no diffi u lt i es. But verbs SU has u?b y a 
'be come dawn' , whi c h would be reduplicated u ?b y abY§; , and 
utsew ' c ough' ' which would be reduplicated as either 
u t sew- utsew or utsewu t s e w. must be marked to show whi c h 
p orti o ns are redup l i able. I n the c ase of u ?bya , bya 
is a morpheme , with the prefix it constitutes a word. 
This suggests allowing reduplication at morpheme 
junctures. With utsew, tsew is also a morpheme. If 
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morp heme junctures mark t he b oundaries of' re dupli c atio n , 
then it be comes neces sary ~o figure out some way to 
write a rule which will also redup licate the whole word 
utsew which contains a morpheme juncture internally. 
In t he cas e o f a reduplication like cicucu 'carry ' , 
where cu is n ot a ny ki nd of apparent morpheme , a rule 
could n o t be written at a ll. By using t he redupli cation 
juncture / the limits of redupli cation can be marked 
very simply without worry ing about where mo rpheme 
junctures fall. 
Henc e , all lexical entries will be marked wit h 
reduplication junctures to indicate which portions 
reduplica t e. The morpheme u ?bya can be marked as 
/+u? + / bya / ++/(whe r e + is a morpheme juncture ) . And 
utsew would be/+ / u +/ b tsew /b/ ++/ . The letters 
a - a 
bes ide the bars identify whi c h pairs of b ars mat c h and 
imply no sort o f hierar hy. 
(Pll ) Di s y llabi c Reduplication 
Red ~ [cv ]1 [cv J2 1- 2 / v[ /[ cv] 1 [c ]2 / J~ 
Disy llabi c reduplication utilizes essentially the 
same process as monosyllabic reduplication. The 
sequence of two syllables contained within the 
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redupl icati o n junc t ures preceding the 0 n ii -r; ent Red in 
the surface struc ture are repeated. F r e am le ~ 
(P12) 
nahanaha 
dermyaqdermy aq 
'listening and listening ' 
'as they were sti king it o n ... 1 
Redupli a t ed lassifiers 
[ + lf, +[+red. cl. ] Dlmt ] ~ [ ( ] final / 
[ cv ] n[(c )v] f . 1 + Dlmt ina - -
where [cv ] n i s any number of syllables belo nging t o 
the same word as [ c v ] f. 1 ina 
Any time a complex s y mbol is generated under the 
node for classifi e when there is a noun marked 
[+reduplicated lassifier ] , this phonolo gi al rule will 
apply to insert a lassifier having the same pho nological 
matrix as the last syllable of the noun . The last 
syllable may or may not have an initial co nsonant. The 
parenthesis a ound indi ates this, and requires that 
if there is a C, it is reduplicated, t oo . 
a.pa ? .!!~ 
ahmq _!! hmq 
lawber tow ber 
1 one leaf' 
'one mushroom' 
'that goiter' 
Specifi Obligatory Rules 
'one' 
# =phonological phrase 
boundary 
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'One' makes the indicated change from 'aspirated 
consonant, non-covered vowel' to 'unaspirated cons o nant, 
covered vowel' utteran e - finally. Such an environment 
probably occurs only in counting (the same is true of 
the following rule). 
(Pl4) [nyi ] ~ [ nyi~ J / _# 
'two' 
'Two' c hanges from ' non-covered vowel' to 'covered 
vowel' utterance-finally. 
(Pl5) [ s4m ] ~ [ stm ] ' Clf = Clf with low tone 
'three' 
'Three' c hanges from low tone to high tone before a 
classifier having a low tone, or utterance-finally. 
(Pl6) a) [ a ] ~ [ a] / # jo?# 
b) [ a ] ~ [a] / #_[c ]# 
c) [ a] ~ [asu] / # gha# 
# = word (lexical category) juncture. 
Pl6 is the rule that adjusts the phonetic 
representation of the interrogative prefix!• 16a 
covers the exception, ' how', to the rule 16b ; 16b covers 
the other two interrogative words, 'how much' and ' how 
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many' , whose root is on the mid tone . 16c accounts for 
'who'. The remaining word s ' whi c h, wh at ' and 'where' 
make no c hanges. 
(P l 7) a) ' I ' [[ r.ia]l ::::>[[ r.ia]l [ n6] [ n0] I 
ma ? 
b) ' you ' 
The pronouns for 'I', ' you ' make corresponding tone 
changes depending o n whether they precede ma ? plural ow 
possessive, aq object marker, ner a ccompaniment, and ha 
reflexive possessive. 
(P is > [[#bama.A#. JJ 
[ #anya.A # J 
I= word juncture 
+=morpheme juncture 
The plural a nd dual free morphemes respectively are 
changed to bound forms a fter nouns. However , anya ? can 
make the change only after pronouns. 
(Pl9) [ma] ::::> [ ta] / PP - Imp 
The indicative negative particle is changed to the 
imperative negative particle when the deep structure 
contains an imperative morpheme. 
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(P20) /t/ ~ [-sub. pr . ]/ [at'i, at'er names ; t'i 
'little'; t'at'ew 'ge cko ' ; t'awku 
'Shan'} 
/p/ ~ [-sub . pr . ]/ p'yater 'trap' 
P20 adjusts the stops noted to unaspirated forms 
in the morphemes listed. 
General Optional Rules 
There is interesting ambivalence with respect to 
the alternation of certain sets of consonants, as 
pointed out by Lewis (1968b). There seem to be diale cts 
in which there is an expanded phonemic system containing 
these distinctive pairs; /ts/ - /c/; /dz/ - /j/; /y/ -
/z/; /s/ - /s/; /x/ - /h/. Whereas in other dialects 
these pairs are reduced to, respectively: /c/, /j/, 
/y/, /s/ (/s/ ac c ording to Lewis), and /h/. I would 
like to suggest that perhaps in no individual's speech 
is there a perfectly consistent expanded system. 
In working with the Akha in Thailand, I did the 
bulk of my work with speakers appearing to have many of 
the contrasts of the expanded phonemic system, though I 
also worked with speakers having the reduced system. 
The immediate picture with the former informants, of 
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course , is that they have definite contras t s , but in 
all cases the speakers have at some time been re orded 
using a contradicting form, e.g., using sfuq as an 
alternate f o rm of shmq, 'iron'. This is extremely 
common. 
Further indicati o ns of t his ambivalenc e are found 
in Lewis' word list. 1 In sev eral instances, there are 
two expressions containing the same morpheme. One 
expression will have a phoneme of the expanded system, 
but the other has the c ontrasting phoneme, e . g., 
bawcaq c aq 'hunt in the jungle' , bawtsaq 'jungle' ; dzu 
za? ' c rouc h and hide', .Ji! za ? 'go hide' (probably the 
same expression); dzuw ? 'bathe'' juw ? sher 'dip in 
liquid and sprinkle'; xer - her said when pointing afar. 
Since these forms were recorded in an area where the 
people have the full consonantal system, one would 
expe t consistency if the system is stable. 
Another indication is that Lewis records some 
words only with a non-suspect consonant (a consonant of 
the reduced system), while I have recorded them with the 
1 
This is a prepublication version of Lewis' dictionary. 
I have not he c ked these findings with the published 
dictionary, but there is no reason to believe they 
would have changed, since Lewis' dictionary and word 
list are based on actual usage. 
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contrasting one in Thailand , e.g. , Lewis'~ ' my tsaq 
' toy top' . I n this c ase , one would expe c t the reverse 
to be true, if it were to occur at all, i .e. , the / ts/ 
form t o have been re c orded in Burma where the expanded 
system is predominant. 
The distribution of the various cons o n a nts with t he 
vowels is a l so interesting . Counting the occu rrence o f 
morphemes in Lewis' wo rd list, c ounting eac h morpheme 
only once, a strong tendency toward comp lementary 
distributi o n can be noted, i .e., where one consonant 
oc curs with a parti cular vowel on a particular tone, the 
contrasting c onsonant does not, or occurs co nsiderably 
less. Figure 5 . 6 gives the counts of the various 
distributional patterns. T he pattern does not h o ld 
true in every instanc e , but t here is a significant 
tendency. 
There are, in ontrast to all this e v idence, a 
g oodly nu mber o f minimal pairs . But it would not be 
surpris i ng to find out these pairs were not u nalterably 
contrastive with any speaker , as seemed to be the case 
in Thailand. Though this would in many cases produce a 
large number of h omonyms, this s ituation is certainly 
n ot uncommo n am9ng Asian languages (cf. Mandarin, in 
wh i c h h omonyms are rife, a dozen not being unusual). 
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FIGURE 5.6 
a a I aq I ' I e I er I ew I a aq aq aw aw aw e e er er ew ew 
C 1 0 4 2 5 0 9 4 0 1 0 0 J 7 7 J 0 4 
ts 4 0 1 J 0 3 5 0 4 0 0 4 2 0 1 5 0 0 
j 6 7 4 1 1 2 2 2 8 15 0 3 0 1 0 2 0 
dz 5 2 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 3 2 2 0 3 0 2 
s 5 0 9 5 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 0 6 0 7 0 0 0 
sh 13 2 13 1 0 0 2 3 1 0 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 0 
y 6 9 5 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 0 0 5 0 6 1 0 1 
z 3 2 2 2 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
h 2 1 1 0 1 0 1 4 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
X 13 2 6 4 0 1 6 1 4 0 0 0 3 0 1 2 0 1 
' i 
,. 
rhq I 0 I ow I u u I ' I 1 1 mq mq 0 0 ow ow u uw uw uw 
C 9 0 7 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 0 0 3 4 0 0 0 1 
ts 1 1 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
j 0 2 6 1 0 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 2 2 4 0 0 0 
dz 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 
s 5 1 3 2 0 7 0 1 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
sh J 0 J 0 0 .'.3 0 1 0 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 
y 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 1 0 
z 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
h 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 3 1 0 0 
X 0 0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 46 
a? a? aw? aw ? er ? er ? i? i? o? o ? ow? ow? u? u? 
J 4 0 1 2 1 2 4 1 0 2 0 1 1 
ts 2 0 0 1 J J 0 0 2 6 0 2 0 1 
j 2 5 J 0 1 J 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 
dz 0 0 J 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
s J 7 0 2 J 0 0 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 
sh 2 2 1 2 J 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
y J 1 1 1 J 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 
z 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
X 0 7 J 1 2 0 0 0 J 4 1 0 0 0 
Some of the minimal pairs from Lewis' word list are 
given below. Some o f these phonetic shapes already have 
more than one me aning, but only one meaning has been 
gi en here. 
, 
1 sing ' aw 'fri end' a 
tsa ' h o t' tsaw 'wa terfal 1' 
,. 
'be strong' cew 'run' 
.£.!. 
tsi 'stop ' tsew 'hinder ' 
. ,. 
'finish' . , 's lippery ' 
.J2; ~ 
dzi 'clever' dzu ' hunker' 
1 fragrant' 
, 
'jewel' saw ser 
shaw 1 untroublesome' sher an animal 
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hew 1 animal grow 1 1 
'steal ' 
'co er with skin ' 
xew 
\ 
za 
zaw 
' sacrifice a ow' ~ 
1 just right ' za? 
'to f ly' 
'stay overnight ' 
'to hide 1 
As a final point , we mi ght consider the similar 
pho ne s i n related langua ges. In L~hu [ ts ] [C J , 
[dz ] - [j ] , [s ] - [s ], [z] - [y] are found as 
phonet i al l y condi~ioned allophones. T he o urrenc e of 
the fi r s t of ea h pair is onditioned b y a following/~/ ; 
the other allophone o curs with the other vowels 
( Matisoff : 8). Lisu, Atsi and Maru have remnants o f the 
e xpanded system (not all t he l a nguages h ave all t he 
s ounds ), i.e ., sets such as /c/ - /t s / (Burling, 1967). 
In other words, Akha generally seems to be in a state of 
transition between t he full system of co n trasts a nd some 
other state , perh aps either t he Lahu state of 
complementary distribution or the s tate of a r educ ed 
system where o ne member of ea h pair of ambivalent 
consonants is el i minated completely fr om t he phonology. 
The f ollowing rules express the relationship between 
the membe r s o f the sets of ambivalent consonants in 
Akha. Where there are three qualities of s ound, the 
intermediate quality alternate s with the other two in 
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the spee ,h of speakers who do not maintain dis tin ti ··eness 
between the extremes . 
(P21) y ~ Y" y 
+hig 2 1 0 
-ant 0 1 2 
-cor 0 1 2 
- str 0 
. ' 
1 2 
/y/ ---+ /z/ 
Y is the archiphoneme for all the features common 
to the two segments /y, z/. The rule expresses the 
flux between three degrees of consonantal quality from 
/z/ to /y/. 
(P22) 
( P2.3) 
J 
+hig 
- ant 
- nt 
,J J 
1 0 
0 1 
0 , 1 
/ j/ ___, /dz/ 
J represents the features common t o /j/ and /dz/. 
[ ::: l ~ [ :1 [] l :1 
/s/ ---+ Isl 
The DF ommon to /s/ and /s/ are represented by S. 
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The alternation between /s / and /s/ co ers the r ange, 
from left to right , between the dental and the palatal 
sibilant. 
(P24) C 
+hig 
- ant 
- cnt 
2 
0 
0 
/ c/ 
C 
1 
1 
1 
...... 
C 
0 
2 
2 
/ts/ 
C is the archiphoneme for the DF common to /c/ and 
/ts/, and the segments on the right side of the arrow, 
from left to right, represent a range of values from the 
palatal// to the dental /ts/ . 
[:1. [J r:1 (P25) H -con 
-bac 
/h/ ...... /x/ 
This is the last of the ambivalent . pairs we 
menti o ned. 
Lewis (1968b has pointed out another dialectal 
variation in the pairs [py ] - [pl], [by ] -~ [bl ], [my ] -
[ml ] . 
(P26) M 
+hig 
+ ant 
-cor 
- lat 
MY 
-hig 
+ant 
+cor 
+lat 
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he features common to all the p a l atalized bilabials -
/py, b y, my/ - and their c orresponding lateral varieties, 
are abbreviated MY. I n certain (dialectal) patterns of 
spee c h all these labials are hanged to latera l releases. 
To describe this phenomenon it is necess ary to add the 
feature 'lateral' to the phonology. 
Other, more obs cure, variations have also been noted 
(see Lewis , 1968b : §5,2 .2 ; Dellinger, 1968 : §5) . 
suggests they are patterns of change in progress. 
Whethe this is so or not is moot. Many of these 
Lewis 
va iati o ns were r e corded as far back as 1873 ( Garnier). 
Rules for these additional variations will not be given, 
as diale c tal rules have already been well illustrated, 
and the degree of uncertainty surrounding the status of 
these variations suggests furthe r discussion should 
await additional investigation. 
Another frequent alternation is between /k/ - /c/, 
/kh/ _ / c h/before /i/ and /i ?/. 
(P27) 
- ba 
+cor : . l :] 
/c / _, /k/ 
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where there is n o 
jun ture between the 
onsonant and owel 
of this frame. 
c, h/. 
epresents all the DF in common between / k , / kh, 
This is not a diale tal variation, but 
represents free variat ion in the speech of many spe akers 
( all speakers?). It h as been recorded in su h words as 
kilo 1 bike I; ki ?nyaw ? ' pliers'; k:i..ni 'vine 1 • 
--- ' 
Uki? I night'• 
This may not be a general rule; it may be spe ific to 
certain words. But the fat that it occurs with 'night', 
almost assuredly not a borrowing, supports the 
ontention of its generality. 
(P28) /e/ ~ [ t ] / /TS/~ where /TS/ is the 
archiphoneme /ts/ and / dz / . 
For example, in xadzeya 'man'; namatsexmq 'lantern'. 
This rule may be spe ific to these words; or it may be 
that this variation is related to a de crease in stress. 
This environment for /e/ is very rare, and in the only 
other recorded occurrence of it, in tse ' ten', a 
stressed position, /e/ retains its lower [e ] quality . 
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Sp e c ifi c Op tion a l Rules 
(PJO ) { ' } muw nger 
The prefi x i n P29 h a nges tone option a l l y h en 
mod i f y ing c ertai n morphemes ; here , t he morpheme s f o r 
' g ood' and 'empty ' . Rules o f thi s s ort ould be written 
f or many mo rphemes , e.g . , c er 'rice' , which be comes mi d 
tone when c ompounded with c ertain morphemes o n h i gh tone , 
such as .£Yi! 'whi t e ' 
(P JO) 
Rule JO int r oduc es a phenomenon whi c h seems to be 
especially i n c ons i stent wi th Akha phonology. So me words, 
suc h a s the ones f o r 'beat' and 'how' in P JO, which have 
glo ttal i zed mid tones , can ma ke changes to glottali zed 
h i gh tones . As we no t ed in the lexi cal redundancy rules 
(SGlJ), t here are n o distinc tive , or p honemi , 
glo t tal i zed h i gh t o nes i n Akha , so their o ccurren e c an 
pro b a bly be r elated to s ome other f ac t o r, su has 
i ntonat i o n , e mphasis, etc. 
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(PJl) a) ' ~ ' asi S1 
b) ler , ~ er 
c) ner ~ er 
ct) ni ~ i 
e) , , na ~ a 
f) ~ ~ miner ~ mier 
Elision in Akha particles, espe c ially the 
subordinating particles, is very frequent in Akha, such 
as these rules for the particles for repetition, object 
clause marker, instrumentality, goal, conditional, and 
causative. 
(PJ2) a) aw ~ ~/ [mawtaw ? 'padlock' ; jawdaq 'lower 
end of village'} 
b) aw~ ew / [dzawdzaq 'girdle'; jawdaq 'lower 
end of village'} 
The alternations described above have been noted in 
my te ts. 
J unctures (boundaries) have not been discussed at 
all, in this chapter on the phonologi cal omponent of 
a grammar o f Akha, even though they have been written 
(somewhat ad hoc) in some of the rules. A proper 
treatment of them would make the phonology much more 
complex, and at the same time more rigorous and specific. 
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APPENDIX A 
LIST OF SYMBOLS USED 
Ace accompaniment 
Adv adverb 
ant anterior 
Aux auxiliary 
ba back 
Ben benefactive 
Caus cause 
CH Chomsky and Halle, 1968. 
Clf classifier 
cnt continuant 
Comp complement 
con consonahtal 
ond conditional 
-onj conjunction 
co coronal 
Dem demonstrative 
Det determiner 
DF distinctive feature 
Dlmt del imiter 
Dur duration 
dur. 
hig 
Imp 
Inst 
InstP 
j V 
L 
lat 
Lo 
Man 
ManP 
ManW 
N 
nas 
Neg 
Nml 
Norn 
NP 
Num 
p 
Pgen 
Ploc 
Pnoun 
PP 
durativ e 
high 
imperative 
instrumental 
instrumental phrase 
spe cial c lass of verbs 
lexical (rule) 
lateral 
location 
manner 
manner phrase 
manner word 
noun 
nasal 
negative 
nominal 
nominative 
noun phrase 
number 
phonological (rule) 
general particle 
locative particle 
noun partic l e 
predicate phrase 
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pres. 
pro 
PS 
Ptm 
Pur 
Pverb 
Q 
Red 
red. cl. 
rel. 
s 
SecV 
sg 
SG 
spe 
SQ 
str 
sub. pr. 
syl 
T 
TG 
Tm 
TmP 
TmW 
present 
pronoun 
phrase structure 
time par-ci le 
purpo se 
verb particle 
question 
redupli ation 
reduplicated classifier 
relative 
senten e 
secondary verb 
singular 
segment structure (rule) 
spe ifi 
sequenc e structure (rule) 
strident 
s ubglottal pressure 
s y llabic 
transformational (rule) 
transforma tiona l grammar 
time 
time phrase 
time word 
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true c l. 
V 
Vb 
VP 
VR 
Vstat 
1st p. 
Jrd p. 
# 
* 
true class ifier 
v e b 
verbal 
verb p hrase 
verbic 
s tative v erb 
first person 
third p erson 
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juncture mark (used variously f or sentenc e , 
word and phonological phrase junctures) 
infinite number of repetitions; 
hypotheti ca l or ungranunatical form 
redupli ation juncture 
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APPENDIX B 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPRY OF AKRA REFERENCES 
Anthropological Linguistics, 7 (No.6) (1965). One 
number in a series classifying and des c ribing the 
Sino- Tibetan languages. The series is an 
exc ellent survey of the researc h done in this area, 
taking into a c c ount virtually all published 
information. In the Burmese-Lolo section, several 
glaring errors reflect the lack of published work, 
suc h as calling the Thailand Kui a Sino-Tibetan 
language, and setting up an independent linguistic 
group called Lahu (as opposed to Lahuna, etc.), and 
translating Lahusi as Red Lahu (Lahuni is Red Lahu, 
Lahusi is Yellow Lahu) . 
ANTISDEL, . B. 'Elementary studies in Lahoo, Akha (Kaw), 
and Wa languages', Journal of the Burma Research 
Society, 1 (1911), 41-64. Primarily a list of 
English sentences giving other-language 
equivalents. For Akha, the language seems to be 
grammatical. Only a few meagre grammati al 
omments made, and these are ery subje c tive and 
based on latinate grammar. 
ANTISDEL, C . B . 'Lahoo traditions', J ournal of the Burma 
Resear h So iety, 1 (Pt 2) (1911) , 32- 5 . Makes a 
few brief remarks noting similarities a nd 
differences between the traditions o f the Lahu and 
the Akha co n cerning their origins and a previous 
literature. 
Bennington-Cornell Thailand Hilltribe Project , 1963-
1964 ; Cornell Thailand Project, Cornell University, 
Itha a, .Y . ( maps, list of villages). I have 
not seen any written reports that resulted from this 
survey. The maps show the lo cation of every 
h i l ltribe village in Chiang Rai province of which 
the survey was aware at that time. The index gives 
loordinates of each village, tribal affiliation, 
n mber of houses, population and altitude . 
BERNATZIK 1 Hu g o A. Akha und Meau. Innsbruck , 1947. 
One o f ~he primary s ources of informa~i o n f o r 
Lebar, Hi ckey and Musgrave . 
BRUK, Solomon Il'i h. Peoples of China , Mongolian 
People's Republi and Korea. (same as Karta 
Naro dov Kitaia, MNR i Korei. Mos c ow , 195~) 
(trans. by U .S . Jo int Publications Researc h 
Servi c e, No . 3710, Washington). 
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Bulleti n o n Narco tics, 17 (No .3 ) (1965) , ? - 1 1 . Menti ons 
the Akha as one o f the cultivators of illegal 
opium. Makes only o ne dire c t referen e; the 
discuss ion is of the opium trade in general . 
BUNNAK, Surapho ng. Chaukhau. Ba~gkok, Roongryangraht , 
1961 . 
BURLING, Robbins. Pro t o Lolo-Burmese. I J AL, 33 ( o . 2, 
Pt 2) ( 1967). Contains a word list~l57 words 
c ontributed by Paul Lewis. Some of the 
trans c riptions differ slightly from mine. 
Re constructs Pro to-L o l o ish from Akha , Lahu and 
Lisu ; then reconstructs Proto-Lolo- Burmese by 
further comparison with Burmese, Ats i and Maru. 
His re c onstructions have been called in question by 
Matis o ff (Language, 44 (1968), 879- 97, 
DAUFFES , A . E. 'Notes ethnographiques sur les Kos ' , 
BEFEO, 6 (1906) , 3 2 7 - 34, A very general summary 
o f ertain broad features of Akha culture. 
DAVIES , Henry Rudo ph. Yun- nan: the Link between Ind ia 
and the Yangtze. Cambridge, 1909. Information on 
Akha very sketc hy . Gives locales and haracteristics 
o f a large number of tribes. Gives word lists of 
most of the tribes. 
DELLINGER, David W. 'A generative approa h t o the 
pho n o logy of Akha ' , paper read at AULLA Twelfth 
ongress, Perth, Western Australia, 1969 (to be 
published). A description of the appli ation of 
distinctive features and generative rules to the 
phono logy of Akha. 
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DELLINGER, David w. ' Ambivalence i n Akha pho n o logy', 
Anthropologi al Linguistics, 10 (No .8 ) (1968), 
16-22. Discus s es c ertai n fe atures o f h o ne tic 
alternation whi c h h ave generally been assumed t o 
be d i alectal o n a ge o graphical basis , bu t whi c h may 
n ot actually h ave a geographi c al dist i buti o n . 
---
'Notes on Akha segmental phonemes and tones ' , 
Occasional Papers No .9, Pa ific Linguistic s (1967), 
35 - 4J. A first paper o n Akha phonolo gy. Has 
seve ral significant errors and should not be relied 
o n . 
'Phonological spe ification and s ome phonologi c al 
rules in Akha', Linguisti cs (forthcoming). An 
extended version of the AULLA X~Ith Congress paper. 
, and Peter Wyss. 'Some c omments on Akha : Its 
relationships and structure, and a proposal for a 
writ i ng system ' , First S:.¥2!!posium on Hill Tribes in 
Thailand (to be publishectj: A general dis cussion 
o f the linguisti c affiliation of Akha , mai n points 
of its structur e and phonology, and a proposal by 
Wyss for a writ i ng system using the Thai alphabet. 
EMBREE, J ohn F., and William L. Thomas, Jr . Ethnic 
Groups of Northern Southeast Asia. New Haven, 
Southeast Asia Studies, 1950 (mimeo). Printed 
as Ethnic Map and Gazeteer of Northern Southeast 
Asia. New Haven, 1950. 
ENRIQ EZ, C . A Burmese Loneliness. Ca l cu tta, 1918 . 
Dis cuss es the Akha only in the most general and 
subjective sort o f terms - 1 all sorts of' , 'we ird' , 
' ubbish', etc . 'The Akha are natura lly simple'. 
Give s no informati o n not available elsewhere. 
GARNIER , Fran ci s . 
Pari s , 1873. 
oyage d'Exploration en I ndo- Chine. 
ount of Garnier's encounters 
with various tribes 
location, physique , 
tribes. 
on a journey. Re counts mainly 
dress and language o f the 
HALPERN , Joel M. Geographic, Demographic and Ethnic 
Background on Laos . Lao s Project Paper No.4. Los 
Angeles , University of California , 1961 (mimeo). 
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HALPERN, Joel M. P opulation Statisti ·sand Ass o ia~ed 
Data . Laos Pro' e ct Paper No.3. Los Angeles , 
University of California, 1961 (mimeo). 
HARRIS, George L. et. al. 
DA Pam o . 550- J. Washington, 
Printing Offi e, 1966. Treats the Akha in o ne 
short paragraph. Primary source appears to ha e 
been Young. 
HENRY , Augustine. 'The Lolos and other tribes of estern 
h ina', Journal of the Royal Anthropologi al 
Institute, 33 (1903), 96-107 . Says that t he Woni 
are o ne stock of people living in weste rn China, to 
which belong the Woni proper, Mah~, Pudu, Kado , 
Aka, and Piza. This is the only reference ~o Aka. 
HU, Chang-tu, et. al. China: Its People, It s Society, 
Its Culture. ew Haven , 1960. othing specific 
regarding the Akha. Merely lists the Akha in 
harts showing language and ethni c groups . 
IZIKOWITZ, Gustav. Over Dimmoners Berg . . 1949. 
'Quelques notes sur le costume des Puli-Akha', 
Ethnos, 8 (1943), 133-52, A des ription of the 
various items of dress of the Puli-Akha, noting 
that, espe ially among the women, each tribe of 
Akha has pe uliarities of costume. 
'Traps from the Lamet and the Puli-Akha, Lao s, 
French Indochina', Ethnos, 4 (1939), 2 - 20. A 
des cription of various traps and snares in use 
among the Akha around Muong Sing in the Haut-
Meko ng region of Laos. 
Katsura, Maki o . 'An outline of the pho nologi al and 
morphologi cal struc~ure of the Akha language in 
northern Thailand'. Tonan Ajia Kenkyu , 6 ( 1969), 
220-40 . 
. 'The pho nemes of the Alu diale ·t of Akha ' , Tonan 
~~~Ajia Kenkyu, 4 ( 1966), 122-32. A fairly g o od sketch 
of Akha phonology, but it misses some important 
points. Katsu a has completely missed the very 
c ru ial glottal owel distinction, and he has 
misinterpreted the back nasal vowel pho neme. His 
re ording o f tone is good. 
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KICKERT , Robert W. Akha Village Structure. ' hiang Rai, 
1967 ( mime o) . ery brief, general sket h o f the 
Akha . Adds little t o the des criptionsby Young, 
Roux a nd Dau ffes. So me c omments are err o ne ous. 
KUHN , I s obel. As ent t o t he Tribes. Lond o n , China 
I nland Mission , 1956 . An account o f the beginnings 
o f t he Overse as Missionary Fellowship work among 
the h ill tribes o f T hailand. A fe s cattered 
referen es t o the Akha, oncerning beginnings o f 
missionary work amo ng them. Has a few comments o n 
attitude o f o ther groups t owards the Akha. 
LEBAR , Frank M. , Gerald . Hi key and John K. Musgrave . 
Ethni c Groups o f Mainland Southeast Asia . New 
Hav en , 1964. A resume of previously published 
informati o n . Gives the main p o ints of t he 
available material. An e cellent collo ati o n o f t he 
publ i shed Akha material. 
LEWIS , Paul . Akha - English Di tionary. Data Paper : 
No .70 , Southeast Asia Program. Cornell University, 
I thac a, 1968. Contains a grammati cal sketch as 
well as lexicon. The grammati ca l sketch is v ery 
brief and depends largely on superfi ial 
hara teristics. The lexicon is an ex ellent list 
of Akha words in a phonemic romanizati o n, bu t 
without .omple t e morpheme listing, any i dentifi ation 
of morpheme c lasses, o r a translation of the sample 
sentences. The author implies in his preface that 
the di ctionary is more a by-product than a direct 
p roduc t o f his wok among the Akha. Some of the 
definitions are actually more limited t han the 
real s cope o f the Akha term. I n spite o f these 
limitations in sc ope, it is an extremely helpful 
and v aluable work . 
1 Akha phonology', Anthropological Linguisti c s, 
10 (No . 2) ( 1968), 8-19. A good sketch of the 
pho nemic system of Akha, Also provides statisti s 
and des riptions of the distributi o n patterns of 
Akha phonemes, and offers informati o n on dialectal 
v ariation. 
Linguisti c Survey of I~dia, al.I, Pt 2 , Comparative 
ocabu lary, ed. George A, Grierson. Akha 
vo abu ary appears to be more impressionisti c than 
ac curate . Tones are not marked. 
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MADR LLE 1 C audius. 'Quelques peuplades l o lo ', T ' oung 
Pao, Series 2, 9 (1908), 529-76. Gives only an 
Akha word list . 
MASPERO, Henri. Review of Shafer, ' Prefixed n-, ?ng 
in Tibetan', 'The link between Burmese and Lolo', 
in BSL, 39 (No.2) (1938), 206-7. Reviews the 
first article at length, but only makes note of 
the existence of the se cond, which c on erns Akha. 
NISHIDA, Tatsuo. 'A preliminary report on the Akha 
language ~ a language of a hill tribe in orthern 
Thailand', Studia Phonologi a, 4 (1965- 6) , 1-37. 
Article has numerous inaccuracies of re cording and 
analysis. Not very reliable as a source of 
information. This article would be on a par with 
Dellinger , 1967 . 
'A comparative study of Bisu, Akha and Burmese 
languages', Tonan AJia Kenkyu, 4 (1966) , 42-68; 
52- 68. These two arti c les are based o n ishida's 
Akha material which contains ertain inaccuracies 
in recording. The conclusions of this article 
should be accepted c autiously . 
. 'Research on diale ts of northern Thailand', 
~~-Tonan Ajia Kenkyu, 3 (1965), 117-29. 
'The character and relationship of the Bisu 
language of northern Thailand', Gengo Kenkyu, 49 
( 1966), 108- 11. 
D'ORLEANS , Henri. Du Tonkin aux Indes . Paris, 1898 . 
Shafer identifies d'Orleans vo c abulary 9 as Akha, 
and suggests 10 is also. Since d'Orleans calls 
the pe op le by o ther names , we are not sure what 
they alled themselves. The vocabularies are 
close enough to Thailand Akha that they might have 
been mutually intelligible, but if they are Akha, 
they are quite divergent. 
ROUX, Henri. 'Deux tribus de la region de Phongsaly ' , 
BEFEO, 24 (1924), 373-500. See Roux and Tran, 
'Quelques minorites ethniques du Nord-Indochine '. 
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ROUX, Henri, and Tran an Chu. 'Quelques minorites 
ethniques du Nord-Indochine', France- Asie (Saigon), 
10 (Nos 92-3) (1954), 131-419. This is o ne o f the 
few extensive treatments of the Akha, and prior t o 
Lewis' di ctionary, the only extensive treatment of 
the language (gives a long vocabulary in luding t o ne 
markings). The mate ial appears quite reliable, 
though the Akha are apparently a different branch 
linguistically from the Thailand Akha. 
SCOTT , J ames G. Burma: a Handbo ok of Practi c al 
I nformation. London, Moring, 1906. A brief survey 
of superficial c haracteristics of dress , dwellings, 
etc . Essentially the same information published 
1ater in Burma and Beyo nd. 
Burma and Beyond. London, Grayson, 1932. A 
very 'touristy' descripti o n of Akha dress , 
dwellings, livelihood, and customs. Basi c ally the 
same information as in Scott's Gazeteer a nd Burma: 
a Handbook ... Tends to generalize and olor the 
information to the point of inaccuracy. 
~~~' and J . P . Hardiman . Gazeteer of Upper Burma and 
the Shan States , Pt 1, Vol.l. Rangoon, 1900. 
Brief description of the Akha people - dress, 
origin, et . 
SEIDENFADEN, Erik. The Thai Peoples. Bangkok, The Siam 
Society , 1963 . Only devotes a few sentences to the 
Akha , and these are inaccurate and t o o general to 
be useful. Calls the Akha a branch of the Lahu; 
identifies them as the (actually different) Phunoi 
of . Laos. Makes such comments as 'well made ', 
'regular features'. 
SHAFER, Robert. ' Classification of the Sino-Tibetan 
languages',~ ' 11 (1955) , 94- 111 . Based o n 
extensive historical reconstruction by the author. 
Unfortunately, mu h of the material available to 
Shafer at the time is unreliable. At least provides 
a handy listing of the Sino- Tibetan languages, and 
a point of departure for future classification . 
. 'Phonetique historique des langues lolo' , T'oung 
~~~Pao , 41 (1952), 191- 229, Historical study involving 
Akha and several other 'Burman' ('Lolo') languages . 
The Akha is Roux's. 
SHAFER 9 Robert. ' P hunoi and Akha tones', Sino=Tibet;ica 
4 (1938), 29-J8 . A h isto i al s,:;udy showing 
co elations between Akha , Phuno i and Burmese 
cognates . The r e c nstructions have n ot been 
c he cked , but t hey seem t o concurwi,:;h 1.,he ma,:;erial 
as it's g · v en. The Akha is Roux's. 
' The link be twe en Burmese and Lolo 1 , Sino-
Tibeti ca, 2 (1938 ), 8-10. Shafer says t ha c Ph n o i 
and Akha provide an important link in the 
relati o nship between the Burmese and Lolo anguages 
in hav ing s ome f i nal onsonants. B r mese has many 
finals , Lo l o few . Phunoi r etains mo st of t he 
original f 'inals; Akha, most o f the original final 
nasals. 
SISAWAT , Bunc huai. Chaukhau nai Thai. Bangkok , 1963 . 
Sam sip c hati nai Chiang Rai. Bangkok, Ou thai 
P ess , 1960. 
SMALLEY, Will i am A. Notes on Some Phonolo ical Problems 
in Akha as S oken in the Chien rai Area. 
Chiengmai , 19 4 unpublished . Examines the 
p henomenon of consonant alternation as determined 
b y the glottal - non- glottal d istin ti o n in vowels. 
SRISAVASDI, Boon Chuey . The Hill Tribes o f Siam. 
Bangkok, Nai Ch oob Phoopradit, 1963 . A g ood 
pi ctorial account of the casual life o f the Akha, 
showing modes of dress and housing . 
TE , Ba. 'A marriage c ustom among the Akhas and 
Myinchas', ~. 16 (1926), 43-5 . 
TELFORD , J . H . 'Animism in Kengtung State' , ~ . 27 
(1937), Pt 2, 86- 2J8. Ranks with Ro u x and 
Bernatzik as imp ortant source of information. 
Makes a comparative study of aspe t s o f Akha 
culture with similar aspects of Lahu , Shan and 
Karen culture. 
THOMAS , David D. Notes o n the Pon Khi Heh Diale c t of 
Akha. Banglamung, 19 5 unpublished . Pro ides a 
sho- t sketch of the phonemi c system of o ne Akha 
speaker, and makes comparisons with the diale c t 
used in Bible translation in Burma. 
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Thail a nd Past and Present . Published by in~h Pac ific 
Scienc e Co ngress . Bangkok, 1957 . Only a seven 
line referenc e , but implies three e r o r-s. It is 
d oub tful the Akha ever lived as far s outh as 
P hrae; there was more than a single vil lage i n 
1957; the Akha are not generally class ed a s a 
branch of t he Lahu . The book apparently got its 
i nformation f rom Major Seidenfa den , o r vi e - v ersa . 
WIS SMAN , H. von. Sud-Yunnan als Tei raum Sudostasiens. 
Sc hriften z ur Ge opolitik No.22. Heidelberg, Kurt 
Vowinckel, 1943. 
WYSS, Peten Akha phonology (forthcoming). 
YOUNG, Gordon . The Hill Tribes of Norther n Thailand. 
Bangkok, The Siam Society, 1966. One o f the few 
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Gives a good description of their general 
characteristics. But Young's appraisals should be 
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religion, contact and village government , as they 
probably contain come inaccurac ies. 
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